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ABSTRACT 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF EXPOSITIONAL, 
NARRATIVE, AND TOPICAL PREACHING  
IN A NEW CHURCH SETTING
by
Benjamin Wesley Kelley 
 As the church universal marches into the twenty-first century and a new 
millennium, preachers of the Word of God appear more confused than ever about the 
effectiveness of differing styles of preaching. The most intense and current homiletical 
debates focus directly upon three distinct styles of preaching, namely expositional, 
narrative, and topical. 
 This uncertainty became clear to me as I entered the “Biblical Preaching” course 
in the Beeson Program at Asbury Theological Seminary. As professor Dr. David Walls 
began teaching expositional preaching to the Beeson class of 2000-2001, questions began 
arising from several class members as to the effectiveness of this style in comparison to 
the more contemporary and “trendy” preaching styles of narrative and topical sermons. In 
fact, the first several months of class time consisted of Dr. Walls teaching expositional 
preaching while some Beeson pastors wanted to explore other styles of sermon 
proclamation. 
 After several months of class lecture and engagement, the time came to preach to 
one another and to Dr. Walls. To say the first preaching exercise was a disaster is an 
understatement. In the eyes of Dr. Walls and some of the Beeson pastors, our preaching 
left a lot to be desired. The class session concluded with Dr. Walls passionately 
declaring, “Preach the text!” 
 At the center of such tension, I believe, was a disagreement between professor 
and student as to the most effective way to preach the Word of God. Even though the 
Beeson pastor class of 2000-2001 made great strides in the practice of Christian 
preaching, the question remains, “What is the most faithful and effective style of 
preaching God’s Word in the twenty-first century?” 
 The purpose of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of expositional, 
narrative, and topical sermons in a new church setting. Over a period of one year in the 
life and ministry of newhope church, twelve sermons were preached. These sermons 
consisted of four expositional, four narrative, and four topical sermons. I met with a 
Sermon Research Team of thirty-two persons before the project began, six months into 
the project, and at the conclusion of the twelve-month dissertation project.
 The two constant ingredients in this comparison of preaching styles in a new 
church was my role as preacher and the use of multimedia, including power point and 
movie clips. Occasionally, I also used tangible teaching tools that persons in the 
congregation received to help them retain and apply the messages to their lives.  
 Since the test groups can only be tested after they experience the different styles 
of preaching, the research sought to establish the effectiveness of each style based on a 
post test analysis of each group. Each of the two groups, however, were given the dates 
and reminded of the sermons so they could plan on being present and attentive. 
 The effect response was based upon the significance of three fundamental 
measures: the cognitive level of engagement with each style of preaching, the extent to 
which each person gains knowledge of the biblical text, and the points of application 
learned and sustained in the lives of the hearers. 
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CHAPTER 1 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
Background
In his watershed book As One without Authority, Fred Craddock begins as 
follows: 
We are all aware that in the countless courts of opinion the verdict of 
preaching has been rendered and the sentence passed. All this slim volume 
asks is a stay of execution until one other witness be heard. (1) 
The witness of Craddock was indeed heard. In fact, it can be argued easily that this slim 
volume fundamentally shifted the landscape of preaching in the Church of Jesus Christ. 
 Many shifts in the preaching landscape have occurred throughout the history of 
the Church. This particular dissertation seeks to evaluate theologically and practically 
three such shifts in the faithfulness and effectiveness of preaching, namely the shift from 
expositional preaching to narrative preaching primarily ushered into existence through 
Craddock and the current and trendy shift occurring between the narrative style of 
preaching and the topical sermon. These three styles of preaching, namely exposition, 
narrative, and topical, have not necessarily occurred in the order above, but they served 
as the underpinnings of this project. Moreover, I used my calling to start newhope church 
as the setting in which I evaluated the effective characteristics or lack thereof evident in 
these three styles of preaching among a Sermon Research Team of  Christians in the life 
and ministry of this new church.  
Congregational Context 
 According to Percept National Demographics and the U.S. Census Bureau, the 
Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh, North Carolina areas are an inviting context for new 
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church planting. Between 1990 and 1999, the total population of Chapel Hill has 
increased by 1865 persons, or 25.2 percent. The area is clearly growing and continues to 
serve as fertile soil in which to plant the seeds of God’s Word. 
 Racially, the context is only moderately diverse. Between 1999 and 2004 the 
white population is projected to increase by 256 persons, decreasing from 82.6 percent to 
80.0 percent of the total population. The black population, on the other hand, is projected 
to increase by ninety four persons and to increase from 8.3 percent to 8.7 percent of the 
total. The Hispanic/Latino population is projected to increase by 123 persons, from 3.3 
percent to 4.4 percent while the Asian/other population is projected to increase by 149 
persons, from 5.8 percent to 7.0 percent of the total population (Percept 2). 
 Economically, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is an extremely affluent area. 
Recently, Chapel Hill has been consistently chosen as one of the top five places to live in 
the United States. The average household income in the study area is $82,830 a year as 
compared to the national average of $56,184. The average age is 38.9 years and is 
projected to increase to 39.8 years by 2004. 
Broken into six categories, the “young and coming” is the most populous group, 
which is 351.9 percent higher than the United States average. Equally as astonishing is 
the fact that the college graduation rate is 157.6 percent higher than the national average, 
and the postgraduate degree rates are 378.2 percent higher than the national average 
(Percept 3). Since Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is a university town, the educational level 
of these people are extremely high. Nestled in the rolling hills of the Piedmont area of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill is the home of the University of North Carolina and is only 
eight miles from Duke University. Moreover, thirty miles east in Raleigh, North Carolina, 
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one finds North Carolina State University. In other words, Chapel Hill is the higher 
education “Mecca” of North Carolina, and the people of this area pride themselves on 
their affection for academia. 
The population growth, economic affluence, and high level of education all 
attribute to the most important demographic related to this particular study, namely 
worship preferences among the residents of Chapel Hill. As might be expected, those 
living in Chapel Hill prefer “intellectually challenging” sermons. In fact, they prefer 
intellectually challenging sermons at a rate 77 percent higher than the national average. 
Their traditional music and worship style preference is 35.7 percent, 30.2 percent higher 
than the national average, respectively (Percept 9). 
 These demographics are helpful not only in determining a strategy to start 
newhope church but also in my sermon preparation and planning. Regardless of sermon 
style, expositional, narrative, or topical, sermons that feed the sheep of Chapel Hill need 
to be culturally relevant to rapid population growth, affluence, and high levels of 
graduate and postgraduate education (see Appendix K). 
In this context I started newhope church three years ago. The congregation has 
grown quickly and the research brought forth in this project has been incredibly 
beneficial for me as the primary teacher of the Word of the Lord at newhope. I hope it 
helps others who also strive to understand more faithfully the task of preaching.  
The Preaching Predicament 
In Paul’s letter to young Timothy, the apostle declares, “Do your best to present 
yourself to God as one approved as a workman who does not need to be ashamed and 
who correctly handles the word of truth [emphasis mine]” (2 Tim. 2:15).  
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The thrust of this project is to discern and identify the meaning of a faithful and effective 
biblical preacher. As Paul would say, “one who correctly handles the word of truth.” 
 What the apostle Paul means when he says, “Correctly handles the word of truth” 
is one area of discussion. If truth is true, one must determine if there is more than one 
way to proclaim that truth. One possibility is the fact that if it is true then this means the 
preacher has the responsibility of only reading the truth in its purest form.  
The method by which one is to handle the truth correctly has led to debates 
regarding three styles of preaching, namely expositional, narrative, and topical. The 
preaching predicament arises when scholars begin to analyze these styles and strategies 
for preaching in order to discern which particular style, if any, is more effective in the 
twenty-first century.  
 As a result of my journey into the Christian faith and ministry, I have often 
seemed conflicted in my homiletical exposure and training. As a result of living in three 
different locations, I have been exposed to three different styles of preaching. In my 
hometown of Sumter, South Carolina, I was taught expositional preaching. While 
acquiring two master degrees at Duke Divinity School, I was taught narrative style 
preaching. While pursuing my doctoral studies in the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury 
Theological Seminary, my travels exposed me to the topical style, while my biblical 
preaching course in residence at Asbury reinforced the expositional style of preaching 
that began my homiletical journey as a young Christian back in Sumter, South Carolina. 
Needless to say, my homiletical training has been both interesting and confusing, but 
never dull.
This conflict of interest had never been so evident for me as it was during my 
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Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary (1999-2000). This conflict, or 
healthy tension, was witnessed on a regular basis in the biblical preaching course. The 
alarm was felt and heard as twenty-two Beeson pastors and the professor dialogued 
around the table of biblical preaching. One would hope that most communicators of the 
gospel want to be a biblical preacher. Nevertheless, strikingly clear was the fact that 
many of us differed in our styles and disagreed as to what constitutes preaching biblical. 
Time and time again, the differing nuances of personal preference ricocheted between the 
hallowed walls of expositional, narrative, and topical preaching. 
As I prepared to start a new church in the Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh 
areas, I knew this was one issue I needed to settle in my own spirit. The local preaching 
predicament I face in my homiletical ministry at newhope directly relates, I believe, to 
the faithfulness and effectiveness of the preaching style I choose to employ. While I hope 
never to settle completely into only one style of preaching, I believe there exists a direct 
correlation between the preaching style I employ and the effectiveness of newhope’s
ministry in attracting and influencing disciples of Jesus Christ. 
 Craddock is known for instigating a revolution in modern homiletics that goes 
straight to the heart of this issue. In a 1993 essay, “The Revolution of Sermonic Shape,” 
Eugene Lowry writes about this revolution:
[W]hen Fred Craddock’s work As One Without Authority was published 
in 1971, a new era in North American homiletics was born. Certainly it 
was not that he dropped a new bombshell on the homiletical world; rather, 
it was that by means of a masterfully executed gestalt, he gave birth to a 
new mentality, beginning what Richard Eslinger has called “the 
Copernican Revolution in homiletics. (93) 
This revolution is most tangibly noted in the preacher’s turn towards the hearer. Up until 
Craddock’s work, the preacher was primarily focused upon the Word of God and his or 
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her responsibility to deliver that Word in its purest form. This focus is known, of course, 
as expositional preaching. By expositional, I mean proclaiming the Word of the Lord in 
such a way that the preacher continuously directs the attention of the hearers back to one 
particular pericope in the Bible, usually in a verse-by-verse fashion.
As Chapter 2 demonstrates, expositional preaching has historically placed high 
emphasis upon the intended and pure Word of God. The focus is not on the hearer but 
rather on the preacher who stands on the authority of God’s Word by declaring, “Thus 
saith the Lord.” 
 The faithful narrative or topical preacher, on the other hand, also consents to the 
authority of God’s Word, but he or she goes about delivering that message in a totally 
different fashion. Unfortunately, the preaching wars mentioned above are usually 
manifested in preachers of one of the three styles critically commenting on one of the 
other two styles. The expositional preacher will usually critique narrative and topical 
preachers for telling cute but unacceptable stories and pandering too much to the needs of 
the hearer. The narrative preacher usually assumes that the expositional preacher is an 
extreme fundamentalist and that the topical preacher is consumed only with meeting 
contemporary needs at the expense of being faithful to the biblical narrative. Finally, the 
topical preacher usually insists that the expositional preacher is living in a distant and 
archaic world of three points of irrelevancy and a poem and that the narrative preachers 
are so obsessed with the biblical narrative that they neglect the God-given needs of the 
Laos.
 While some of these caricatures and descriptions might border on overstatements 
and even inaccuracy, no one can deny the way in which preachers judgmentally critique 
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preaching styles other than their own. This project strives to answer some of the many 
questions surrounding this preaching predicament. 
Description of the Project 
Over a period of six months in 2003, I delivered twelve sermons in the life and 
ministry of newhope church. These sermons were specifically designated for this 
preaching project. They were preached in an unidentified rotation whereby the first 
sermon was expositional, the second narrative, and the third topical. After the first three 
sermons over a three-month period, the same rotation began again until all twelve 
sermons were preached over a six-month period of time. The only information the test 
group received was that the first sermon of each month was the dissertation project 
sermon they were required to experience. The unidentified sermon styles and the 
sermonic rotation factor was an intentional effort to prevent skewedness among the test 
group due to stereotyping, personal preference due to past experiences, and increasing 
levels of comfort with the preacher of newhope church.
Subjects
In preparation for the sermon series, I identified a test group of thirty-two persons 
actively involved in the life and ministry of newhope church, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina. The average number of people who responded to a given sermon was twenty 
seven. Only four persons in the test group had been active in a church for five years or 
less. Only three people had been active in the church for 5-10 years, and the remaining 
twenty five people had been active in the church for 10-55 years. By and large, the 
majority of the test group had been active in church for long periods of time and thus 
considered churched Christians.
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 Two weeks before each project sermon, the test group received an electronic 
reminder. On Sunday afternoon, after each month’s project sermon, they were sent an 
electronic sermon questionnaire and asked to e-mail it back to an independently hired 
professional research company, Decision Metrix.
This test group willingly agreed to attend twelve sermons spread out over a period 
of six months. The Sermon Research Team experienced most of the twelve sermons and 
willingly met once at the beginning of the six-month project, once midway through, and 
once at the end of the project. Under the leadership of Mark Rhodes and Kathleen 
Rogers, Decision Metrix gathered, consolidated, and analyzed the data for clear and 
convincing results. This independent company e-mailed reminders to the Sermon 
Research Team each week, as well as electronically sent out the questionnaires on 
Sunday afternoon so all persons involved could respond to the sermon and electronically 
respond with results. The entire process was efficient, smooth, and reliable.  
The Sermon Research Team met for three gatherings. We met once before the 
project began in order to celebrate the upcoming journey. My attempt was to explain the 
project sufficiently, without creating bias and preference by providing too much detail. 
We met again three months into the project year to reflect, encourage, and observe our 
abilities to remember and apply previous sermons. Our final gathering took place once 
the dissertation project was complete, at which time I thanked the test groups and further 
explained the intricacies and nuances of the dissertation project in exhaustive detail, as 
well as the results and what they have, in fact, enabled me to learn about preaching in the 
twenty-first century. 
The two constant ingredients in this comparison of preaching styles in a new 
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church was the use of multimedia and my role as preacher. Throughout all twelve 
sermons, I was the designated preacher and the sermons were communicated using 
various forms of multimedia. The preaching project year and the twelve sermons are 
given in Appendix B. 
Purposes
 Given the preaching predicament and issues regarding the three main styles of 
gospel proclamation, the goal of this dissertation project was to establish the 
effectiveness of expositional, narrative, and topical preaching in the new church plant of 
newhope church, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. The purpose of the proposed research was 
to explore the various levels of effectiveness of expositional, narrative, and topical 
preaching among Christians in the twenty-first century on a cognitive engagement level, 
the listener’s ability to remember sermon content and thus the Word of God, and the 
points of learned and sustained application in the lives of the hearers. 
Research Question #1 
What is the past experience of church and sermons in the lives of participants? 
Research Question #2 
Which of the three styles is more effective for engagement, ability to memorize 
Scripture, and sustainable points of application?   
Research Question #3 
What other factors might be impacting engagement, ability to know the Word of 
the Lord, and sustain points of application? 
Methodology
 The purpose of the dissertation project was to explore the effectiveness of 
expositional, narrative, and topical sermons over the course of six months wherein I 
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preached two sermons per month to an average size test group of twenty-seven 
participants, who in response answered a questionnaire for the purposes of this 
dissertation project. This was an explorative research project that identified, from the 
three styles of preaching, the most effective style of proclaiming God’s Word in the 
twenty-first century. The results are based on sermon engagement, ability to know the 
Word of God, and sustainable points of application derived directly from the sermon 
experiences. 
Independent Variables
 The constant independent variables in this dissertation project were the preacher, 
the three styles of preaching the Word of the Lord and the use of a biblical text(s) for 
each sermon. It needs to be noted that various and constant communicational aids were 
included but not limited to the following:  multimedia, conversational delivery, 
memorized sermon content, tangible props, use of illustrations, and life application 
content.
Instrumentation and Data Collection 
 A researcher-designed set of questions (see Appendix A) was the primary 
instrument to measure the cognitive engagement, the ability to remember the biblical text, 
and points of sustainable application among the Sermon Research Team. Each week, 
prior to the upcoming project sermon, the test group received an electronic reminder. 
Following each sermon, the Sermon Research Team received the questionnaire and was 
expected to e-mail the answered questionnaire back to Decision Metrix, the research 
company hired for this project.  
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Delimitations and Generalizability 
The need for greater clarity among preachers as to the viability, faithfulness, and 
effectiveness of various preaching styles served as the motivation to engage in this 
research. Since the Great Commission is the banner under which the church of Jesus 
Christ marches into the twenty-first century, it makes sense to explore the most effective 
way in which to preach the gospel, thus fulfilling Jesus’ call to “Go and make disciples of 
all nations” (Matt. 28:19). 
 Since newhope was a new church start, I anticipated that morale, excitement, and 
receptivity will be high among those committed to the church and my effectiveness as 
their pastor. The high level of excitement was in fact the case. The study was limited to 
the thirty-two person test group.  
 I anticipate similar outcomes with regards to the effectiveness of preaching, so 
long as the study is replicated in a congregation of similar cultural norms, attitudinal 
openness, and demographic make up. No attempts were made to consider how or if other 
formats such as lectures, small groups, or workshops would serve to strengthen the 
hearer’s ability to engage cognitively, know Scripture, apply that Scripture to one’s life. 
Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 of this dissertation project establishes, through research, the biblical, 
theological, and homiletical context. Chapter 3 embarks upon a lengthy study of 
exposition, narrative and topical preaching. Chapter 3 examines four outstanding 
preachers from each homiletical style. Chapter 4 reports the explorative research 
findings. Chapter 5 discusses the findings and provides a summary and interpretative 
framework through which to consider the data.  
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CHAPTER 2 
PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE 
 The primary purpose of the Christian preacher is to preach Jesus Christ and him 
crucified. Just as innumerable and noble roads of Rome bound the Iron Empire together, 
and ultimately converged on the golden milestone in the “City of the Seven Hills,” all 
faithful Christian preaching must culminate, converge, and find its primary purpose in 
pointing to Christ and him crucified (Meyer 3). The only difficulty, however, is the 
realization that just as Roman roads were not identical, the various ways in which 
preachers preach Christ are also variously nuanced, complex, and different. Perhaps one 
particular style of preaching Christ is most effective and faithful. Maybe God’s Word 
favors one particular style of sermon, or that question may be open for debate, depending 
upon when and where one preaches the gospel. 
While this statement seems bold, I will venture to say it nonetheless: Christianity 
stands or falls upon the Holy Spirit and the effectiveness of preaching the Word of God. 
From the times of the Old Testament prophets and surely Christ himself, the people of 
God have been fed, nourished, and sustained by his Word. While many things about 
worshipping the triune God have changed, preaching has consistently been a distinctive 
feature of worship.
Since Scripture is the very lifeblood of the community of faith, and since faithful 
preaching of that Word is indispensable in the life of the Church, not surprisingly that 
Christians often disagree as to the most effective means by which to communicate the 
Word of the Lord. While many of the disagreements seem tedious, to say the least, there 
is sufficient reason to consider what might be the most effective way of preaching God’s 
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Word to God’s people, especially since the church in the West is experiencing sharp 
decline.1
This project sought the kind of preaching that will fan the flames of faith and 
bring refreshed renewal into the life and ministry of the Church. One thing is certain, if 
the Church is going to experience revival, it will be found in the reappropriation of the 
gospel through the renewal of preaching. A glance back over one’s shoulder, to the 
history of God’s people, reveals that every reform movement in the Church, whether 
Franciscan, Dominican, Lollard, Brethren, Lutheran, Presbyterian, or Methodist, has 
meant not only a revival of preaching but also a reforming of its methods of presentation 
(Lischer, A Theology of Preaching 5).
 Since becoming a Christian at the age of seventeen, I have always been fascinated 
and intrigued with the art of preaching. The problem addressed in this project began to 
surface for me out of my own personal experience of sitting in the pew as a worshipper 
and hearer of the good news. From my early years of worship at Trinity United Methodist 
Church in Sumter, South Carolina, to my first stage of theological education at Duke 
University’s Divinity School, to Southland Christian Church in Lexington, Kentucky, to 
my current pastorate at newhope, I have experienced confusion at times as I have tried to 
learn various styles of preaching. 
 After I was saved and entered my first church at the age of eighteen, the two 
pastors of Trinity United Methodist Church masterfully taught me the Word of God 
1 In his book George Hunter acknowledges the way in which the church in the West has been in 
steady decline for many years and encourages the people of God to consider Celtic styles of evangelism to 
help turn the church back towards exponential growth. For example, the United Methodist Church has 
experienced a sharp decline from approximately twelve million members to a little over eight million. If 
this trend is going to be reversed, it will happen as a result of many different factors, one of which will be a 
renewal of faithful and effective preaching in post-Christendom and postmodern society.  
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through expositional preaching. I thank God for the Reverends Phil Jones and Sterne 
Bolte who, week in and week out, would methodically walk me through books of the 
Bible by dealing with one passage at a time or, most often, one verse at a time. This 
expositional style of preaching was my first experience of preaching, and, as a result, I 
was perfectly content and well fed on this steady diet of expositional homiletics. 
 Within four years of my initial experience of Christ and his preachers, I knew I 
was called to the ministry, so I entered Duke Divinity School in Durham, North Carolina. 
In seminary classes and Duke Chapel, I was introduced to the art of narrative preaching. 
Learning under professors such as Dr. Richard Lischer, Dr. William Laurence, and 
listening every Sunday to Dr. William H. Willimon, my homiletical diet quickly changed 
from passage-oriented exposition to free-flowing narrative sermons. I quickly learned to 
love the plots and masterful storytelling used in these sermons. Moreover, I found myself 
appreciating the homiletical turn towards the listener and the willingness on behalf of the 
preacher to allow me to make the necessary conclusions and applications. I valued the 
way in which attention was given to making sure the story of God’s love was not only 
told, but also heard. 
 After receiving a Master of Divinity, I was appointed to serve my first church 
where for three years I preached primarily narrative sermons while also studying for a 
second master’s in the Theology of Preaching at Duke Divinity School. This alignment 
between what I was learning and what I was preaching was beneficial and effective, that 
is, until I applied to the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary in 
Wilmore, Kentucky. 
 The Beeson Pastor Program, along with my weekly worship at Southland 
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Christian Church, once again upset my equilibrium by exposing me to a third style of 
homiletics called topical preaching. Well over 90 percent of the preachers that the other 
Beeson pastors and I encountered that year were topical preachers at megachurches, and 
once again I asked, “What is the most effective, and more importantly, the most faithful 
way to communicate God’s Word?”  
Before embarking upon answering such a monstrous question, it is helpful to 
establish an image for each of the three types of preachers being considered.  Over the 
years, scholars have identified three basic images of the expository, narrative, and topical 
preacher. The vast majority of scholars have identified these three preachers with one of 
three images, namely the herald, the storyteller, and the pastor.
The Preacher as Herald
 Thomas Long poignantly addresses the preacher as herald in his book The
Witness of Preaching:
The herald has but two responsibilities: to get the message straight and to 
speak it plainly. In other words, the King of Kings tells the herald what to 
proclaim, and the herald is obedient only to the extent that the king’s word 
is delivered faithfully and without alteration. (25-26)
 The image of the herald is a biblical one derived from several Greek terms in the 
New Testament to describe preaching. Kerusso, the biblical image for the herald, gained 
most of its prominence thanks to the neo-orthodox theological movement and those who 
wanted to be followers of Dr. Karl Barth. Barth considered himself a herald and defined 
proclamation of the gospel in these words: 
Proclamation is human language in and through which God Himself 
speaks, like a king through the mouth of his herald, which moreover is 
meant to be heard and apprehended … in faith as the divine acquittal, the 
eternal law and the eternal gospel both together. (Homiletics 57) 
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Heralds have one primary purpose, which is to deliver the invading Word of God to the 
people who have ears to hear. The herald, of course, is typically the expositor. 
The Preacher as Storyteller 
The image of storyteller differs from that of the herald in that it tells who the 
preacher is not by defining the preacher’s role but by describing how the preacher 
preaches, namely by telling stories. The storyteller image has received increasing 
attention in the literature of homiletics, and the storytelling style has become increasingly 
popular in ministerial practice. 
Advocates of this image suggest that the storytelling preacher actually blends the 
best traits of both the herald and the pastor without bringing along their most serious 
faults. Long elaborates on the storyteller image: 
The storyteller can be just as attuned to the biblical message as the herald 
and, at the same time, just as sensitive to the human situation as the pastor. 
What enables the preacher to combine these virtues is the use of narrative 
as the sermonic form of choice. (Preaching and the Literary Forms of the 
Bible 36) 
Storytelling is a strong image because the Bible itself, when taken as a whole, can 
be described as a story, a vast, loosely structured, nonfiction novel, which, though it 
contains many books, has one main plot about the love of God. For the sake of this 
project, the narrative preacher will be referred to as the storyteller. 
The Preacher as Pastor
The third image employed to describe the identity of the preacher is that of the 
pastor. Built into this image is the idea of preaching, which, as J. Randall Nichols says, 
“deliberately sets out to touch and involve people’s personal concerns” (16). 
When one is pastorally preaching, he or she is attuned to the needs of the hearers. 
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For the preaching pastor, the needs of the congregation, but not necessarily their wants, 
take on much more prominence than they do for the herald. The pastoral preacher 
discerns these needs, even diagnoses these needs, and then strives to be of help by 
intervening with the gospel, by speaking a word that clarifies and restores.
Two other implications of the pastor metaphor for the nature and practice of 
preaching should be considered. First, while for the herald, the most important dimension 
of preaching is the message, for the pastor, the crucial dimension for preaching is an 
event, something that happens inside the hearer. Whether this event is described using 
psychodynamic, ethical, or evangelistic language of good preaching, the pastor hopes to 
preach in such a way that he/she meets the needs of the hearer.  
Secondly, if the herald image deemphasized the person and presence of the 
preacher, the pastor image implies that the preacher’s relationship to the hearers, in terms 
of style, personality, character, and previous experiences, is a crucial dimension of the 
pastoral and therapeutic process. The faithful topical preacher is pastoral in his or her 
delivery style of the Word of the Lord. 
Herald, storyteller, and pastor are three images that depict the ways in which the 
recent literature of homiletics has described the preacher. For the purposes of the project, 
these three images help clarify the three styles of preaching under consideration in the life 
and ministry of the church in the twenty-first century. Therefore, when referring to the 
expositional preacher, I use the term herald, when referring to the narrative preacher, I 
use to the term storyteller, and when referring to the topical preacher, I use the term of 
pastor.
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Research Method 
The first step used to develop a research method consisted of defining the 
educational terms. 
Definitions of Educational Terms 
In the excellent work titled, Concise Encyclopedia of Preaching, William H. 
Willimon and Richard Lischer offer one of the most comprehensive reference works ever 
written on Christian preaching.
Expository Preaching 
Willimon and Lischer comment extensively on the historic style of expositional 
preaching: 
Exposition means bringing out what is there. The word exposition derives 
from the Latin word expositio, which means “setting forth” or “making 
accessible.” The expository sermon is a sermon which faithfully brings a 
message out of Scripture and makes the message accessible to 
contemporary hearers. (131)    
Narrative Preaching 
Interestingly enough, narrative sermons involve a cluster of related foci involving 
narrative hermeneutics, theology, and homiletics:  
A narrative sermon is any sermon in which the arrangement of ideas takes 
the form of a plot involving a strategic delay of the preacher’s meaning. 
Typically, narrative preaching will embody a storylike process, moving 
from opening conflict, through complication, toward a peripetia or 
reversal or decisive turn, resulting in a denouement or resolution of 
thought and experience. (Willimon and Lischer 342)  
The key word, of course, is story. Narrative sermons are strong on their ability to weave 
stories together in such a way that God’s story and people’s stories are inextricably 
woven together in the preaching process.   
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Topical Preaching 
The topical sermon tends to give a more systematic and integrated treatment of 
the biblical text. Such sermons can be biblical or may not be biblical. This is also true for 
expositional and narrative sermons. Again, according to Willimon and Lischer, a topical 
sermon will be integrative: 
It will reach out in all relevant directions for substance and form in order 
to make the best possible case for the matter under consideration. 
Understandably, the topical sermon will rely on Scripture. However, the 
problem or issue that gives impetus to a topical sermon may begin at a 
great distance from the Bible and be led ultimately, almost inevitably, to 
the Scriptures. (493)
The topical sermon can start in close proximity to the Bible, but then springboard 
throughout the Bible using various texts to support the topic being discussed.
Engagement Level with the Sermon 
Before preachers can experience the joy of effectively delivering the Word of the 
Lord, they have to engage the congregation effectively. If the preacher does not engage 
the audience, the Word of God will fall on deaf ears with no application of that truth to 
one’s life. Therefore, engagement is paramount.  
“Engagement” is defined as, “the act of engaging or state of being engaged and 
present at a specified time and place” (751). Research question #1 strives to understand in 
a concrete and tangible way the extent to which the three different preaching styles vary 
in levels of effectively engaging mature and young Christian believers in a new church 
start in the Research Triangle area of North Carolina. Only through engagement can 
preachers hope that their preaching will enable the people of God to memorize the Word 
of the Lord and then apply that Word to daily living for the sake of God’s kingdom. 
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Ability to Know the Word of God 
One of the primary desires of faithful preachers is to preach in such a way that the 
Word of God becomes engrained in lives of the Christian believers. Over a sustained 
period of time, faithful and effective preaching enables God’s people to know the Word 
of God. The book of Proverbs says, “Wise men store up knowledge” (10:14). Question 
#2 strives to discern which of the three preaching styles most effectively enables God’s 
people to memorize God’s Word and thus store up godly knowledge, which in fact 
enables them to apply God’s Word in day-to-day living.  
Sustained Level of Application 
Webster presents an applicable definition for the term “Application”: 
The act of applying or bringing to bear. The part of a discourse in which 
principles stated previously are applied to practical uses; the explicit moral 
lesson or inference often given at the end; the capacity of being practically 
applied or used. (105) 
If the preached Word of God is not applied in the life of the church and the individual 
lives of believers then, I believe, preachers are doing a disservice to the Word as it returns 
empty and in fact, contrary to its intended purpose (see Isa. 55:11). The goal of preachers 
must be to deliver this living Word in such a way that it functions normatively and 
transformatively in the lives of Christians. That is, the preacher’s primary role in the lives 
of both mature and young believers is to transform them into a living body of believers 
who are shaped by nothing less than the living Word of God. To that end this project 
strives.  
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPOSITORY, NARRATIVE, AND TOPICAL PREACHING 
 These three preaching styles have dominated the landscape of biblical preaching 
throughout the history of the Church. All three give the teachers insight as to how 
preachers can most effectively deliver the Word of the Lord. 
Expository Preaching 
For the purposes of this project, I need first to clarify what I mean by expository 
preaching. Since expository preaching has been around so long, attempting to describe 
precisely one uniform style of expositional sermons can be difficult. As Paul Borden so 
aptly points out, “Trying to explain expository preaching and how it is done is like trying 
to describe the United States Congress and how it works” (63). At the heart of Borden’s 
assertion is the reality that most people believe good expository preaching is needed, but 
few people can adequately describe its workings.
No definition of expository preaching rivals how the herald Haddon Robinson 
defines the task of expositional preaching: 
Expository preaching is the communication of a biblical concept derived 
from and transmitted through a historical, grammatical, and literary study 
of a passage in its context, which the Holy Spirit first applies to the 
personality and experience of the preacher, then through him to his 
hearers. (20) 
The beauty of Robinson’s definition is found in its focus upon the Word first, and then 
the preacher.
In 2 Timothy 4:2, the apostle Paul instructs young Timothy to “preach the Word.”  
Preach means to herald, exhort, or cry out the very Word of the living God. The herald’s 
authority, like all faithful preaching, is derived from the Word. As Robinson notes, 
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“When a preacher speaks as a herald, he must cry out ‘the Word.’ Anything less cannot 
legitimately pass for Christian preaching” (18).  
Nevertheless, just as all narrative and topical preaching is not biblical, all 
expository preaching is not necessarily biblical because of its particular style. In fact, by 
expository preaching, I do not mean biblical preaching. Despite the fact that some 
fundamental and expositional preachers claim that any style other than their own is 
unbiblical, this is simply not the case. All styles of preaching, in the hands of the wrong 
homileticians, run the risk of being unbiblical. The underlying assumption of this 
preaching project is that all faithful sermons, regardless of the style, are biblically 
accurate and true to a given passage of Scripture, and thus, expository in relation to the 
canonical text.
For the sake of this project, expository preaching will basically have two date 
dimensions or periods of time. These differing dimensions are due to the obvious 
differences between historical exposition and more modern styles of expository 
preaching. As a result, I sensed a need for greater clarification. Therefore, since 
Craddock’s As One without Authority truly did mark a turning point in the world of 
homiletics, I referred to expositional preaching before 1971 as historical exposition and 
expositional preaching after 1971 as contemporary exposition. This distinction helps 
clarify the differences even within the expositional camp of preachers. For example, one 
notices how unique and different the preaching of Charles Spurgeon and G. Campbell 
Morgan is from Chuck Swindoll and David Walls. While all four of these preachers 
consider themselves expositional heralds of the gospel, the truth is their styles are 
peculiarly different.
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For fairness and for the purposes of this project, expositional preaching in general 
will mean preaching in such a way that the preacher continuously and consistently draws 
the attention of the listener back to a given and governing passage of Scripture. In 
particular, the distinction between historical exposition and contemporary exposition will 
demonstrate the vast differences in biblical interpretation, sermonic construction, and 
listener consideration. 
Biblical and Theological Precedents 
 Certainly expository preaching, in the life of the church, is the most historical 
style under consideration. Christian expository preaching finds its origins in the Bible 
itself. The use of oral lecture in the synagogue services of worship readily focused the 
listener’s attention upon Hebrew passages. This expositional trait united Judaism and the 
Church in the early days of the Christian movement. 
 The relation of Christian preaching to the service in the synagogue is more 
obvious but less profound than its relation to Old Testament prophecy. The reading of 
Scripture and the exposition of it were parts of the service, together with liturgical 
sentences, prayers, and benedictions. For example, the Shema, Shemoneh Esreh, 
Kedushah, psalms, and hymns were all a part of Israel’s worship of Yahweh. The law and 
the prophets were both read on the Sabbath day; however, when Hebrew ceased to be the 
spoken language, an interpretation became necessary as a supplement to the reading  
(Brillioth 2).  
 The sermon, therefore, began as an interpretive and instructive exposition. When 
Ezra read the law in Nehemiah 8, he was assisted by the Levites who taught the people. 
For a long time no distinction was made between preaching and teaching; teaching was a 
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common term in the synagogue used also to describe Jesus’ proclamation. He “taught” in 
the synagogue (Mark 1:21), he sat down on the mountain and “taught them, saying” 
(Matt. 5:1-2). Rich expository literature arose out of this teaching in the synagogue which 
is now known as the Targum, the Midrash, and the Haggadah. The substance of the 
tradition grew, and scriptural exposition was changed into a study of Scripture, which, 
unfortunately, often forgot the Spirit for the letter (Brillioth 5). 
 The immediate task is to establish Jesus’ sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth as 
the most important link in the chain that unites the Jewish proclamation and the Christian 
sermon and that creates a deep expositional continuity in the history of the biblical 
revelation. When Jesus preached his first inaugural sermon, he stood up in the synagogue 
and preached only after he drew the congregation’s attention to Isaiah 61:1-2 (Luke 4:18-
21). Amazingly enough, Jesus’ first sermon was not even his own words but rather words 
already spoken and recorded in the Hebrew Bible. In fact, Luke records Jesus’ own words 
consisting of only nine words: “Today, this Scripture has been fulfilled in your hearing” 
(Luke 4:21). 
 Through Jesus’ ministry of preaching, he routinely employed the use of Hebrew 
Scripture in order to preach expositionally and faithfully an already existent Word. Even 
though Jesus’ expositional preaching from the Hebrew Bible was accomplished with his 
own individual style of narrative and parable, it is undeniable that the message Jesus 
taught was in continuity with the flow of Hebrew thought and Scripture.2 After all, Jesus 
was a Jew, a child of Israel. Through that Jewish heritage, he inherited the law and the 
prophets. As a result, Jesus preached expository messages about the kingdom of God, 
2 I discuss this fascinating flare of Jesus’ preaching later in chapter 3 under the section pertaining 
to narrative and inductive preaching. 
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expository messages that found their authority grounded in the Hebrew Scriptures.3
 Interestingly, after the apostle Paul’s encounter with Jesus and subsequent 
conversion, he became one of the greatest preachers and authors of the New Testament, 
expositionally employing Hebrew Scripture as a way of preaching the message of Jesus 
Christ. Paul, more so than any other New Testament writer, was always looking to the 
past Word of God in order to preach the present and future message of Jesus Christ. The 
theme of Paul’s famous letter to the Romans that “the just shall live by faith” was taken 
by Paul from Habakkuk 2:4. In Galatians 3, Paul reaches way back into the annals of 
Hebrew Scripture and employs the covenantal relationship between Yahweh and 
Abraham to preach about the Church’s righteousness by faith in Jesus Christ. This is a 
routine but amazing hermeneutical move on Paul’s part. In fact, in the very next chapter 
he continues this expositional hermeneutic as he uses the Old Testament story of Hagar 
and Sarah as an allegory to enable the church to understand that her members are now, 
through Christ’s crucifixion and resurrection, “Children of the promise” (Gal. 4:28). 
 Peter also exposited Scripture, especially in his Pentecost sermon found in Acts 
2:14-36. Furthermore, Philip’s sermon to the eunuch in Acts 8:26-35 is expository in 
nature. The fact is that Jesus, Paul, and all of the New Testament writers, for that matter, 
communicated expositionally by radically referring to the Hebrew Bible. They did not 
see themselves as lone rangers, and they would not consider preaching about God and 
God’s kingdom in isolation and without standing firmly on his Word (McClure 132). 
3 I also discuss in Chapter 3 how Jesus’ exposition of Old Testament Scripture was not “old style” 
verse-by-verse but, rather, an intriguing combination of topical and narrative exposition with inadvertent 
induction. 
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Extra-Canonical Precedents 
 One of the reasons why expositional preaching often receives harsh criticism is 
because critics see it as an old, outdated style of preaching. Indeed, as I have noted above, 
expositional preaching is by far the most historical method of preaching Jesus Christ. H. 
Jeffs says a “golden chain” of expositional preaching exists that spans the ancient horizon 
and links to the great expository preachers of today (158). 
 The Greek expositional homily never rose to greater heights than it did in the 
fourth century under John Chrysostom, the Patriarch of Constantinople. Chrysostom, as 
Yngve Brillioth points out, became known to the world by the name, “Golden Mouth” 
(31) and had a thrilling life story:
The history of the ancient church does not present a more thrilling life 
story. To a higher degree than among the Cappadocians, all of the powers 
which shook the times are here interwoven in one man’s tragic destiny. 
Here East and West, Hellenism and Christendom, asceticism and church 
order, flight from the world and court life, love and hate, ethical heroism 
and churchly political intrigue are all woven together in a colorful 
kaleidoscope. (31-32) 
Together with Savonarola and Luther, Chrysostom is one of the giant figures in the 
history of preaching. In fact, Pius X designated him the patron saint of preachers. 
 The exegetical and expositional orientation appears strongly in Chrysostom’s 
sextant writings. This herald of the gospel saw his primary responsibility as the 
exposition of the biblical text. In Chrysostom’s day, the sermon often became 
commentary to the biblical passage. Even though Chrysostom by no means despised the 
allegorical method, it was, nevertheless, primarily his realistic Antiochian scriptural 
interpretation that gave him his prestige as the foremost biblical expositor among the 
church’s preachers before the time of the Reformation (Brillioth 33). 
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 The list of great extra-canonical expository heralds prior to the Reformation also 
includes Cyprian, Athanasius, Augustine, the Venerable Bede, Bernard of Clairvaus, and 
Wycliff. During the Reformation, expository preaching underwent a revival as heralds 
such as Zwingli, Bullinger, and Calvin preached, lectio continua, through entire books of 
the Bible, verse-by-verse. They, along with post-Reformation scholars like John Wesley, 
Karl Barth, and Helmut Thielicke, all vigorously employed an expositional style of 
preaching so as to “increase the level of biblical literacy in the life of the church” 
(McClure 131). 
 The “golden chain” of expository heralds continues to link the gospel of Jesus 
Christ to his bride, the Church. Through expository preachers of the past such as Charles 
Spurgeon and G. Campbell Morgan, expositional preachers have greatly enhanced the 
kingdom of God. Moreover, through modern-day preachers such as Chuck Swindoll and 
David Walls, faithful expository preaching is still alive and well in the church today. 
Interactive Expositional Research 
 As I state earlier in the project, I cut my young Christian teeth on expositional 
preaching. In addition to expository sermons on Sunday mornings, I was also learning 
discipleship under my youth pastor, who taught deductive and expositional Bible studies 
on Wednesday and Sunday evenings. No doubt, my first exposure to the Bible was 
through a “pure Word” approach and deductive exposition of the Scriptures. 
 To establish a grasp of expositional preaching, my research has focused on two 
historical heralds and two contemporary heralds: Charles Haddon Spurgeon, G. Campbell 
Morgan, Chuck Swindoll, and David Walls. In order to understand fully the expositional 
model of preaching, I have thoroughly studied each of these four preachers and five or 
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more of what each of them over the test of time, consider their best sermons. I have also 
offered a detailed sketch of their credentials and studied some of their most impressive 
sermons (Appendixes M-P).    
 Like all preachers, these four heralds of the gospel are diverse in many ways. 
Nevertheless, their relentless commitment to expositional preaching is the common 
thread that knits these four men of God together in the ministry of the Word. They are 
indeed heralds of the gospel in the best sense of the word, and they have and will 
continue to impact hundreds of thousands of souls for the sake of God’s kingdom.  
Strengths and Weaknesses of Expository Preaching 
Preaching is like a wild river that flows wide and deep. The goal of this 
dissertation is to encourage caution, modesty, and intentional exploration by all who dare 
to navigate its currents. 
 Imperative to remember is that preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ is an 
inestimable gift from God. “To be a preacher,” says Long, “is to be entrusted with the 
task of speaking the one word humanity most urgently and desperately needs to hear, the 
glad tidings of God’s redemption through Jesus Christ” (Witness of Preaching 20). Some 
strengths are inherent in any honest attempt to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ. Despite 
inadequacies, God tends to multiply these inherent strengths for the good of his kingdom.  
Strengths of Expository Preaching 
The hallmark of the expositional style of preaching focuses almost always on 
precisely what Long mentions above, namely “speaking the one word humanity most 
urgently and desperately needs to hear” (Witness of Preaching 20). Expositional 
preaching particularly strives to focus hearers on the Word of the Lord by remaining 
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fixed on one governing passage of Scripture throughout the message. While Long is by 
no means an expository preacher, he describes the herald well and his or her strategies for 
proclaiming the Word of the Lord.  
 An obvious strength of the expositional method is the high theological view of 
preaching that this style communicates. In Romans 10:14-15, Paul rhetorically asks about 
the theology of preaching:    
How then, can they call on the One they have not believed in? And how 
can they believe in the One of whom they have not heard? And how can 
they hear without someone preaching to them? And how can they preach 
unless they are sent? As it is written, “How beautiful are the feet of those 
who bring good news!” 
Heralds of the expositional style are committed to a high theological view of preaching. 
Everything about the style communicates the importance of the Word and, therefore, the 
importance and authority of the one to whom God has called to deliver the Word. Other 
styles of biblical proclamation also strive to reach these same ends. Nevertheless,
expositional preachers tend to herald this theology at a higher pitch when they discuss the 
role of the Bible in sermon delivery.  
I worry that preaching exclusively narrative sermons can cultivate a storytelling 
people who, unfortunately, are not equipped and empowered beyond “story” to grasp the 
deeper depths of God’s Word. On the other hand, some popular forms of topical 
preaching are nothing more than inconsistent prooftexting from one biblical text to 
another. The case can be made that effective expository preaching in the modern sense of 
the word, often strikes a well needed balance between the two extremes. 
 In a sermon entitled, “Divine Crowd Control,” found in his Extreme Commitment 
Sermon Series, Walls preaches on Matthew 4:23-5:6 and masterfully finds the delicate 
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balance between exclusively narrative and a smorgasbord kind of spring boarding from 
one Scripture text to another. He does so by faithfully adhering to a previously designated 
text from which he is preaching. I appreciate the fact that Dr. Walls clearly prints the 
passage of Scripture beside the sermon title. This clear identification of the preached text 
might seem customary to some and insignificant to others, but I find value in this 
practice. Throughout the past year, I have encountered topical preaching that does not 
clearly identify a passage of Scripture because, in fact, most of the sermons have not been 
derived from a particular biblical text, but rather a plethora of passages loosely connected 
together by strands of human needs. This subtle, yet intentional, decision to print the text 
for the congregation correctly communicates that both the title and the sermon are 
derived from a given biblical text. 
In addition to giving one text as the driving force for the sermon, Dr. Walls 
rightfully remains within the Matthean narrative. That is to say, the preacher, when 
quoting other gospel passages, purposefully and I would imagine intentionally chooses 
other passages from Matthew’s narrative. The church has a fourfold gospel for a reason 
as each author renders the same gospel in a slightly different fashion. To compare 
different gospel writers is one thing, but to use John to help preach Matthew, for 
example, is, I believe, an assault on the integrity of the writer at hand. The Matthean 
author legitimately deserves to stand on his own since he has his own unique way of 
telling the gospel.
Walls strikes the delicate balance by spacing what I call “narrative nuggets” 
throughout his sermons. This serves as a good example of what I have previously referred 
to as “contemporary exposition.”  The preacher remains biblically expositional, while 
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also displaying a gift for weaving stories and illustrations from expositional point to 
point. I find this helpful in creating a sense of movement in the sermon, while also 
engaging the postmodern culture, which seems to be obsessed with making sense of its 
own story. 
Walls’ second sermon, “Living above the Rim,” displays equal keenness with 
regard to a high theological view of preaching, faithfulness to the given text, and a 
disciplined adherence to the author’s point of view. “Living above the Rim,” found in 
Walls’ Extreme Commitment Sermon Series, is a perfect example of contemporary 
exposition. While historical heralds such as Spurgeon and Morgan plunge right into the 
biblical text, contemporary heralds of expositional preaching incorporate experiential 
introductions and illustrations, transitions, and conclusions, all of which effectively 
engage listeners in the twenty-first century. Dr. Walls, in his introduction, engages the 
listeners by incorporating humor and a bestseller book that immediately connects him 
with the congregation: 
You have probably seen Stephen Covey’s book Seven Habits of Highly 
Effective People. Good book. But here is a new book that I like even 
better. It’s called Seventy-Seven Habits of Highly Ineffective Christians.
Obviously, it’s a kind of tongue-in-cheek thing, but behind the humor lies 
great truth. For example, habit number sixteen is called Avoid Close 
Relationships. Here is what the author suggests: “Those who would be 
lukewarm in their faith must keep others at a distance. Do not confess your 
sin to another person. Never divulge your deepest thoughts and longings. 
Do not open up or let yourself be the recipient of such talk. Never be there 
for another person, for you may be strangely drawn to the growth it 
produces.” (Extreme Commitment 1) 
Instantly, the preacher has connected with the hearers not through biblical text but  
through the common shared experience of relationships. Important to note, however, is 
that the introductory connection through relationships is directly related to the big idea of 
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the preached text of Matthew 5:7-12. This connection is the great strength of 
contemporary exposition, namely a faithful adherence to the governing passage of 
Scripture and a thoughtful consideration of engagement with the congregation.  
 After connecting with the congregation through an intriguing and delightful 
introduction, the preacher makes the crucial move towards the biblical text by saying, 
“The Sermon on the Mount in Matthew, chapters five through seven, which is the first 
recorded sermon of Jesus in the gospels, is a sermon that deals primarily with our 
relationships. Jesus deals with other material, but over and over again he brings it back to 
our relationship” (qtd. in Walls, Extreme Commitment 2). The herald then reads Jesus’ 
words, “Blessed are the merciful, for they will be shown mercy” (Matt. 5:7). Within 
minutes, this contemporary herald has connected with the congregation through the 
shared experience of relationships and effectively drawn the attention of the congregation 
to the biblical text under consideration. 
 Throughout the sermon, Walls masterfully takes a potentially difficult and 
esoteric passage, namely, “Blessed are the merciful,” and puts teeth to it by showing the 
hearers exactly what mercy looks like today. I love C. S. Lewis’ quote, “Everyone says 
forgiveness is a lovely idea, until he has something to forgive” (qtd. in Walls, Extreme 
Commitment 4). The preacher has moved from simply talking about mercy and 
forgiveness and reshaped this concept by honestly confronting Jesus’ sermon. As a result, 
I was moved to remember the biblical reality that love, mercy, and forgiveness are active 
concepts with feet and hands. 
 This high theological view of preaching and extreme commitment to the biblical 
text found in expository sermons can be captured in Figure 3.1. Obviously, this style of 
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preaching understands the invading quality of God’s Word coming down from heaven, 
directly transmitted through the authors of Scripture, and then directly delivered once 
again through present-day preachers.
GOD
Biblical Authors
Present Day Preachers
LAOS
Figure 3.1. Theology diagram of expositional preaching.
According to some heralds in the expositional camp, any form of preaching that 
ignores or thwarts the intended purpose of God’s Word falls short of God’s eternal plan. 
Therefore, the best way to assure direct deliverance of God’s plan is direct authoritative
delivery of the Word. James Packer eloquently describes this expositional pursuit of 
preaching:
Preaching appears in the Bible as a relaying [emphasis mine] of what God 
has said about Himself and His doings, and about men in relation to Him,
plus a pressing of His commands, promises, warnings, and assurances, 
with a view to winning the hearer or hearers … to a positive response. 
(189)
The emphasis is upon word relaying. Historical expositional heralds typically talk little 
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about interpretation, human needs, and hermeneutical leaps from biblical text to sermon. 
According to true exposition, the emphasis is much more about rightly delivering the 
text, or sermon, that is already on the pages of holy writ. John MacArthur boldly suggests 
this is most important for the preacher to remember:    
The only logical response to inerrant Scripture, then, is to preach it 
expositionally. By expositionally, I mean preaching in such a way that the 
meaning of the Bible passage is presented entirely and exactly as it was 
intended by God. Expositional preaching is the proclamation of the truth  
of God as mediated through the preacher. (23-24) 
Depending on those with whom you talk, this kind of theological reasoning and biblical 
interpretation can also be viewed as a weakness. While I am not willing to echo 
MacArthur’s assertion above, and the presuppositions therein, I do believe the heightened 
theological underpinnings related to expositional preaching in the Church is a strength 
preachers cannot afford to lose: 
The purpose of preaching is not to provide a forum for the preacher—
giving moral advice, expressing opinions on important topics, or listing 
religious ‘principles for living’—but rather to be the occasion for the 
hearing of a voice beyond the preachers’ voice—the very word of the 
living God. (Long, Witness of Preaching 25)
In a day of religious pluralism and biblical skepticism and illiteracy, any style that 
heightens the theological significance of the Logos and those that seek to deliver that 
Word can be considered strength. 
 Another pertinent strength, particularly in this post-Christendom age, is the 
biblically didactic nature of expositional preaching. In a day when mainline churches are 
in decline, babyboomers and busters are returning while having not attended church in 
more than a decade, and mass religious pluralism invades every aspect of Western 
society; the didactic quality of expositional preaching is an invaluable asset in the 
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Church. As far back as Moses, Israel, and the Shemah, God’s people have understood the 
significance of teaching the words of Holy Scripture: 
Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one. Love the Lord your God 
with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength. These 
commandments that I give you today are to be upon your hearts. Impress 
them on your children. Talk about them when you sit at home and when 
you walk along the road, when you lie down and when you get up. Tie 
them as symbols on your hands and bind them on your foreheads. Write 
them on the doorframes of your houses and on your gates [emphasis
mine]. (Deut. 6:4-9)  
Clearly, Moses and ancient Israel understood the centrality of God’s Word in the life of 
the community of faith. Expositional preaching has always and continues to emphasize 
the centrality of the Bible and the preacher’s responsibility to teach the Word of God. 
 After studying more than twenty sermons by Spurgeon, Morgan, Swindoll, and 
Walls, all four of these heralds of the gospel exhibited a commitment to didactic ministry 
whereby each preacher clearly understood his role consisting of faithfully teaching the 
Scriptures during sermon delivery.  
 Swindoll demonstrates this didactic quality in his collection of sermons entitled, 
Laugh Again. I was eager to dive into Swindoll’s work since this was the first time I had 
studied his work. I have always admired his contributions to the Christian faith, 
particularly his work with Insight for Living.
 The first sermon I read by Dr. Swindoll was “The Hidden Secret of a Happy 
Life.”  This contemporary herald of exposition seems to set himself apart from some of 
the more historical heralds of exposition like Spurgeon and Morgan. Throughout his 
sermon, the preacher is delicately dancing between text, hearer, and the world in which 
the listener lives.  
 That is to say, Dr. Swindoll consults a host of sources and incorporates these 
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outside sources into the DNA building blocks of his sermons. For example, in this one 
sermon, Dr. Swindoll incorporates insight from the following sources: Greece, Rome, 
Religion, Epicureanism, Education, Psychology, Materialism, Ascetism, Humanism, 
Pride, Harry A. Ironside, Martin Lloyd Jones, and Tom Landry.  
I found the richness and depth in this sermon most enjoyable to read, not to 
mention insightful and educational. As in his first sermon, Dr. Swindoll seems to be a 
master at hermeneutically maneuvering between the biblical text, the hearer, and the 
world in which he or she lives.
 In his second sermon, “Freeing Yourself Up to Laugh Again,” Swindoll continues 
to mount didactic evidence for his case, while all the time penetrating the biblical text at 
hand and the predicament in which the listener lives. Once the preacher discusses  
Philippians 4:4-7, he then exhausts seven full pages mining for golden nuggets of truth 
found deep within the field of God’s grace and therapy. In doing so, this herald of the 
gospel brings new meaning to the educational and penetrating focus of expositional 
preaching.  
As the sermon comes to a close, Dr. Swindoll’s three final points are 
? Feeding one’s mind positive thoughts, 
? Focusing one’s attention on encouraging models, and 
? Finding the “God of Peace” in every situation. 
Both sermons were encouraging, intellectually stimulating, and theologically rich. 
  All four heralds demonstrate an unyielding commitment to a didactic and faithful 
adherence to the Word of God. While historical heralds do so with little consideration for 
the listener, and contemporary heralds tend to incorporate more consideration for 
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congregational context and human needs, all four of these preachers masterfully preach 
the Word of God with a keen sense of seriousness and intentional focus on the biblical 
text.
Weaknesses of Expository Preaching 
 Lots of ink has been spilled in the last thirty years on the various weaknesses of 
expositional preaching. The new era of homiletics, to which I referred to early in this 
project was ushered into existence by Craddock. Craddock does not deserve all the blame 
or applause for this major shift in the homiletic landscape. Many preachers, professors, 
and laity have been responsible for desiring freshness in the pulpit. As Craddock himself 
correctly notes, “Whenever a single form has dominated preaching for a long time, a 
revolt by young preachers may seem to favor, or in fact openly call for, abolition of 
form” (Preaching 170). This call for new form was ushered into existence during the 
period between 1960-1970. This period was a time of homiletical experimentation and 
reaction. The sermon, however, was not the sole target for revolution as many churches 
also experimented with music, art, and architecture. Now that the dust has settled, many 
are beginning to understand that the expositional method was not totally inadequate. The 
benefits from times of revolt and reaction are that the church is able to see more clearly. 
Surely, this is the case for expositional preaching as the church is enabled now to see 
more clearly and, therefore, constructively critique this particular style of preaching. 
 The major weakness most evident in the history of expositional preaching is its 
failure to consider adequately the context of the hearer and the church during a particular 
time and place. Granted, Christendom was a time in which people came to church 
remotely interested in the Jebusites. Christians flocked to church and would sit on hard 
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wood pews for sermons that lasted one, two, and sometimes three or more hours. 
Christian parishioners were interested and content to sit under the authoritative preacher 
boldly proclaiming the whole counsel of God’s Word. Those days are long gone. 
 Unfortunately, Western culture has become obsessed with individualistic 
narcissism. The focus is no longer “we,” the church, and the knowledge and 
implementation of God’s Word. Rather, the focus is now “I,” my family, and what the 
Bible says to meet my needs and help me become a better person. In short, the 
fundamental shift is from God and his Word to my needs and me. 
 The remainder of this dissertation could be exhausted articulating the devastating 
effects of individualism in the life of society and more importantly, the church. For the 
purposes of this project, individualism is diametrically opposed to authentic Christian 
community described in the Bible. The fundamental question, therefore, becomes, “Do 
preachers, as a result of the radical individualism invading American culture, alter, adjust, 
and/or totally abandon their style of preaching?”   
 Interestingly enough, as individualism has attempted to overthrow the authority of 
the preacher and God’s Word, keen observers are able to identify this apparent weakness 
of not considering the context of the hearer. Jesus, the greatest preacher ever, carefully 
considered context and the needs of those who gathered around. One read through the 
Gospels and one notices that Jesus never preached or taught the same way twice. While 
his method of parabolic storytelling was consistent, Jesus always took seriously the 
contextual needs of those who came to hear the good news. Unfortunately, expositional 
preaching has traditionally neglected this practice. 
 Historical heralds of exposition have traditionally been so consumed with 
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preaching the Word that they have failed to exegete the culture and the people in the 
pews. While this tendency does elevate the Bible to a place of prominence in the 
community, it just might leave the Word there, elevated to loftiness without application 
in the lives of those gathered to hear. A preacher can embody a Logos theology so high 
that the Word is abundantly normative in the life of the community but never formative 
in the individual lives of those seeking God and discipleship. 
 A new relationship between preacher and hearer has evolved in the last thirty 
years. With the dawning of the enlightenment, science, and modernity came a new 
relationship between church and society, preacher, and parishioner. Obviously, the 
church has lost its prominent position. The problem or weakness occurs, then, when 
heralds of the gospel continue preaching as if the church still maintained that absolute 
position of authority. While this loss of prominence might seem unfortunate to some, the 
truth is that the fall of Christendom should be welcomed, for unless leaders learn to give 
permission for questioning, and room for crumbling assumptions and personal 
experiences, postmodern people will, as they have been, conclude that church is 
irrelevant and, therefore, exit the Church for other forms of spirituality.  
 In the sermon “Sanctification,” the great herald of the gospel, Morgan, exhausted 
nine single-spaced pages discussing sanctification. The sermon is pregnant with truth 
regarding the sanctifying work of God. The weakness, however, resides in the fact that 
this sermon could have been preached anywhere during the nineteenth century, and the 
reader would not have known the difference. That is, while the sermon was full of 
Christian truth, the preacher never once contextualized the message for a particular 
people, at a particular place, during a particular time. Ample contextualization for 
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humanity, in general, was given in the sermon. However, this same kind of sermon today 
would lack the contextual specificity needed to engage and preach to postmodern people. 
While few expositional heralds still preach these kinds of non-contextualized sermons, 
the reality remains that this thread of neglect still runs deep into the fabric of expositional 
preaching and therefore is viewed as a weakness. 
 The second major weakness of the expositional style of preaching is its lack of 
concern for rhetoric. Ironically, heralds tend to understand this neglect as intentional and 
admirable. Their focus is proclamation of the pure Word, and therefore, strict 
expositional heralds see no need for rhetorical concern since they are only to deliver that 
which is printed on the page. Granted, this theology sounds admirable. The only problem 
is that it fails to realize that Scripture itself was first contextualized and written with great 
concern for rhetoric. 
 Scripturally speaking, the Word of God is a Word that brings order out of chaos, 
produces the heavens and the earth, and separates light from darkness (Gen. 1; Ps. 33:4, 
6, 9). Moreover, God granted humanity the opportunity to share in this created order by 
naming living creatures. In a real sense, therefore, those who speak for God speak with 
creative power. That is, the case can be made that faithful preachers create worlds for 
people as a result of how faithful they are to God’s calling to speak. The Word of God 
was and will always be an event, a happening in history with creative power (Craddock, 
As One without Authority 35). 
 Preaching brings an invaluable moment by which a preacher is granted a God-
given opportunity to transform lives and the worlds in which those lives are lived. When 
preachers neglect God-ordained opportunities for sharing the Word of the Lord by giving 
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rhetoric no consideration, they are in essence negating the power of preaching. W. M. 
Urban addresses this negation: 
Reality is in a sense, doubtless beyond language, as Plato felt so deeply, 
and cannot be wholly grasped in its forms, but when in order to grasp 
reality, we abandon linguistic forms, that reality, like quicksilver, runs 
through our fingers. (49) 
Urban graciously grants preachers the permission and power to employ linguistic rhetoric 
so that effective communication of the truths of the Word can be proclaimed. 
 Long notes, as a result of biblical criticism and careful analysis of the literary 
genre of Scripture, any neglect of rhetorical and linguistic matters regarding preaching 
runs counter to what the Bible communicates:
Much of the Bible was in oral form before it was Scripture. In other 
words, most of the Bible was preaching before it was Scripture, and the 
Biblical writings still show evidences of considerable attention to 
rhetorical dynamics and to what Robert Tannehill has called “forceful and 
imaginative language.” (Preaching and the Literary Forms of the Bible 28) 
In other words, biblical writers were not only concerned with faithfully recording the 
Hebrew Bible, words of Jesus, and the teachings of Scripture, but they were equally 
concerned with effectively recording this material in terms of rhetoric. Expositional 
heralds who critique any concern for rhetoric and linguistic style must reckon with the 
fact that in the Bible an intentional concern for the very things they disparage, namely 
rhetoric, illustrative material, and various techniques of speech communication are found 
throughout.
New Testament scholar Amos Wilder makes additional points on this weakness:
The rhetorical dimensions of the gospel were not mere ornaments 
designed to make the message more attractive, but rather they were forms 
called forth by the nature of the gospel itself. As mentioned above, the 
coming of the gospel was and is a liberation and renewal of language. Any 
time heralds of the gospel attempt to preach, therefore, let us remember 
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that to preach is to be given an incredible opportunity to speak new 
contemporary forms of utterances for the same timeless message of God in  
Christ. (26) 
The last, but surely not least, weakness of expositional preaching derives from the 
way in which expositional deduction provides homiletical support for authoritarian and 
arrogant clericalism. Basically, thought moves in two directions, namely deductive and 
inductive. While deductive movement is from the general truth to the particular 
application of the truth, and usually dominates expositional preaching, inductive 
movement is from the application or experience to the general truth. Homiletically, 
“deduction means stating the theses, breaking it down into points or sub-theses, 
explaining and illustrating these points and applying them to the particular situations of 
the hearers” (Craddock, As One without Authority 54). 
The expositional deductive style of preaching presupposes both an authoritarian 
herald of the gospel and a passive listener in the pew, both of which are unfortunately 
dying parts of the past. While most preachers still yearn in the quiet corners of their 
hearts, for this kind of authority, the reality is that very few people grant the church or its 
leaders that kind of authority anymore. Secondly, the days of passive listening are gone. 
Postmodern people have an insatiable desire to engage, experience, evaluate, and decide 
truth for themselves.  
Whether this kind of radical individualism is good or bad is always up for debate. 
As I have already stated, it is incompatible with the interdependence of authentic 
Christian community. Nonetheless, it is reality, and preachers have to decide whether or 
not to meet postmodern Christians or seekers where they are and move them to 
faithfulness or leave them to die in their individualism. Following the example of Christ, 
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I believe, requires that preachers meet them where they are, which in all likelihood 
requires that preachers adjust preaching in order to engage the hearer in dialogue and 
conversation. The fact that strict expositional deduction fails to do this is a weakness 
especially in the twenty-first century.  
Narrative Preaching 
 Briefly stated, narrative is the telling of a story. In the case of narrative preaching, 
the story is a biblical one, based on some passage of the Bible and told to enhance and 
apply the message of God to the lives of God’s people. A narrative sermon, like all good 
narratives, includes all the elements of a good story such as imagery, color, senses, and a 
direct involvement of the narrator in the events of the story (Brown 8). 
 Narrative preaching, like the other two styles under consideration, contains 
elements of both teaching and preaching. The teaching comes through the careful 
exegesis of the text, and the preaching is evident in the purpose toward which the 
narrative moves. That is, an effective storytelling preacher inextricably interweaves story 
and sermon into one unit of seamless sermon. Like exposition, the authority of the 
narrative sermon is grounded firmly in the ancient texts of the Old and New Testaments.  
Biblical Precedents 
The origin of narrative gospel telling has its roots deep in the heart of the biblical 
canon. In fact of the three preaching styles, narrative preaching is most indigenous to the 
Bible since the canonical texts of the Old and New Testaments are mostly narrative in the 
first place.
Nearly thirty-five years ago, Grady H. Davis reminded preachers that “while only 
one-tenth of the gospel is exposition, nine-tenths of it is narrative. Why do so many 
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sermons so often roar on, entirely out of sync with the Bible’s narrative mode?” (22).  
The greatest advocate for narrative preaching lies in the Bible itself. The fact that 
the Bible is primarily narrative does more to develop a convincing case for storytelling 
preaching than any preacher could ever articulate. Calvin Miller so persuasively notes 
this concept: 
The Bible is largely narrative; therefore, it follows that if we are going to 
preach the Book, we need to remember that the Book is a “story book.” If 
the sermon is going to be the servant of the Book, it should serve in 
narrative ways. (104) 
Like the Bible, narrative sermons are not about loosely connected cute stories as some 
might suggest. Good storytelling preaching, like that of Jesus, consists of earthy stories in 
order to tell the single meta-story of humankind being reconciled to God through the 
birth, life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Likewise, faithful narrative preaching 
creatively retells the biblical stories of faith, while employing the commensurate stories 
of individual’s lives in order to reveal God’s incarnational presence among the people 
called the church. 
Extra-Canonical Precedents 
In the beginning, one must note that narrative preaching is not about stringing 
together similar stories or illustrations. The real heart of storytelling preaching is 
inextricably connected to plot. 
Known as two of the most avid advocates for narrative preaching, Craddock and 
Eugene Lowry unapologetically say preachers must lay aside many of the cherished 
norms of sermon preparation and delivery: 
First, we have to lay aside, at least temporarily, many of the cherished 
norms about sermon anatomy. We need to form a new image of the 
sermon, an event-in-time, a narrative art form more akin to a play or novel 
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in shape than to a book. We are narrative artists. I propose that we begin 
by regarding the sermon as a homiletical plot, a narrative art form, a 
sacred story. (Lowry, Homiletical Plot 1) 
Whether or not these two narrative theologians are correct in the assertion to lay aside the 
cherished norms of expository preaching, one cannot deny the fact that many preachers 
have indeed laid down exposition only to replace it with the clerical garb of storytelling. 
Whether this is a faithful style of preaching, and if it will effectively make disciples of 
Jesus in the twenty-first century is to be determined. 
  According to Lowry, the driving force of effective narrative preaching is plot. He 
basically shapes the book The Homiletical Plot around two plot forms. The first is the 
movie plot and the second is the television series plot. The movie plot begins with a felt 
discrepancy and moves to an unknown resolution. The television series plot begins with a 
felt discrepancy and moves toward a known plot. He writes, “In whatever type of 
narrative plot, the event moves from a bind, a felt discrepancy, an itch born of ambiguity, 
and moves toward solution” (22-23). In short, a narrative sermon is any sermon arranged 
in such a way that all ideas, stories, and illustrations take the form of a plot and thereby 
strategically delay the unveiling of the sermon’s meaning. 
Typically a storytelling preacher will embody a storytelling demeanor whereby he 
or she moves from an opening conflict or “itch,” as Lowry calls it, through 
complications, and ultimately toward a peripetia or reversal, a decisive turn that results in 
a denouement or “scratch” of thought and/or experience. The unresolved tension works 
like a weight, if you will, ever pulling the sermon towards completion, whereby the 
hearer is granted permission and actually encouraged to participate in the sermon and 
apply the truths of Scripture.
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Closely related to narrative preaching is what is known as inductive preaching. 
Inductive preaching takes its name from the movement of ideas from the particular 
towards the general. This, of course, stands in stark contrast to deductive preaching, 
which moves from the general to the particular. 
 Later in this chapter, I reflect more upon the inductive method of preaching 
ushered into existence by Jesus and his parables. Inductive storytellers pride themselves 
on delaying the conclusive thrust of the sermon to the very end. They do so by effectively 
preaching the sermon in such a way that the hearers are able to experience an “aha 
moment,” and then conclude and apply the sermons for themselves. Obviously this 
method has great potential, but as I show later in the project, every preacher needs to 
slow down and consider certain caution lights. For now, the attention shifts to four of the 
most popular storytellers of the gospel in this day and age.
Interactive Narrative Research
The four narrative preachers studied in this project were Fred Craddock, Eugene 
Lowry, William Willimon, and Ellsworth Kalas.  All four of the narrative preachers are 
considered effective experts in their particular fields of study and sermon proclamation. 
At a time when many considered the pulpit to be in woeful condition, these four 
storytellers have breathed fresh air into the arena. Their credentials and some of their 
most effective narrative sermons are discussed at length Appendixes Q-T.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Narrative Preaching 
As an introduction to The Homiletical Plot, Lowry makes a suggestion: 
First we need to lay aside, at least temporarily, many of the cherished 
norms about sermon anatomy. We need to form a new image of the 
sermon, an event-in-time, a narrative art form more akin to a play or novel 
in shape than a book. We are narrative artists. I propose that we begin by 
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regarding the sermon as a homiletical plot, a narrative art form, a sacred 
story. (5) 
The key word in Lowry’s suggestive introduction is story. In fact, the word “story” has 
been the “buzz word” of late in academic settings around the table of biblical preaching. 
Everyone has a story, and if the story of Christ somehow unites individual’s stories 
together in his great story, the question becomes, how do preachers proclaim and 
interweave stories into his story through a seamless, plot-driven story called the sermon? 
Answering this question is not an easy task. In fact, effective and faithful narrative 
preaching is hard work, but when done correctly and under the anointing of the Holy 
Spirit, the strengths are astonishing.
Strengths of Narrative Preaching 
As David Buttrick simply says, “Jesus came preaching” (Preaching 33). While he 
could have come singing or writing books, he chose to come preaching. This preaching I 
might add was narrative in nature. One of the most obvious strengths of narrative 
preaching, therefore, is that it correctly considers the predominant narrative genre of the 
Bible. As stated earlier in the project, over 90 percent of the Bible is narrative. This fact 
might seem incidental to critics, but Thomas Long describes a very insightful concept 
when he encourages preachers at least to consider the genre and form of a particular text 
when deciding the form and style of the sermon. An inherent strength is brought to the 
preaching process when the style of the sermon is commensurate at best, and tangentially 
related at worst, with how Jesus proclaimed the kingdom of God.  
A word of warning is appropriate at this point, however. Preaching is not 
primarily storytelling or narrative artistry but rather an act of moral obedience. Charles 
Campbell speaks about such warning:    
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Jesus, embodied the reign of God and challenged the powers of the world, 
but refused violence or coercion in that effort, so the preacher, always at a 
distance, is engaged in this same nonviolent resistance to the powers in his 
or her preaching. (216)
Not only is the preacher’s message shaped by the stories of Jesus, but also the very act of 
preaching itself is a performance of Scripture, an embodiment of God’s reign after the 
pattern of Jesus. By following Jesus’ form of preaching, storytellers are engaged in a 
peculiar practice. Furthermore, this oddity should not be overlooked; it is part and parcel 
of preaching as a performance of the story of Jesus. As one scholar notes, “The power of 
a sermon lies in its structure, not in its decoration” (Luccock 118).
Another major strength of storytelling preaching is the engagement it creates with 
the listeners. Every wise preacher knows that the task of preaching is not only speaking 
the truth but also making sure the truth is rightly heard by those in the pews. In a real 
sense, what is heard is as important as what is said. Nothing, I believe, creates tension, 
interest, and engagement more effectively than a story or, in this case, a narrative sermon. 
 In researching the four narrative preachers above, I was able to read over twenty 
outstanding narrative sermons. By far, two of the best narrative sermons I have ever 
experienced, “Second Sin, and “Jonah’s Christmas Story,” were preached by Dr. Kalas. 
 Since I studied homiletics at a divinity school that strongly supported narrative 
preaching, it is hard to imagine I was never exposed to Dr. Kalas until now. I found his 
Old Testament collection of sermons in the book entitled Old Testament Stories from the 
Backside to be a compilation of effective and engaging narrative sermons.  
 The first sermon in this collection, “Second Sin,” is by far one of the most well-
crafted and insightful sermons on Genesis 3:1-3. The preacher approaches the text from a 
unique angle. Rather than preaching on Adam and Eve’s first sin of disobedience, Dr. 
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Kalas uncovers, from beneath the fig leaves, humanity’s second sin, namely humanity’s 
attempt to cover sin with excuses. After he causes the hearer/reader to squirm with 
curiosity as to what the second sin is, he makes a note: 
Adam answered, “Yes, but it was the woman you gave me who brought 
me some, and I ate it.” And Eve not to be left bearing sole responsibility, 
chimed in, “The serpent tricked me.”  Now, there you have the second sin. 
It is even more dangerous than the first, because it prevents our recovering 
from the first. It is the sin of excuses—the unwillingness to admit that we 
are wrong and the refusal to see ourselves for what we are. When we 
become guilty of the second sin, the sin of excusing ourselves and of being 
unwilling to face ourselves, we close the door against God and hope. (Old
Testament Stories from the Backside 16) 
Since the Bible reminds the individual that all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of 
God, I loved the theological richness of the sermon. Since all are bound to sin, each 
person knows that their sinlessness cannot save them. Moreover, since humans receive 
the grace of God poured out in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ by humbly 
declaring their sinfulness and need for a Savior, the fact that the second sin, namely 
excuse-making pride, is in fact more deadly than any first sin makes remarkably beautiful 
sense. I found this theological point to be somewhat like an epiphany, as I had never 
consciously considered the deadliness of the second sin. This kind of curious tension, or 
unfolding plot, as Long prefers to call it, is one of the great strengths of well-crafted 
narrative sermons. When done well, the sermon fully engages the listeners and has them 
on the edge of their seats in anticipation of the gospel resolution.
 I found Dr. Kalas’ second sermon equally as fascinating and well written. The 
sermon title was “Jonah’s Christmas Story” and the two biblical texts were Jonah 3:1-6, 
10 and Matthew 12:38-42. 
 The sermon begins by recalling that infamous Christmas villain known as 
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Scrooge. The preacher immediately juxtaposes Scrooge with the prophet of the Lord 
named Jonah: “And before you write me off by muttering, ‘Jonah’s fish story is not a 
Christmas story,’ I ask you to hear me out. When I’m done, perhaps you’ll agree that 
Jonah himself was the original archetypal Scrooge” (Kalas, Old Testament Stories 95).
Kalas proceeds to retell the popular story of Jonah. Again, the preacher is at his 
best, telling and retelling the biblical story with rich and illustrative mastery over the 
English language, yet a committed faithfulness to God’s Word (Kalas, Old Testament 
Stories 98). 
 This juxtaposition of Jonah and Christmas continues throughout the sermon until 
it climaxes with the following passage: 
But see the proportions of the Christmas story. Jonah was called to preach 
to his enemies; Jesus was asked to die for them. Jonah was unwilling to go 
until he was forced to do so; Jesus said, “My food is to do the will of Him 
who sent me” (John 4:34). Jonah spent three days in the belly of a great 
fish because he was running from God. Jesus spent three days in the belly 
of the earth because he was running for God. (Kalas, Old Testament 
Stories 98) 
The gospel telling continues as the preacher reminds the audience of the fact that modern 
man is just as unlovable as the ancient people of Nineveh, yet God in Christ chose to save 
humanity. 
 Both sermons are narrative works of art. Since narrative preachers trained me, I 
appreciate the narrative sermon and know a good one when I hear it. The danger, of 
course, with narrative sermons, is that preachers sometimes have a tendency to tell more 
stories than they do to teach and preach the Bible. Dr. Kalas avoids this tendency by 
keeping the majority of his stories biblical.  
 Another strength of the narrative sermon is movement. Buttrick in his book titled 
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Homiletic first enabled the preaching community to envision sermons as a series of 
moves or movements. Dr. Kalas’ narrative sermons exhibit excellent movement, which 
engages the listener. Like the biblical narrative itself, Dr. Kalas makes the gospel move in 
the sermon towards cross and resurrection. Whereas I do not believe every sermon has to 
end with cross and resurrection, I do believe most Christian sermons inevitably will, as 
the Bible moves toward Jesus and his life as Christ and Savior of the world. 
 The final strength of narrative preaching considered for the purposes of this 
project is related to effective communication. That is, narrative preaching is not some 
cutesy way of promoting stories. Rather, the communicational case for storytelling can be 
made in a sophisticated manner based on what listeners usually like and remember the 
most about sermons, namely the stories. I have yet to find anyone who would deny that 
they like stories. Not only do individuals like stories, people live through and interpret 
their lives out of them. Humans remember in stories, dream in stories, and shape their 
values through stories. Long after Sunday dinner, when the rest of the sermon is 
forgotten, listeners still recall the stories told. Interestingly enough, the Bible says, “Jesus 
did not speak to them without a parable” (Mark 4:34). “Given the power of narration,” 
writes Buttrick, “is it surprising that through most of the Christian centuries preaching 
has been discursive, [that is to say] best described as storytelling?” (Homiletic 12).
 A fitting example is the phrase, “Once upon a time.”  For many, these words 
conjure up memories of past stories from childhood. For others, this phrase transports 
them to lands of make believe. The words are like a giant spotlight that invades the 
darkness and illumines the stage before the actors even arrive. In fact, this phrase creates 
expectation and prepares the listener for a story. “Every sermon,” says Roger Van Harn, 
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“needs the spirit if not the letters of those words” (47). Narrative preaching enables the 
hearer to understand his or her story in the awesome light of God’s story. When 
experiencing narrative proclamation of the Word, God’s people are encouraged to re-
examine their stories under the penetrating power of God’s story behind each and every 
biblical text. When done effectively, it is a great strength of narrative preaching.
Weaknesses of Narrative Preaching 
 In the midst of growing vitality in the area of homiletics, Chuck Campbell notes 
that beneath the surface are signs of trouble. Unfortunately, the new preaching theories 
and resources do not appear to have brought new life to the church. Over the same period 
that homiletics has enjoyed resurgence, mainline Protestant churches have been in 
decline. Obviously something has been lacking in preaching. Preachers in search of the 
Promised Land have tried inductive preaching, story preaching, dialogue sermons, and 
homiletical plots. While these new methods have been exciting for the moment, many 
preachers sense something is missing. Preachers have wandered amid the myriad of 
books, articles, and continuing education conferences, but still have not found that for 
which they are looking. Brillioth states, “One of the marks of spiritually impoverished 
times is too great a concern for external form” (61). The idea that something may yet be 
missing in the pulpit of Jesus’ church, something that cannot be answered by external 
form, deserves further investigation.  
 The weaknesses of narrative preaching, in my opinion, represent some of the 
greatest dangers in all of preaching. While this method of preaching, in the hands of a 
faithful and effective storyteller, has immense potential and power in proclaiming the 
Word of the Lord, in the wrong hands, it has devastating potential for the people called 
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church.
 The first major weakness of narrative preaching needing attention is the easy way 
in which gospel storytelling can become my storytelling. Not a lot of distance exists 
between telling my story as opposed to telling the gospel story, and unfortunately many 
preachers have crossed over to the other side. Soren Kierkegard most often took the heat 
for dangerously and delicately balancing between the two sides of the story. As Craddock 
rightly notes, “Soren Kierkegard became the scholarly footnote legitimizing the 
transformation of theology into autobiography” (Overhearing 57). 
 This autobiographical tendency of preaching becomes a travesty when one 
considers the individualism so prevalent in the Western world today. When I become 
consumed with my story, preaching the gospel story becomes increasingly difficult. 
Moreover, even with the noblest attempts, times arise in which I interpret and therefore, 
preach God’s story through the prism of my story. In reality, the contemporary 
homiletical theories of narrative and topical preaching remain dependent on modern 
liberal presuppositions, which have serious limitations for preaching in the contemporary 
context.
Earlier I noted the positive way in which the genre of narrative preaching is most 
commensurate with the Bible itself. The danger, however, with connecting narrative 
preaching with the narrative nature of the Bible is that listeners tend to elevate story, 
usually personal story, to an inappropriate place of priority. If one is not careful, the 
subject of worship becomes god, or personal projections of god, seen and interpreted 
through the lens of personal story. The only problem is that Christians do not worship a 
particular genre, but rather the One whose identity is rendered through the story.
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Within a homiletical understanding of Galatians and the Pauline epistles, Richard 
B. Hays of Duke Divinity School defends the integral relationship between the story of 
Jesus and the logic of Paul’s discursive arguments. What Hays proposes is a kind of 
discursive speech that moves neither deductively from abstract, cognitive propositions, 
nor inductively from human experience, but rather operates within the paradigm of a 
story. Paul does not simply recite the sequence of events in this story of Jesus but 
discursively expounds the dianoia of the story in a way shaped by the narrative itself. A 
close reading of the Pauline epistles and Hays’ scholarship regarding these texts clearly 
reveals that the apostle is shaped by one story—the particular, paradigmatic story of Jesus 
(19).
Although unnecessary to present all the details of Hays’ scholarship, a few points 
help clarify the connection between his work and the implications for future 
homileticians. Hays reaches several conclusions about the narrative logic in Paul’s 
arguments. First, this narrative logic is not that of logical propositions but embodies the 
contingencies of narrative itself. In other words, the form and structure of narrative 
moves quite differently than a biblical text or sermon that moves inexorably from 
proposition to conclusion. Second, the story of Jesus serves fundamentally to warrant 
Paul’s argument. Rather than arguments based on universal truths or reason, or on 
general human experience, Paul’s arguments are based solely on the particular and 
paradigmatic story of Jesus. Hays makes this point by quoting Hans Frei: “The unique 
subject, Jesus of Nazareth, is the unsubstitutable identity in Paul’s argument” (223-24). 
Frei’s work, as described by Hays, does not relegate preaching to a mere craft of 
storytelling or repetition of the biblical stories; rather, just the opposite is the case.
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By viewing the identity of Jesus in the narrative, preachers are given new insight 
into the rich and complex ways in which the story of Jesus and sermon may be related. 
Through intentional focus on the character of Jesus and the logic of the gospel narrative, 
narrative homileticians can move beyond a simple replication of the biblical story from 
Narrative Scripture to narrative sermon. In the move from text to sermon, the narrative 
logic of the story of Jesus, not general consideration of narrative structure, provides the 
crucial connection between sermon form and content, whether the story of Jesus 
functions as a contingent and particular substructure of an argument or as the center of a 
narrative sermon (Hays 19).
 Another weakness of narrative preaching, but not isolated only to narrative 
preaching, is the liberal theological elevation of the role of individual experience in the 
proclamation of the gospel. Liberal theology has basically sought to relate or correlate the 
Christian message with dimensions of human experience that can be discerned apart from 
Jesus and the linguistic world of the Christian faith itself. Once these anthropological 
means or experiences have been discerned, the Christian message is made meaningful for 
modern people by being expressed in terms of those independently discovered human 
needs and experiences. Craddock makes a claim regarding the preaching process: 
Experience figures prominently in the process, not just at the point of 
receiving lessons and truths to be implemented, but in the process at 
arriving at those truth…It cannot be overemphasized that the immediate 
and concrete experiences of the people are significant ingredients in the 
formation and movement of the sermon and not simply the point at which 
final applications and exhortations are joined. (As One without Authority 
59)
Granted, the experiences of the preacher and the listeners are crucial and common points 
for understanding the gospel; however, a weakness exists in the whole liberal notion that 
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personal experience becomes paramount in the entire process of interpreting the gospel, 
particularly when personal experience is enamored by and in the grip of a culture that 
promotes radical individualism.  
 When the liberalism and radical individualism of post-modernity is placed within 
the framework of narrative preaching, the reality often results in too much credence given 
to the preacher’s imagination. The preaching can become nothing more than “warmed 
over” religious platitudes held loosely together by imagination, cute stories, and human 
need. After experiencing this kind of assault on narrative preaching, one is left wondering 
if Jesus Christ and his life, death, and resurrection is even needed to support this kind of 
preaching.  
 The fundamental danger of liberal theology as it relates to narrative preaching is 
that it explains and defends the religious and moral meaningfulness of the Christian faith 
in relation to general human need and common human experience, expressed through 
stories. The resulting message of some strands of liberalism is that the primary content of 
theology becomes anthropology. In fact, some persons may argue that Jesus Christ 
becomes little more than a cipher for an independent understanding of human existence; a 
human existence, of course, that sets the terms and parameters for living. In other words, 
from a theological perspective, Christology becomes a function of an independently 
generated soteriology. An analysis of the human situation and all the experiences therein 
shape the church’s understanding of what salvation can mean, and then Jesus Christ is 
provided as the answer to that soteriological question. As a consequence, Jesus gets 
absorbed in human experiences and loses his unique unsubstitutable identity. Charles 
Campbell has much to say about this irreplaceable identity and how that relates to the 
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preacher.
The preacher is not called primarily to model her preaching formally upon 
Jesus’ parables. Rather, the preacher is called to be a disciple, in whom the 
pattern of Jesus’ storied identity is followed ‘at a distance,’ even in the 
practice of preaching. The significant thing for the preacher is not Jesus as 
the model preacher, but rather the identity of Jesus rendered in the gospels. 
(212)
 These theological and hermeneutical consequences stem from liberal theology’s 
failure to take seriously the “logic” of the gospel stories about Jesus. The focus of the 
biblical story is the unsubstitutable person of Jesus. When theology ignores this logic, the 
result is not only an arbitrary interpretation of the stories about Jesus but also a 
Christology in which Jesus of Nazareth becomes a mere cipher either for the predicate 
describing him, as usually happens in the Christ figures of contemporary literature, or for 
general truths about human existence, which is the case in mythological or symbolic 
interpretations of the gospel story (Campbell 191). 
 This concern for the unique unsubstitutable subject, namely Jesus of Nazareth, in 
some ways, stands in tension with Craddock’s emphasis upon experience and Lowry’s 
evaluation of narrative. The issue at stake when discussing the rather enigmatic 
dimensions of priority of identity over presence in the identity of Jesus Christ is directly 
related to the unsubstitutable subject of the narrative, namely Jesus Christ. Although in 
Jesus Christ identity and presence are inseparable, the question, “Who is Jesus Christ?” 
must precede the question, “How is he present?” Hermeneutically, the meaningfulness of 
the gospel narrative is a function of the identity of Jesus Christ. From a theological 
perspective, soteriology is a function of Christology and not vice versa.
As an aside, an example of the various and sundry dangers of liberal theology’s 
attempt to elevate experience is heard when Campbell analyzes and critiques one of the 
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most well-known sermons of the twentieth century, Paul Tillich’s “You are Accepted.”  
Tillich’s work serves as an appropriate illustration of the dangers of liberalism mentioned 
above. Tillich’s aim, like that of liberal theology, is to make the Christian message 
meaningful by relating it to the general human experience that it expresses. In this 
sermon, Jesus has no unique, unsubstitutable identity. At best, his presence is diffused 
throughout general human experience. Indeed, the only mention of Christ occurs in 
relation to Paul’s experience of acceptance on the Damascus road, when the picture of 
Jesus as Christ appears to him at the moment of greatest separation from other people, 
from himself, and from God. In “You are Accepted,” Jesus Christ becomes a function of 
an independently developed understanding of salvation; he becomes the form for an 
anthropologically determined content. In fact, for all practical purposes, he disappears. 
Interestingly enough, according to this sermon, the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus 
play no role in humanity’s acceptance. As one can imagine, the implications of this kind 
of radical liberal theology for preaching are extraordinarily frightful (42-43). 
A final weakness of narrative preaching can be summed up rather pithily in that 
this form of sermon proclamation is just plain hard. Of all the preaching styles discussed 
in this project, I have concluded that narrative preaching that is exegetically and 
hermeneutically faithful is a difficult art. To craft a sermon true to the biblical text and 
also an excellent storytelling presentation of the gospel is no easy feat. Far easier, in my 
opinion, is it to stay within a text expositionally or bounce back and forth throughout 
Scripture with a relevant topic determining the parameters of where one wanders, than it 
is crafting a narrative sermon that is both effective and faithful.  
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Topical Preaching 
 Throughout my Beeson training and currently through continuing education, I 
have been exposed to pastors serving the largest churches in the world. During 
conversations with these great leaders, I have noticed a trend with only few exceptions. 
The trend resides in the fact that almost all of these pastors preach topical sermons, an 
interesting phenomenon, no doubt. 
 By topical preaching, I mean that pastors begin with a theme or topic in mind and 
then turn to a biblical text to help define the topic. In other words, rather than starting 
with the text to develop the message, preachers begin first with a message that “needs” to 
be heard. Then, in best-case scenarios, they find an appropriate biblical text by which to 
address the topic. In worst case scenarios, pastors choose their agendas and then go 
scanning the biblical terrain in order to proof text enough biblical references and, thus, 
preach a so-called sermon. As with the other two styles of preaching, the best place to 
begin a discussion is within the biblical canon. 
Biblical Precedents 
A topical sermon in the truest sense of the word is “when the preacher is free to 
choose a text from the Bible rather than preach on a pericope assigned by the lectionary” 
(Rossow 85). In order for a topical sermon to be faithful, pastors must make sure the 
topic is biblical and, therefore, biblically connected to faithful exegesis of a particular 
passage of Scripture. When well done, topical preaching is able to view personal issues of 
the church through a biblical perspective, a biblical worldview. In this respect, topical 
pastors, like all preachers, need to have an adequate understanding of the whole counsel 
of God as contained in the Old and New Testaments. 
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 Many people today incorrectly assume that topical preaching is a recent invention 
that enjoys popularity most extensively and exclusively in megachurch circles. While 
topical preaching is most prominent today among megachurches, an important note is 
that this style of preaching, like expositional and narrative, has its original roots in the 
soil of the biblical narrative.
 As already discovered, Jesus would often preach expositional sermons by drawing 
his audience’s attention back to particular texts within the Hebrew Bible. Scholars have 
also noted how Jesus would frequently preach narrative messages by using parables and 
inadvertent induction plots. What is most often neglected is the way in which Jesus 
would also allow the needs of the hearers to determine his topic for preaching. When 
persons would come to Jesus and ask questions or have certain authentic needs, Jesus 
refused to brush these people off as the Pharisees might have preferred. Instead he would 
rearrange his schedule or journey in order to address the needs of his people with the 
gospel message.  
 The preaching of Jesus Christ demonstrates how a topical sermon, in some 
situations, can proclaim the Word of God as faithfully as verse-by-verse exposition or 
narrative induction. Almost all of Jesus’ parables, for that matter, were delivered in 
response to the needs, issues, and topics introduced by those gathering around the Son of 
God. Moreover, Jesus delivered these topical sermons in a storytelling style whereby 
most often the truth about God’s kingdom was delayed and understood only at the end of 
the stories, as the hearers would perceive the truth about God’s kingdom. Topical 
sermons, as Jesus shows, are best when they have an incarnational element to the 
preaching. “God’s message in human garb, half-hidden, and incarnational. Can it be 
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anything less than relevant? It is ‘truth through personality’ which makes it both full of 
risk and full of promise” (Cox 493). 
 This incarnational element in topical preaching is vividly seen in Matthew’s 
gospel as Jesus’ storytelling spins together a series of parables in Matthew 13. Here, 
Jesus teaches parables pertaining to a sower (13:1-23), weeds in a field (13:24-30), a 
mustard seed (13:31-32), yeast (13:33-43), hidden treasure, a valuable pearl (13:44-46), 
and the dragnet (13:47-52). 
 Most often referred to by scholars as the secrecy motif, Jesus preached to the 
crowds in parables: 
Without a parable, he told them nothing. This was to fulfill what had been 
spoken through the prophet: “I will open my mouth to speak in parables; I 
will proclaim what has been hidden from the foundation of the world.” 
(Matt. 13:33-35) 
Through Jesus’ mastery over parabolic preaching, he was able to preach topically in 
response to the crowds, but do so in such a way that the people were able to make the 
necessary connections themselves. His parabolic preaching enables the hearers to take 
ownership of the message and more faithfully applying it to their lives.  
 This method works counter-intuitively and, in fact, goes against the grain of most 
topical preaching today. Most topical preaching today announces a topic in the beginning 
and then moves deductively through the sermon in such a way that pastors are 
“springboarding” from text to text in order to build a convincing case for that which they 
have already claimed in the opening topic or illustration. 
 Jesus’ first sermonic words in Matthew’s gospel were preached to none other than 
Satan himself. Amazingly, after Jesus is led into the wilderness to be tempted, the 
tempter is the one who comes on the scene and determines the topical agenda. For 
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example, in Matthew 4:3, 5, 8, Satan introduces the topics of food, safety, and power, 
respectively. In response, Jesus did not retreat from the topics introduced by the tempter 
but preached the Words of Hebrew Scripture in order to refocus these human needs and 
topics in light of God’s value system in the kingdom. 
 After officially beginning his ministry among the people with the words, “Repent, 
for the Kingdom of heaven is near” (Matt. 4:17), Jesus continues to set the agenda at this 
point in his ministry with the Sermon on the Mount. Nevertheless, after Jesus’ Sermon on 
the Mount, the tone of the gospel shifts as the Son of God comes down the mountain in 
order to meet the needs of the people. Instead of hanging out around “First Church 
Jerusalem,” Jesus chose to live out most of his ministry up north around the Sea of 
Galilee, where he met the needs of poor beggars with tin cans jingling around their necks, 
healed those suffering with leprosy, and embraced those with crippled limbs (Matt. 8:1-4, 
14-17; 9:1-8). Jesus’ agenda become clear after one glance over the gospel narratives. 
Jesus’ agenda was to usher in the kingdom of God through physically meeting the needs 
of those living in and around first century Palestine. 
 In addition to meeting physical needs, Jesus also addressed inward and spiritual 
needs. These inward and spiritual needs are visible to us two thousand years later when 
people read the gospel narratives and note the innumerable ways in which Pharisees and 
lay people alike initiated discussions with Jesus pertaining to certain topics about which 
they were concerned. Important to note is that Jesus never once ignored these inward 
needs manifesting themselves in topics of discussion. He might not have always given 
them the answers they wanted, but he did address the issues and, in effect, enabled those 
gathered around to determine the topics needing to discussion. Like expositional and 
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narrative styles of preaching, the topical approach also finds legitimate grounding in the 
preaching of Jesus. 
Extra-Canonical Precedents 
 Augustine is credited with making the first formal defense of the use of rhetoric in 
preaching the gospel. As James Cox notes, “Everything that Augustine said in favor of 
the art of rhetoric in preaching can be said in favor of topical preaching—and for similar 
reasons” (493). Until Augustine, preachers offered running commentary on Scripture 
lessons. As a teacher of rhetorical art, Augustine was determined to preach the Word with 
creative innovation and concern for the listener. Although most of his sermons were 
expositional in the traditional sense, many examples of what came to be called the 
sermon are extant in his writings. Augustine’s rationale was as follows: 
For since by means of the art of rhetoric both truth and falsehood are 
urged, who would dare to say that truth should stand in the person of its 
defenders unarmed against lying, so that they who wish to use falsehoods 
may know how to make their listeners benevolent, or attentive, or docile in 
their presentations, while the defenders of truth are ignorant of that art? 
(On Christian Doctrine 2.3) 
Just as ancient rhetoric sought to compete for attention in the marketplace, topical 
preaching seeks to compete with the listeners’ obsession with their needs and society’s 
willingness to try to meet those needs.  
Interactive Topical Research
 Good topical preaching, according to topical pastors, chimes in with the plethora 
of marketplace voices, therein offering gospel medicine for the wounds and hurts of real 
people. Good topical preaching is usually integrative; it reaches out in all possible 
directions for gospel substance that adequately addresses the issues/needs under 
consideration. Few preachers have practiced the topical style of preaching more 
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effectively than Clovis Chappell, Bill Hybels, Mike Breaux, and John Ed Mathison. I 
thoroughly examined these four preachers and listed their credentials and some of their 
most popular sermons in the appendix (see Appendixes U-X). 
Strengths and Weaknesses of Topical Preaching
 The third great wave of contemporary preaching is the topical style of 
proclamation. This style is most predominant today in the megachurches throughout 
America. As in the other two styles, both strengths and weaknesses are inherent in the 
topical style of preaching. 
Strengths of Topical Preaching 
 Like narrative and expositional styles of sermon proclamation, topical preaching 
can also be traced directly back to Jesus Christ. As the Son of God walked on the earth 
two thousand years ago, his preaching not only dealt expositionally with Hebrew 
Scripture and was narrative in form, but the content was often topics brought to him by 
those gathered around to experience God’s kingdom. As already stated, this connection to 
Jesus Christ is a strength because any style that finds as its model Jesus of Nazareth has 
the potential of winning souls and changing lives for the sake of God’s kingdom. 
 A second strength of topical preaching is the immediate connection this style has 
with unchurched and pre-Christian people. People in the West are becoming increasingly 
secular and have been for some time. Along with this radical secularization comes the 
narcissistic individualism that I have already discussed in detail. As a result, unchurched 
people today are “sold out” to a consumerist mentality. They unashamedly want to know 
if church has anything to offer them. Therefore, topical titles and messages have the 
potential of serving as one more hook by which the church might be faithful fishers of 
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men. 
 Hybels powerfully demonstrates this point in one of his sermons from the series, 
“What Makes a Man and What Makes a Woman.” Hybels and the elders of the church 
immediately noticed a 20 percent increase in worship attendance: 
When that series ended, I began one titled, “A Portrait of Jesus.” We lost 
most of these newcomers. Interestingly, the elders said to me after that 
series, “Bill those messages on the person and the work of Christ related to 
the unchurched people as well as any messages we’ve heard.” In this case 
the problem wasn’t the content; the people who needed to hear this series 
most didn’t come because of the title. (“Real Men Don’t Eat Quiche” 1) 
Topical preaching, more so than expositional and narrative preaching, on the average, 
attracts more secular people. 
 A third strength to topical preaching is that it enables the pastor to preach on 
innumerably rich texts in the Bible that are not covered by pericopal systems like the 
lectionary. Topical preaching actually opens up the larger biblical terrain to preachers 
and, therefore, enables them to consider more faithfully the totality of God’s Word. 
 The final strength to topical preaching is that this style enables pastors the 
opportunity to consult individuals and groups in the congregation or the community, 
thereby enhancing the likelihood of subsequent sermons being culturally relevant 
(Rossow 88). As I have read or listened to over twenty sermons by Chappell, Hybels, 
Breaux, and Mathison, I have concluded that the strength of cultural relevancy is by far 
the greatest asset for topical preaching.  
These sermon titles would more than likely lead people, churched or unchurched, 
to grant the preacher an opportunity to address such issues. Topical preaching has an 
evangelistic lure and strength because it addresses people and their needs. This strategy is 
most appropriate and, in fact, follows in the footsteps of Christ. The danger, however, is 
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when topical preaching leaves the listener walking away with many unresolved needs. To 
this and other weaknesses, I now turn. 
Weaknesses of Topical Preaching 
 Throughout this year I have frequently witnessed pastors choosing “needs-
meeting” topics and then addressing those topics not by faithfully exegeting a particular 
text but by using innumerable passages of Scripture. If preachers as pastors are not 
careful, they can begin offering their perspective or worldview pertaining to the needs of 
the congregation based on proof texting within the Word of the Lord. Of course, this 
tendency is a slippery slope, particularly if preachers are not grounded in the Word of 
God.
 One of the most effective communicators I have studied is Mike Breaux, former 
Senior Pastor of Southland Christian Church now serving at Willow Creek Community 
Church. Nevertheless, Pastor Breaux frequently travels the slippery slope mentioned 
above and, at times, goes over the edge in his attempt to preach to the needs of the 
congregation.
 In a sermon entitled “Money Management,” Breaux addressed the issues 
revolving around Christians handling of money. While some aspects of Christian 
stewardship were included in the sermon, most of it consisted of an exceptionally 
delivered secular message about handling one’s finances, getting out of debt, and saving 
for retirement. While these important issues must be addressed, the question becomes 
whether the Christian pulpit is the right place for such messages, and if so should it be 
considered Christian preaching. 
 When Pastor Breaux approached the music stand in typical fashion and began 
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addressing money management. After a brief reference to the fact that Jesus often 
preached about money and possessions, and that “this sermon is not about beating you up 
or banging some bucks out of church people,” the pastor announced the first money 
management principle of the message, namely that “God owns it all” (Breaux, “Money 
Management”). 
 Granted, God does indeed own all of our possessions; however, Breaux was yet to 
refer to or even read a governing passage of Scripture. In other words if I were a pre-
Christian, unchurched seeker, I would not know on what authority this preacher is saying 
that God owns it all. As Pastor Breaux continued declaring God’s ownership, he did 
eventually refer the congregation to Matthew 25 and Psalm 24:1. At best, the reference to 
these two passages of Scripture was tertiary to the principle already proclaimed.  
 As Pastor Breaux moved on to principle number two, I wanted to give him the 
benefit of the doubt and assume that the sermon was going to get on track with some 
form of biblical adherence. Unfortunately, this sermon never made that move and, in fact, 
wandered further into the wilderness of secular self-help. 
 Principle two related to God enrolling us in character development school. The 
pastor then developed two sub-points, namely that God uses money as a tool and test in 
this character development school. Breaux once again offered tertiary Scripture 
references to accent the principle and sub-points already preached (Prov. 1:19; Luke 16; 
Heb. 13:5). Interestingly, the three passages above mention ill-gotten gain, shrewd 
management, and the love of money, respectively. 
 Unfortunately, none of these passages indicate that God, by giving money, enrolls 
us in character development school. Moreover, none of these three passages explicitly 
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state that God uses money as a tool or test in the lives of the laos. The appearance at this 
point, is that the pastor is preaching from more of an isogesis interpretation of Scripture 
than a faithful exegetical study. 
 As Pastor Breaux moved to his third and final principle of money management, he 
declared the 10-10-80 plan. At first I was not sure if this principle was a long distance 
phone commercial or principle three. It was principle three, and the idea consisted of 
paying God 10 percent, paying 10 percent for retirement, and paying bills or living 
expenses with the final 80 percent. Granted, the pastor referred to Malachi 3 to support 
the tithe, but the 10-10-80 plan is not in Scripture, specifically the latter 10 and 80 
percent concepts. 
 As I said earlier, Breaux is one of the best upfront communicators I have ever 
heard. The pastor can verbally communicate with great mastery; however, the weakness 
of topical preaching is evidenced in his preaching when he uses the Christian pulpit to 
speak secular points of self-help to the Christians gathered for worship. Granted, all of his 
messages are helpful in surviving life. Money is a major life hurdle for many people, and 
the money management series was probably beneficial for many people. The ultimate 
questions that surfaces, however, are whether or not this kind of topical sermon passes for 
faithful Christian preaching and, therefore, belongs in the pulpit of God’s church. 
Unfortunately, on this particular Sunday on “Money Management,” I am afraid not.  
What I received from “Money Management” was a secular message, and an 
excellent one at that, on managing money from a Christian perspective. In other words, 
what the congregation and I heard that Sunday was money management from the 
perspective of Pastor Breaux and not the Word of God. The greatest weakness of some 
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forms of topical preaching is to address the unending mass of human needs by offering 
solutions through a springboarding approach to Scripture. The simple, but serious, point 
is that topical preaching runs a greater risk than either expositional or narrative preaching 
of becoming unbiblical and a servant to the mass of individualistic “needs” so rampant in 
society today. Many years ago, Harry Emerson Fosdick warned of the topical preachers:  
[They] search contemporary life in general and the newspapers in 
particular for subjects … instead of starting with a text, they start with 
their own ideas on some subject maybe much farther away from the vital 
interests of the people than a great text from the Bible. (qtd. in Willimon 
and Lischer 492-93) 
Interestingly enough, Fosdick was a topical preacher; however, Fosdick, like many 
topical preachers, knew the difference between faithfully preaching a topic addressed in 
the Word and pandering to the needs of people without consistent attention given to 
Scripture. Topical preaching, like expository and narrative sermons, must find its 
authoritative origin within the biblical canon. 
 Identifying the difference between topical and textual preaching is appropriate at 
this point. The distinction between a textual and topical sermon has to do largely in part 
to the pastor’s approach to the sermon. Richard Caemmerer comments about textual and 
topical sermon.
The textual sermon finds its theme and goal in a text. The topical sermon 
begins with a theme and goal in the mind of the preacher... By “topical” 
this book means the preaching on a subject which the preacher has begun 
to develop before he turns to a text to define it. (139) 
 According to this distinction, the greatest potential weakness of topical preaching 
results from speaking on a topic through biblical prooftexting instead of honestly 
confronting a biblical passage whereby faithful exegesis reveals a specific topic or fallen 
human condition need. This weakness is not to imply that all topical preaching is 
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unfaithful prooftexting. Faithful and effective topical and textual preaching is not all that 
different from each other. When done well both acknowledge the authority of Scripture, 
reflect biblical doctrine, and develop a biblical text. A pastor may discern a topic before 
deciding on a text, so long as preachers then appropriately locate and exegete a governing 
passage of Scripture that adequately addresses the previously discerned topic or human 
need. In this way, “[t]he textual sermon brings the biblical to bear on the secular; the 
topic has put the secular into the context of the biblical” (Rossow 91).  
The difficulty arises when pastors discern the topic or need and, instead of 
locating an appropriate text, bounce across the biblical terrain quoting verses and 
building their case for the subject at hand. When a plethora of passages are tossed to the 
congregation, pastors of this style run the risk of building, consciously or unconsciously, 
a seemingly convincing case for anything under the sun. This pastoral propensity has 
caused the church unfathomable heartache and embarrassment in years past.  
 Topical preaching also promotes and reinforces, in a subtle way, individualism 
within the body of Christ. I have already discussed individualism at length, so I will not 
repeat the antithetical nature of individualism in relation to the interdependence of the 
church.
 The important point to note here is how preaching to needs and topics of concern, 
whether preachers want to or not, can subtly communicate to the hearers that their needs 
are primary. If pastors are going to address the needs of God’s people, they must be 
intentional in making sure those particular needs are first and foremost adequately 
addressed in the biblical canon and then be sure to move persons towards an encounter 
with God. If not, topical pastors are further legitimizing the individualistic consumerism 
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of American culture. Granted, starting with the felt needs of the listener is an appropriate 
and faithful hermeneutical move in the preaching process; however, leaving the audience 
saturated in a never-ending list of needs communicates that the gospel is present only to 
serve the needs of humanity. Rather, the responsibility of pastors is to move the listeners 
graciously to an authentic encounter with God. In doing so, God will often meet needs, 
delay meeting needs, or even show that what was thought a legitimate need is really 
nothing more than selfish sin. “Such preaching,” says Campbell, “may even create 
conflict, not only with the ‘forces of history’ outside the church, but even among persons 
within the church, who in many instances are as much beneficiaries as victims of the 
‘powers that be’” (216). 
Researching in a new church plant in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, is a fascinating 
way to explore exactly which method, exposition, narrative, or topical preaching, proves 
to be the most effective way in which to preach the gospel in the twenty-first century. 
Through considering which style most engages the hearers cognitively, enables 
memorization of the Word of the Lord, and sustains application of that Word, my hope 
and prayer is that I will be able to offer fresh insight into the debate surrounding differing 
styles of preaching, as well as become a more faithful and effective preacher for the sake 
of Jesus and his kingdom.
Description and Population of Project 
Over a period of six months in the life and ministry of newhope church, I 
preached twelve sermons specifically designated for this preaching project. They were 
preached in an unidentified rotation whereby the first sermon was expositional, the 
second was narrative, and the third was topical. After the first three sermons over a 
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month and a half period, the same rotation began again until all twelve sermons were 
preached over a six-month period of time.  
Subjects
 The subjects of this study consisted of a thirty two persons who willingly agreed 
to attend twelve sermons spread out over a period of six months and participate in a test 
group I referred to as the Sermon Research Team. The overwhelming majority of the 
Sermon Research Team had attended church for long periods of time. None were 
unchurched before attending newhope, and most had attended church for at least five 
years. The Sermon Research Team was expected to be present at the twelve project 
sermons and meet once at the beginning of the project year, once midway through, and 
once at the end of the project. Though not all successfully completed all sermon 
questionnaires, the majority did fully participate with an average of twenty-seven persons 
responding to the survey. The survey tool I created and data collected, I believe, is 
helpful and hopefully will benefit seminarians and preachers for many years to come.  
Independent Variables
 The independent variables in this dissertation project are the three styles of 
preaching the Word of the Lord, the Sermon Research Team of thirty-two persons, and 
the use of biblical texts for each sermon. Noted is that various and constant 
communication aids include but are not limited to tools such as multimedia, 
conversational delivery, tangible props, memorized sermon content, use of illustrations, 
occasional inductive endings, and points of life application. These tools were not 
deliberately varied as independent variables but were scattered more or less equally 
across the three types of sermon. Therefore, I did not expect that these variables affected 
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the results of this study. The twelve sermons given over the course of six months are 
found in Appendix C. 
The only information the test group knew concerning the project was when the 
dissertation sermons were delivered and when they were expected to participate. They 
were reminded via e-mail by Thursday of each week and then sent the Sermon Research 
Tool on Sunday afternoon so they could fill in their responses to the questions and e-mail 
them back to Decision Metrics. They were not given any information as to the style of the 
sermons or the rotation so as to limit any biases due to style preference or preconceived 
notions.
Purpose
 Given the before-mentioned preaching predicament and issues surrounding the 
three main styles of gospel proclamation, the goal of this dissertation project was to 
establish the effectiveness of expositional, narrative, and topical preaching in the new 
church plant of newhope church, Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Therefore, the purpose of 
the research was to explore the levels of effectiveness of expositional, narrative, and 
topical preaching for mature and immature Christians on a cognitive engagement level, 
on the listener’s ability to remember sermon content, on the Word of God, and on the 
points of learned and sustained application in the lives of the hearers. The following 
research questions helped fulfill the purpose. 
Research Question #1 
What are the participants past experiences of church and how long have they been 
a Christian? 
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Research Question #2 
Which of the three styles is more effective for engagement, ability to know the 
Word of God, and sustainable points of application?   
Research Question #3 
What other factors might be impacting engagement, ability to know the Word of 
the Lord, and sustain points of application? 
Methodology
 The purpose of the dissertation project was to explore the effectiveness of 
expositional, narrative, and topical sermons. Over the course of the six months, I 
preached weekly to the congregation of newhope, with two sermons per month prepared 
specifically for this project. This was a qualitative and explorative research project that 
sought to identify, through a survey and among the three styles of preaching, the most 
effective style based on sermon engagement, ability to remember the Word of God, and 
sustainable points of application directly derived from the sermon experiences. 
 As the differences among the sermons on various questionnaire items were 
observed, two common statistical techniques were utilized. First, to determine whether a 
difference among sermons or types of sermons existed for any particular questionnaire 
item, an Analysis of Variance, known as ANOVA was used. Once a difference on an 
item was established through ANOVA, the pairs of sermons were isolated and a t-test 
was used to determine whether the pair varied from each other by a statistically 
significant amount.
   Both ANOVA and t-tests rely on two components: (1) the difference between 
means and (2) the variance around those means. If the variance is very tight around each 
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of a pair of means, a rather small difference between the two means can be determined to 
be statistically significant. On the other hand, when a large variation is around each 
mean, even a seemingly large difference between two means can be determined to be 
statistically insignificant.  
  The probability that a difference among means occurred solely due to chance and 
not due to a meaningful cause is stated as a p statistic. When stated, for example, that p < 
.05, it is probable to conclude that the difference among means is due to chance less than 
five percent. In this case, the difference is statistically significant.
Below is the ANOVA Frequency Analysis Table that helped determine the 
differences between the groups of questions and the statistical significance of each: 
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Table 3.1 ANOVA Frequency Analysis 
Sum of Squares     df Mean Square          F      Sig. 
V2    Between Groups 
         Within Groups 
         Total 
      22.175 
    149.805 
    171.980 
   11 
      232 
      243
      2.016 
        .646 
      3.122       .001 
V3    Between Groups 
         Within Groups 
         Total 
     11.231 
     160.010 
     171.241 
      11
      233 
      244 
      1.021 
        .687          
     1.487       .137 
V4    Between Groups 
         Within Groups 
         Total 
      12.743 
     228.906 
     241.649
      11 
      233 
      244 
     1.158 
       .982 1.179       .302 
V5     Between Groups 
          Within Groups 
          Total 
      9.683 
    177.569 
    187.252 
       11 
     234 
     245  
       .880 
       .759 1.160       .316 
V6      Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
 26.416 
    219.616 
    246.033
       11 
     234 
     245
     2.401 
       .939 2.559       .004
V7     Between Groups 
          Within Groups 
          Total
     33.202 
    225.998 
    259.200
       11 
     233 
     244
     3.018 
       .970 3.112       .001
V8      Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
     18.432 
    174.088 
    195.520
       11 
     234 
     245
   1.676 
    .744 2.252       .013
V9      Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
      9.877 
    185.565 
    195.443
       11 
     232 
     243
       .898 
       .800 1.123       .344
V10    Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
     25.566 
    314.512 
    340.078
       11 
     232 
     243
     2.324 
     1.356 1.714       .071
V11     Between Groups 
Within Groups 
            Total
      30.075 
    273.966 
    304.041
       11 
     233 
     244
     2.734 
     1.176 2.325       .010
V12     Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
     27.521 
    287.829 
    315.350
       11 
     234 
     245
     2.502 
     1.230      2.034       .026
V13   Between Groups 
          Within Groups 
          Total
      24.778 
    222.906 
    247.684
       11 
     232 
     243
     2.253 
       .961 2.344       .009
V15    Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
 27.513 
    277.847 
    305.360
       11 
     230 
     241
     2.501 
     1.208 2.070       .023
V16    Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
     20.440 
    298.755 
    319.195
       11 
     229 
     240
     1.858 
     1.305 1.424       .163
V17     Between Groups 
            Within Groups 
            Total
     10.418 
    305.317 
    315.734
       11 
     229 
     240
       .947 
     1.333       .710       .728
V18     Between Groups 
            Within Groups 
           Total
      13.721 
    297.359 
    311.080
       11 
     226 
     237
     1.247 
     1.316       .948       .495
V19      Between Groups 
            Within Groups 
            Total
11.659 
    265.637 
    277.296
      11 
    228 
    239
      1.060 
      1.165       .910       .532
V20     Between Groups 
           Within Groups 
           Total
      36.083 
    224.577 
    260.660
       11 
     226 
     237
     3.280 
      .994      3.301       .000
Instrumentation and Data Collection 
 A researcher-designed set of questions was the primary instrument used for 
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measuring the cognitive engagement, the ability to remember the biblical text, and the 
points of sustainable application among the Sermon Research Team. Two weeks prior to 
each project sermon, the test group received an electronic reminder for the upcoming 
sermon. On Sunday afternoon, each Sermon Research Team participant received an 
electronic questionnaire, to which they responded, and e-mailed it back to the research 
company of Decision Metrics. 
The Survey Research Tool 
 In order to understand the effectiveness and faithfulness of the three various 
preaching styles, I created a research tool that would enable me to observe and then 
demonstrate my findings from within the newhope church environment. To accomplish 
this task, I employed a research company called Decision Metrics. Under the expertise of 
Mark Rhodes, founder and owner, and associate Kathleen Rogers, I was able to create a 
solid questionnaire that the research indicates will be useful for future research in the area 
of homiletics. The survey tool and data collection capabilities of Decision Metrics 
enabled me to glean helpful and convincing results that speak directly to the effectiveness 
of each theory of the three preaching styles examined. 
 The Survey Research Tool consisted of twenty questions that were electronically 
delivered to each person on the Sermon Research team. Each participant would then 
answer all twenty questions and, in doing so, rate each particular sermon on a scale from 
1-5.
Based on the three areas of research, namely engagement level with the sermon, 
ability to memorize the word of God, and sustained level of application, this survey tool 
asked participants to rank each survey item in one of the following five ways: 
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1) To a very small extent, 
2) To a small extent, 
3) To a moderate extent, 
4) To a great extent, and 
5) To a very great extent. 
The data was then collected and analyzed for noticeable trends and insight into how each 
sermon style engages the listeners and enables them to remember the Word of the Lord 
and apply that teaching to everyday life change. The newhope sermon survey employed 
for this project is found in Appendix A: 
 The newhope sermon survey was very helpful in gathering substantial data and 
allowing me to determine trends of effectiveness in preaching the Word of God in a 
twenty first-century new church start, as well as enabling me to understand more clearly 
which style is most faithful to the biblical text.  
 Questions two through eight dealt specifically with the listener’s engagement 
level with the sermon. Here questions posed related to one’s attention span, emotional 
involvement, and intellectual stimulation. 
 Questions nine through fourteen addressed the listener’s ability to memorize 
God’s Word. The psalmist declared thousands of years ago, “I have hidden your Word in 
my heart that I might not sin against You” (119:11). One of the preacher’s tasks is to 
deliver the Word in such a way that people hear afresh and anew the voice of the Lord in 
the teachings of Scripture and store those teachings deep within their hearts. In this 
section questions pertained to subjects such as understanding a particular text, recalling 
sermon points, and remembering the sermon, in general, and the biblical text, in 
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particular.
 Questions fifteen through twenty addressed the subject of life change. After the 
proclamation of Scripture, the issue that is front and center for the preacher is to have the 
people hear the Word in such a way that their lives are transformed and in fact becoming 
more like Jesus Christ.
 Here I asked specific questions related to applying sermonic insights to everyday 
life. In other words, was your behavioral and emotional life any different as a result of the 
sermon?  Did other people around you notice any differences?  Were you able to apply 
this message to your life and, if so, how? 
 The Survey Research Tool of twenty questions served as a dependable tool in 
comparing and evaluating the effectiveness and faithfulness of the three styles of 
preaching under consideration. Now, the attention is placed on analyzing the data.  
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
Often when completing a survey, people notice that several questions or items 
seem to be related, clustering around a common theme. When trying to understand the 
results of a survey, often observed is how individual survey items “cluster” or “cling” 
together to create factors.
To understand what a factor is, imagine working in a clothing store and having to 
take all kinds of measurements of customers in order to match them up to comfortable 
clothes. The worker can measure the inseam, the length of the arm, the waist, and the 
hips. They would find that when they attain one measure, they can predict to some extent 
what other measures will be. Generally, someone with a small measurement on one of 
these is also small in the other ways. Someone with long legs usually has long arms as 
well. Thus, all are aware of the “factor” they think of as “size.”   
Knowing someone’s size, though, tells very little about their intelligence. 
Correlation is another important thing to know about factors—one factor is by definition 
absolutely unrelated or “uncorrelated” to other factors. So, it can be said that as far as 
humans are concerned, size and intelligence are both factors, but these two factors are 
uncorrelated.
To determine the factors or clusters of items in a survey, I used a statistical 
technique called factor analysis. To look at the factor structure underlying the items in the 
questionnaire, a factor analysis using statistical analysis software called SPSS was run. 
The a priori categorization consisted of three categories: engagement, memorization, and 
application. Factor analysis confirmed this underlying structure and validates the 
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measurement tool itself. Each of the items within a category correlates well with the other 
items in the category to which it belongs but varies independently of, or does not 
correlate with, the items analyzed. 
Table 4.1, called a Varimax Rotated Component Matrix, shows how each 
questionnaire item “loads” on each of the factors. 
Table 4.1. Rotated Component Matrix 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 
Survey item 2 .822 .251 .187 
Survey item 3 .770 .187 .198 
Survey item 4 .692 .352 .308 
Survey item 5 .773 .169 .242 
Survey item 6 .778 .364 .251 
Survey item 7 .679 .479 .194 
Survey item 8 .847 .255 .223 
Survey item 9 .439 .307 .511 
Survey item 10 .205 .243 .853 
Survey item 11 .277 .391 .783 
Survey item 12 .244 .462 .700 
Survey item 13 .461 .350 .670 
Survey item 15 .297 .778 .289 
Survey item 16 .311 .834 .270 
Survey item 17 .371 .743 .316 
Survey item 18 .199 .801 .286 
Survey item 19 .239 .789 .304 
Survey item 20 .414 .690 .290 
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
Rotation converged in five iterations. 
The Varimax (V-Max) is a display derived from the factor analysis. The V-Max 
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serves as a check on the a priori categorization of survey items into the three style 
categories. Together the factor analysis and Varimax helped analyze the data. 
The factor weights shown in Table 4.1 are essentially equivalent to correlation 
coefficients indicating the degree of relationship between each item and each factor. The 
highest factor weight for each item is shaded as gray. Clearly, items 2 through 8 relate to 
the engagement factor. Items 9 through 13 relate to the memory factor, and items 15 
through 20 relate to the “Application” factor.4
As a next step, I determined a “factor score” for each sermon according to each 
rater. I was then able to look at the comparison among the three sermon types in a 
statistically meaningful manner. 
In summary, each of the items categorized in a priori fashion did indeed load on 
the expected factor; indicating an internal item reliability indicative of a useful 
measurement tool (see Appendix D). 
Expository Preaching 
 Expository preaching as employed in this research project is when the preacher 
continuously and consistently draws the attention of the listener back to a given and 
governing passage of Scripture. With an intentional focus upon one particular passage of 
Scripture and this frequent return on the part of the preacher to, in fact, draw the listener’s 
attention back to a particular passage, one would think expositional preaching would 
possibly lack relevance and thus engagement with the sermon. This is lack of engagement 
is precisely the complaint I heard leveled at expository preaching when I began learning 
narrative preaching in seminary. Interestingly enough, the data reveals this lack of 
4 Note that Item 14 of the questionnaire was an open-ended question calling for a text-based 
response, so no statistics were generated for the item. 
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engagement. 
Expository sermons were scored lower than sermons employing the other two 
styles on all the items from the Engagement factor (Q2 through Q8) with the exception of 
Q8. Thus, as predicted, expository sermons were somewhat less engaging than the other 
styles.
 Using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to compare the mean responses to survey 
items describing each of the twelve sermons, the expositional style was statistically and 
significantly less engaging to the listener. Of the four expositional messages, the mean 
score was 3.58, 3.64, 3.67 and 3.29 respectively (see Table 4.1). Compared to the topical 
sermon that came in at 4.01, these scores are significantly less in scoring as it relates to 
capturing ones attention.
 This data is even more revealing when one considers that the Sermon Research 
Team of newhope consisted of believers who had been active in the church for five or 
more years. These were seasoned Christian believers answering the questions and even
they found the expositional sermon less engaging. 
 What is even more fascinating is the fact that expositional preaching had a greater 
impact on the listener’s ability to memorize scripture, even though the sermon was less 
engaging. That is questions 9-13 asked specific questions about the listener's ability to 
memorize biblical passages from the sermons delivered. The expositional style of sermon 
overwhelmingly scored higher than topical and narrative sermons. According to a 
comparison of mean responses using ANOVA, a tool that measures all items and 
questions in the Survey Tool and reports trends, the expositional sermon was much more 
effective in the listener’s ability to remember the Biblical text. According to the 
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comparison of mean scores the greatest score related to question 10 on the survey and 
came in at 8.53 as an expositional sermon. Q10 on the survey tool states, “I specifically 
recall some of the Bible text and passages.” 5
Clearly, statement 10 is related to the listener’s ability to retain scripture and 
analysis of question 10 as it relates to the sermons preached clearly demonstrates that the 
expositional sermons scored highest in the Q10 category. The case can be made that 
while the typical postmodern Christian might prefer a topical or narrative sermon, the 
delivery diet that most enables him/her to memorize the Word of the Lord is the 
expositional style of preaching. I will explore this further in chapter 8. 
 Questions 15 through 20 in the survey tool related to life change and the 
congregations ability to apply the sermon to life. Again, ANOVA comparison of means 
shows that Q 16 came out statistically and significantly higher at 0.834. In comparing the 
twelve sermons, the expositional style was less effective in life application. The four 
sermons, according to Q 16, came in at 3.25, 2.96, 3.26, and 2.50 respectively. With 
regards to life application, none of the expositional sermons ranked among the highest.  
The results of this study suggest that expositional preaching may help believers 
become better students of the Word, but it is found wanting in applying those truths to 
everyday living. The expositional method of sermon delivery is a strong style for 
enabling the congregation to become students of the Word, yet it might not work as well 
in enabling that same congregation to apply the truths of that Word to discipleship. This 
style tends to help listeners learn and remember Scripture. The problem, though, is that 
the typical listener finds the expositional style of preaching less engaging and less 
formative to discipleship through application of the message. These are significant 
5 See Table 3.1 for a detailed ANOVA Frequency Analysis. 
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findings for the expositional preacher to consider and are discussed in chapter 5. 
Narrative Preaching 
 As stated above, the topical style of preaching was statistically more engaging 
than the other two styles; however, the narrative style of preaching came in at a close 
second, with the exception of the narrative Thanksgiving sermon (see Appendix E). 
Besides sermon 008, sermon 002, 005, and 011 scored 3.52, 4.19, and 3.46 respectively. 
Overall, the narrative-style sermon was engaging and connected deeply with the listeners.  
A preacher quickly realizes that the congregants’ eyes open wide and their posture 
leans forward when the preacher begins telling stories. From childhood forward, the 
desire in people to hear well crafted stories is insatiable. People simply enjoy narrative. 
As such, the findings in this research project demonstrates this universal propensity. For 
Q9 through Q13, on the other hand, relating to one’s ability to memorize the Word of the 
Lord, the data reveals that narrative sermons are not the best at helping people memorize 
the scriptural texts. With the exception of sermon 012, which was a topical sermon, the 
narrative sermon did, however, rank slightly higher than topical ones for memorizing 
Scripture. I discuss this unique sermon later in this chapter since it scored quite high in 
every category.
While narrative did not score higher than the expositional sermon, it did rank 
second among these three styles in helping Christians memorize biblical text from 
sermons. Most people are captivated by narrative to the extent that they more readily 
recall the biblical text in which the narrative is grounded than they do the topical style.  
 According to factor 2 and Q16, the narrative sermon ranks higher than the two 
other styles for life application. This ranking is intriguing when one considers what has 
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been said thus far regarding the differing styles of sermon delivery. According to the 
ANOVA comparison of mean scores of the twelve sermons with regards to life 
application, three of the four highest scores came as a result of narrative sermons 002, 
005, and 008. The mean scores of these three sermons were 3.45, 3.37, and 3.35 
respectively. These findings show that the narrative style clearly ranks highest in the 
category of application and life change. The message of the data implies that the audience 
is more likely to change behavior when that change comes directly as a result of listening 
to a message they enjoy and one that captures their attention through story.
Topical Preaching 
 The topical preaching style ranked highest among the other two styles for its 
ability to engage and capture the attention of the listener. Again, referring to Q2 as the 
weightiest statement in terms of engagement, the topical sermons scored 3.40, 4.10, and 
3.17. (Sermon 012 scored 3.93, also one of the highest in the engagement levels.) These 
are some of the highest scores in the engagement category.  
The typical parishioner who grants a speaker twenty to forty minutes of time is 
obviously most engaged when that speaker addresses a topic relating to real-life issues. 
If, as Craddock states, the goal of the preacher is not just to speak but to earn a hearing, 
then speaking to relevant topics that engage the listener from the onset is a wise choice.
Important to note, the data indicates that the topical sermon is least effective in 
allowing believers to leave the church with an ability to memorize the Word of the Lord. 
This ineffectiveness of memorization is unfortunate since the engagement level is so 
high. This research is noteworthy because one’s natural tendency is to assume the listener 
will memorize that in which he or she is most engaged. This research indicates the 
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opposite for memorizing Bible passages.  
Listeners might very well remember the topic or the message or points on an 
outline, but because the topical style sermon bounces throughout the canon, most 
listeners can not remember the many Scripture passages that are typically thrown their 
way. The three topical sermons considered here scored 3.17, 2.57, and 2.78 respectively 
for the ability to remember the Word of God, which is low compared to the other two 
styles.
 Topical preaching also did not score highest in the area of life change and 
application. Sermon 006 did, however, rank somewhat high for application. This sermon, 
like Sermon 012, was about marriage and scored 3.19. These two topical sermons in the 
sermon series “Marriage Matrix” did rank high in the area of application. Nevertheless, 
the other two sermons, sermon 003 and sermon 009, scored low with 2.84 and 2.83 
respectively. The data demonstrates that topical sermons might very well engage the 
listener due to relevance and the address of felt needs, but by and large they leave a lot to 
be desired in one’s ability to remember the Word of the Lord and apply that Word to real-
life situations.  
Sermon #012 
One sermon, sermon 012 ranked higher than any of the other eleven sermons in 
all three factor styles. Something about sermon 012 enabled it to connect most deeply 
with the listeners on engagement, ability to memorize the scriptural text, and application.  
 What is most interesting about sermon #012 is that it was, at first sketch, a topical 
sermon; however, after further examination, the sermon could be considered what 
Timothy Warren calls “topositional” (3). In other words, while the message was topical 
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and related to small groups and community, the preacher on this particular day chose to 
remain fixed on one passage–Mark 2:1-12. This is the story of one courageous small 
group of men who brings their friend to Jesus. The passage recalls that the crowds are so 
large they choose to cut a hole in the roof and lower this man to the feet of Jesus Christ. 
The sermon seems to be a combination of topical and expositional style, thus the name 
“topositional.” Moreover, the sermon also had elements of narrative. This combination of 
styles is a significant discovery and I shall return to this notion in Chapter 5. 
 I have opted to extrapolate sermon #012 from this particular section of the report. 
As such, I specifically address sermon #012 in Chapter 5 as a unique situation worthy of 
future pondering in the field of homiletics. Furthermore, the Analysis of Variance Table 
is provided in the List of Tables and helps communicate the data and results mentioned 
above in a helpful and easy to read format.   
 Chapter 5 provides the interpretive framework through which these research 
findings can be creatively considered. The Survey Tool and data gleaned from the 
research offers, I believe, helpful insight into the enormous task for Paul commissioned 
young Timothy with when he said, “Do your best to present yourself to God as one 
approved as a workman who does not need to be ashamed and who correctly handles the 
word of truth” (2 Tim. 2:15). Handling the Word or truth correctly is the task to which we 
now turn.
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
This project focuses on the effectiveness of expositional, narrative, and topical 
preaching. The research and results proved exhilarating and appear relevant in the area of 
faithful homiletics in the twenty-first century. As the data began surfacing, the trends 
were noticeable, and statistically significant, and, I believe, helpful for preachers wanting 
to enhance engagement, memory ability, and a listener’s application of the spoken Word 
to daily living.
Most revealing was the fact that no one particular style of preaching dominates all 
three of the factors. The data demonstrates that no one style reigns supreme over the other 
two styles for engagement and one’s ability to memorize and apply the Word of the Lord 
to daily living. Each of the three styles, as the data reveals, demonstrates particular 
positive and negative tendencies that should be taken into consideration by preachers in 
the twenty-first century.  
Interestingly enough, each of the three preaching styles appears to exhibit valid 
and advantageous capabilities in the edification process of the Christian community. For 
example, expositional preaching has a greater impact on a Christian’s ability to know the 
Word of the Lord. On the other hand, narrative preaching was far more engaging to the 
listener. Moreover, topical preaching scored highest in the area of application and life 
change. All three styles had clear and convincing, yet different, strengths and 
weaknesses.  
One would hope these different strengths and weaknesses among preaching styles 
causes the preacher to incorporate positive threads from each style into the fabric of 
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sermon proclamation. I believe this can be done without seeming confusing in one’s 
preaching.  
A viable project in the future would be the close examination of the distinctions 
and similarities between these three preaching styles and the possibility of merging the 
styles together in the crafting process of sermons. Future researchers might actually 
interview preachers most championing these three distinct styles. Likely, the interviews 
would reveal whether or not these preachers are aware of their preaching tendencies and 
if they are beginning to implement various strengths from other styles into their own 
preaching. I wonder whether or not preaching in the twenty-first century would faithfully 
combine these three styles. The possible effectiveness and faithfulness of taking these 
three streams of homiletics and merging them into one powerful and flowing river of 
sermon proclamation is an idea worth exploring. This idea would make for a fascinating 
and worthy research project in the future. 
Precisely this kind of merging of sermonic styles has surfaced in recent 
discussions around the style most frequently called “topositional preaching.” As a golfer, 
I tend to use every club available to get the ball in the hole. Similarly, preachers should 
utilize every available tool in their homiletical bag in order to achieve the goal at hand, 
namely faithful and effective proclamation of the Word. One should not limit themselves 
to a driver and putter while engaged in the sport of golf. Likewise, preachers should not 
limit themselves to one particular style of preaching when positive traits surface from 
each style. An effective preacher in the twenty-first century might very well utilize these 
three different styles at different times and sometimes craft one sermon containing 
elements of two or even all three of the styles present. 
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In a recent article by Timothy Warren, he makes an appeal for what he calls 
topical expository preaching. Clearly, he prefers the expositional style of preaching but 
suggests exactly that to which I refer in briefly discussing sermon #012 in Chapter 4. 
Warren senses, as I do, that a viable option is to merge more than one style together in 
order to create one powerful force of sermon proclamation. Warren believes this kind of 
merging is a faithful and effective means of declaring God’s Word:
Topical expository preaching is the same kind of preaching as all text-
centered, audience-focused expository preaching. The difference is that 
topical exposition deals with more than one text or literary unit in their 
different contexts. All styles of expository preaching, whether starting 
with a text and moving to a relevant topic/application or starting with a 
relevant topic and moving back through several text applications, follow 
the same method. Once you grasp the expositional process you will see 
how topical preaching can be expository. (3) 
 The case that Warren is building, and one I support, is that topical preaching can 
be expositional, as well. Similarly, as I suggest with sermon #012, a sermon can also be 
topical and yet remain expositionally grounded on a particular biblical text. Likewise, I 
would go so far as to suggest that an expositional sermon can also be narrative in style. 
The expositional style of the sermon would assure the sermon stays faithful to the biblical 
text and in fact enhances the ability to memorize the Word of the Lord, while the 
narrative nature of the sermon would assure engagement as people delight in story. This 
combination is literally a win-win situation.  
At the heart of what Warren is calling topositional preaching is the reality found 
in some biblical texts whereby one particular topic is front and center within one 
pericope. By focusing on one topic the preacher is given the benefit to deliver a sermon 
in the style of expositional since he or she is remaining within one particular text, while 
also addressing one particular topic since that is precisely what the text does. These 
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advantages of combination are precisely why sermon #012 was so effective and stood out 
above and beyond the rest. 
 Sermon #012, while it was delivered as a topical sermon, was grounded solely in 
Mark 2, which is the story of the men who brought their friend to Jesus and, since no 
room was available in the house, tore back the roof and hand delivered their comrade 
down to the feet of Jesus. The passage is pregnant with potential as it relates to the three 
factors in this research project. Stylistically speaking, the sermon was, in the truest sense 
of the word, topostional. I never wandered expositionally away from Mark 2 nor the topic 
of small groups and doing life together.
 Because the sermon was topical and addressed the felt needs of community and 
fellowship, the sermon scored high in life application. Because the sermon was 
expositional, the sermon naturally scored high in its ability to help the audience 
remember the biblical text, and because the biblical text itself was narrative, the sermon 
was highly engaging to those on the sermon research team. In other words, sermon #012 
was a win-win-win situation that uniquely engaged all three factors because it contained 
elements of all three preaching styles. This kind of preaching could be a helpful research 
project in the future.  
Stott employs the metaphor of “bridging the gap” between the world of the 
ancient text and the world of the contemporary audience. Further study on the potential of 
this bridging process intentionally combining more than one preaching style appears to 
offer fertile soil for those wanting to plant the seeds of God’s Word creatively (135-78).  
In my opinion, far too much preaching these days leans too heavily towards the 
relevance of the audience as opposed to the authority of the biblical text. Warren is trying 
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to prevent precisely this as he encourages topical preachers to ground their sermons in 
some biblical text expositionally.  
The argument can be pushed a little further as the same applies to the narrative 
preacher. Regardless of whether or not one is preaching an expositional, narrative, or 
topical sermon, I believe that every message must be grounded expositionally in the 
Word of God as it is contained in the biblical canon. As such, narrative and topical 
preaching preparations are more difficult and time consuming as speakers, if they are 
going to deliver the Word of the Lord faithfully, must perform expositional exegesis on 
the various and sundry biblical text employed in the message. In other words, the more 
passages of Scripture preachers integrate into a message, the more they need to perform 
exegesis on those passages. The case could be made, therefore, that expositional 
preaching, in the stylistic sense, might very well be the easiest and least time consuming 
of all styles since speakers typically constrain themselves to one governing biblical text. 
In contrast, conventional wisdom usually asserts topical or narrative style preachers take 
the easy way out by bouncing through the biblical narrative.
 Regardless of what style of sermon preachers in the twenty-first century choose to 
deliver, what is important to note is each style offers strengths and weaknesses in the 
preaching process. Wise preachers of the gospel will seriously consider the results of the 
data in this project and consider the ways in which differing sermon styles are heard and 
implemented differently in the lives of those they pastor. If preachers choose only to 
preach one style, that is their choice, but the knowledge of that particular style and the 
strengths and weaknesses therein is a great advantage. Just knowing the style of sermon a 
preacher is giving and the effects it has on the listeners can improve one’s preaching.  
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 Another option is to know all three styles inside and out and from time to time 
utilizing strengths from different styles to give more diversity and flavor to one’s 
preaching. Preaching different style sermons could achieve the effective and faithful 
results most desirable at a given time in the Christian year. For example, during one 
season, heralds might want to help the congregation gain knowledge of The Bible. In this 
case, delivering an expositional series on a given book in The Bible is wise. At other 
times, storytellers might want to engage the narrative sermon in rich illustrative material 
and, in doing so, demonstrate the beauty of the biblical narrative. Even still, times will 
arise in which pastors need to speak directly to the felt needs of the parishioners and offer 
the breadth of Scripture as it speaks to a certain topic of great interest.
 The opportunities are endless, and the point is that each style has unique strengths 
and weaknesses for the art of preaching today. Just knowing these three styles and what 
one prefers is incredibly important; however, also being familiar with the different styles 
and possibly using strands from each style holds great promise in the art and craft of 
biblical preaching in the twenty-first century.    
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APPENDIX A 
Sermon Research Tool 
===============================================================
[E-Mail Subject Heading = NEWHOPE SURVEY - Fall 2003 - A4623] 
[Instrument = newhope sermon survey] 
[Project = The Effectiveness and Faithfulness of Expositional, Narrative and Topical 
Preaching in the New Church Start of newhope]
****************************************************************
As you know, Pastor Benji is trying to complete his dissertation and has asked you to 
participate in the evaluation of his preaching styles. He appreciates your thoughtful 
efforts and is looking forward to learning more from the newhope membership. 
Please read on about how to best complete this survey. 
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY: 
Before trying to complete this survey, select “REPLY” such that you are creating an 
outgoing message. You may then answer the survey questions on your screen, according 
to the instructions provided below. These instructions will appear again for further 
reference once you select “REPLY”. 
Type the number of your selection immediately after the double arrow prompt. For 
example: 
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This sermon stirred my emotions. 
1. To a very small extent 
2. To a small extent 
3. To a moderate extent 
4. To a great extent 
5. To a very great extent 
Please enter your response here  >>4 
You would type in the number that reflects your choice after the double arrow prompt, as 
shown above. If you do not have an answer to the question, feel free to leave the question 
blank and move on to the next one. Please take care to adhere to the following 
recommendations so as to avoid invalidating your survey: 
1)  Do not include the parentheses or add # signs in your response. Simply type a 
numeral. 
2)  Do not type characters anywhere else on the survey. 
3)  Do not send an electronic copy of your survey to another 
participant to complete. The data analysis system is set up to accept only one copy of 
your survey. 
For those questions requesting that you write in an answer, typing in your thoughts after 
the double arrow prompt is all you need to do. 
After you have answered the questions, click on 'SEND' so that your email message 
containing the completed survey is returned. Please return the survey within 10 days after 
the sermon you are evaluating. If you have any problems, email me directly at 
beargrass@earthlink.net 
Thank you for participating in these surveys! 
Kathleen Rogers, Data Analysis of Decision Metrix 
----------------------------------------------------------------
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[Q1]  Which sermon are you evaluating at this time? 
     (1)  August 10, # 001; Finding Joy in All the Wrong 
          Places, Part II; Philippians 2:1-8; Keywords- 
          humility. 
     (2)  August 24, #002, Finding Joy in All the Wrong 
          Places, Part IV; Philippians 3:12-4:1; Keywords - 
          Pressing on Towards the Prize. 
     (3)  September 7, # 003; CSI-Christ's Scenes 
          Investigated, Part I-The Crowd, the Christ and a 
          Desparate Touch; Luke 8:40-48; Keywords-healing a 
          woman bleeding for 12 years, a piece of cloth. 
     (4) September 21, #004; CSI-Christ's Scenes 
          Investigated, Part III - I've Never Been Good at 
          Skipping Stones; John 8:1-11; Keywords - Throwing 
          Stones and Sexual Purity. 
     (5)  October 5, # 005; The Marriage Matrix, Part I;
          Keyword - communication. 
     (6)  October 19, # 006; The Marriage Matrix, Part 
          III; Keyword - intimacy. 
     (7) November 9, # 007; Soul Survivor-What's in Your 
          Treasure Chests?  Matthew 6:19-24; Keywords - 
          treasure, possessions, heaven. 
     (8 November 23, # 008; Thanksgiving Message; Psalm 
          30. 
   (9)  December 7, #009; The Return of the King, Part 
          I -The Due Date is Way Overdue!; Isaiah 9:1-7; 
          Keywords - Christmas, baby Jesus, King. 
     (10) December 21, # 010; The Return of the King, 
          Part III - Hoping for the Best!; Isaiah 11:1-9; 
          Keywords-hope, future King, baby Jesus. 
(11) January 4, # 011; High Five, Part I-Going to 
          the Next Level Through Evangelism!; Keywords - first 
          finger, evangelism, reaching out, pointing people to 
          Jesus! 
     (12) January 18, # 012; High Five, Part III - Going to 
          the Next Level Through Small Groups!; Keywords - ring 
          finger for intimacy, small groups, community. 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
****************************************************************
Using the scale from 1-5 below, how true are the following statements for you? 
Explanatory note:  Please set your expectation according to your experience thus far 
with Pastor Benji's preaching. That is, if it is a typical, "Pastor Benji Sermon," please 
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give him a number 3. Also, please be assured that in no way is Pastor Benji being 
evaluated in this dissertation project. Rather, the dissertation focuses on the varying styles 
of preaching and their effectiveness within newhope church. 
****************************************************************
ENGAGEMENT LEVEL WITH THE SERMON 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q2]  The sermon content captured my attention. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q3]  The delivery style captured my attention. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q4]  This sermon stirred my emotions. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q5]  This sermon was intellectually stimulating. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
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     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q6]  This sermon really made me think. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q7]  This sermon kept me thinking about how it applies to my 
     own life and issues. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q8]  Overall, I found the sermon engaging. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
****************************************************************
ABILITY TO MEMORIZE THE WORD OF GOD 
****************************************************************
(The researcher suggests answering these questions 5-6 days 
after experiencing the sermon) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q9]  The sermon helped me better understand the Word of God. 
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     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q10] I specifically recall some of the Bible text and passages. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q11] I recall the main biblical point(s) of the sermon. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q12] As I recall the sermon, I continue to find the biblical 
     text(s) relevant to the everyday issues I encounter. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q13] Overall, I remember this sermon quite well. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
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     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q14] From your memory of the passage(s) of Scripture from this 
     sermon, write where in the Bible the passage(s) is from 
     and state what verses and/or biblical points your 
     remember. 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
****************************************************************
SUSTAINED LEVEL OF APPLICATION 
****************************************************************
(The researcher suggests answering these questions 5 - 6 days 
after experiencing the sermon) 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q15] I was able to apply one of the insights from the sermon in 
     my life this week. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q16] The way I behaved and acted this past week was affected by 
     the sermon. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q17] My emotional life was affected this past week by the sermon. 
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     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q18] The way I allotted my time this past week was affected by 
     the sermon. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q19] I believe that the people around me could sense a 
     difference in me as a result of the sermon. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q20] Overall, I am able to apply this sermon to my life. 
     (1)  To a very small extent 
     (2)  To a small extent 
     (3)  To a moderate extent 
     (4)  To a great extent 
     (5)  To a very great extent 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
----------------------------------------------------------------
[Q21] Please describe in what practical ways you are applying this particular sermon to 
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your life. 
     Please enter your response here  >> 
****************************************************************
Thank you for your time and effort in completing this survey. 
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APPENDIX B 
THE 12 DISSERTATION SERMON TITLES AND STYLES 
001—“Finding Joy in All the Wrong Places, Part II”—Philippians 2:1-8, Expositional 
Style, Keyword-humility (August 10, 2003) 
002—“Finding Joy in All the Wrong Places, Part IV”—Philippians 3:12-4:1, Narrative 
Style, Keywords—“Pressing on towards the prize” (August 24, 2003) 
003—CSI—Christ’s Scenes Investigated, Part I—“The Crowd, the Christ and a 
Desperate Touch.”—Luke 8:40-48, Topical Style, Keyword(s)-healing, woman bleeding 
for 12 years, a piece of cloth (September 7, 2003) 
004—CSI—Christ’s Scenes Investigated, Part III—“I’ve Never Been Good at Skipping 
Stones—John 8:1-11, Expositional Style, Keyword—Throwing Stones and Sexual Purity 
(September 21, 2003) 
005—The Marriage Matrix, Part I-Ephesians 5:31-32, Narrative Style, Keyword—
communication (October 5, 2003) 
006—The Marriage Matrix, Part III—Genesis 1:27, I Corinthians 7:3-4, Topical Style, 
Keyword—intimacy (October 19, 2003) 
007—Soul Survivor—“What’s in Your Treasure Chests?”—Matthew 6:19-24, 
Expositional Style, Keyword—Treasure, Possessions, Heaven (November 9) 
008—Thanksgiving—Psalm 30, Narrative Style, Keyword—Thanksgiving (November 
23, 2003) 
009—The Return of the King, Part I—“The Due Date is Way Over-Due!”—Isaiah 9:1-7, 
Topical Style, Keyword—Christmas, baby Jesus, King (December 7, 2003) 
010—The Return of the King, Part III—“Hoping for the Best!”—Isaiah 11:1-9, 
Expositional Style, Keyword-hope, future King, Baby Jesus (December 21, 2003) 
011—High Five, Part I-Going to the next level through Evangelism! John 4:5-15, 
Narrative Style, Keyword—first finger, evangelism, reaching out, pointing people to 
Jesus! (January 4, 2004) 
012—High Five, Part III—Going to the Next Level through Small Groups! Mark 2:1-12, 
Topical Style, Keyword—ring finger for intimacy, small groups, community (January 18, 
2004)
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APPENDIX C 
The Twelve Dissertation Project Sermon Manuscript Overview 
4 Expositional Sermons Date Delivered and Sermon # 
1.  Series and Sermon Title— 
“Finding Joy in All the 
Wrong Places”
Passage: Philippians 2:1-8 
2.   Series—Christ’s Scenes 
Investigated—Sermon Title— 
“I’ve Never Been Good at 
Skipping Stones”
Passage:  John 8:1-11,
3.  Series—Soul Survivor—
Sermon Title—“What’s in 
Your Treasure Chests?”
Passage: Matthew 6:19-24,  
4.  Series—The Return of the King— 
Sermon Title—“Hoping for 
the Best!”
Passage: Isaiah 11:1-9 
August 10, 2003—Sermon #  001
September 21, 2003—Sermon # 004 
November 9, 2003—Sermon # 007 
December 21, 2003—Sermon # 010
4 Narrative Sermons Date Delivered and Sermon # 
5. Series and Sermon Title—
Finding Joy in all the Wrong 
Places—Passage: Philippians 
3:12-4:1
6.   Series—The Marriage Matrix 
Passage: Ephesians 5:31-32
7.  Sermon Title: Thanksgiving
Passage: Psalm 30
8.  Series—High 5
“Going to the Next Level 
through Evangelism”                 
Passage: John 4:5-15 
August 24, 2003—Sermon #  002
October 5, 2003—Sermon # 005 
November 23, 2003—Sermon # 008 
January 4, 2004—Sermon # 11
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4 Topical Sermons Date Delivered and Sermon # 
9.   Series—CSI (Christ’s Scenes 
Investigated)
Sermon Title—“The Crowd, 
the Christ and a Desperate 
Touch”
            Passage: Luke 8:40-48
10. Series and Sermon Title—The
 Marriage Matrix
Passage: Genesis 1:27 and 1 
Corinthians 7:3-4
11. Series—The Return of the King,
Sermon Title—“The Due 
Date is Way Over-Due!”
Passage: Isaiah 9:1-7 
12. High Five—
Sermon Title—Going to the 
Next Level through Small 
Groups!
Passage: Mark 2:1-12
September 7, 2003—Sermon #  003 
October 19, 2003—Sermon # 006 
December 7, 2003—Sermon # 009 
January 18, 2004—Sermon # 12
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APPENDIX D 
Comparison of Three Types of Sermon
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APPENDIX E 
A Comparison of Twelve Sermons 
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APPENDIX F 
Sermon Rankings and Summaries
# 1 BEING MOST AND # 4 BEING LEAST IN SERMONC STYLE 
 In order to make sense of the sermon research data, I have closely examined each 
sermon below and written a 2-3 paragraph summary of each sermon. In these 12 
summaries, I have intentionally focused on each sermon and the preacher’s 
commitment to expositional, narrative and topical style sermons respectively. 
Moreover, I have also ranked each sermon, according to one of the three styles, as to 
those that are most expositional, narrative, and topical. Therefore, in the summaries 
below, one will notice they are indeed and in fact out of the order in which they were 
preached. Those ranking highest according to these three preaching styles are listed 
first and those ranking least in exposition, narrative and topical styles are listed last.  
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APPENDIX G 
Summaries of Four Expository Sermons 
T  1:27-
n
ired 
exhorted the congregation based primarily on Philippians 2:1-16. 
It should be noted that the preacher used a flip chart as a teaching tool to 
demonstrate the way in which we serve in the footsteps of Christ and in the end will be 
exalted as He was (Phil. 2:9-11). The sermon then turned towards application and used 
the acrostic for joy to teach the congregation about priorities in life, namely Jesus, others 
and yourself. The congregation was then invited to receive Holy Communion and 
prioritize their lives in this order. The sermon stayed true to the text and didn’t wander 
among other scriptural passages but rather expositionally exhorted the congregation to 
join Paul in participating in this Christ hymn. On a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being most 
expositional and 4 being least expositional, I rank this sermon a 1. 
The second expositional sermon was a sermon on John 8:1-11. The broader 
context for this particular sermon was the series entitled CSI (Christ Scenes Investigated). 
As the title implies, this series took poignant scenes from the life and ministry of Jesus 
Christ and developed worship services around those Biblical passages. This particular 
sermon focused on that great passage where Jesus is confronted by the Pharisees with a 
he first exposition on sermon in the research was a sermon on Philippians
2:16 titled, “Finding Joy in All the Wrong Places!”  In true expositional form, the sermo
lead the congregation through this Philippians text and taught that true joy is acqu
when we take on the attitude of Christ and serve others. The preacher set the biblical 
passage in its original context first, then addressed the lack of joy that most people 
experience in this day and age, intentionally inserted laughter, and then expositionally 
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woman caught in adultery. The serm ed with references to skipping 
stones. The preacher sh e could have been 
accuse
ld
 there 
face of the stone was 
the wo
a
e preacher addressed 
sexuali ular
on began and end
ared a personal story from his life in which h
d of throwing stones with the Pharisees. Everyone has struggled with 
judgementalism from time to time and this personal vignette resurfaces at the end of the 
message as the Pastor shares, rather inductively, “I’ve never been good at skipping 
stones.”  This reconnects the message to his opening story in which he shares as a chi
that he was never good at skipping stones across a pond. It should also be noted that
were stones on the stage to serve as props, as well as the stone that was given to the 
preacher by his girlfriend when he was eighteen years old. On the 
rd of Jesus Christ, “Let him who is without sin throw the first stone.” 
While the beginning and the end of the sermon is creatively tied together and in 
fact fits nicely to the theme in the Biblical text, namely throwing stones, the sermon was
not the most expositional sermon. To discuss an issue like sexuality in a post-modern 
church, the Pastor had to spend time discussing sexuality according to scripture as 
opposed to sexuality according to our culture. And while the sermon did not wander 
throughout scripture it also did not continually take the congregation back to the text in 
verse by verse fashion, which is typically the way expositional sermons are defined. 
Rather, the sermon text itself served as a springboard from which th
ty, faithfulness, and grace as opposed to judgementalism. As such, this partic
expositional sermon ranks number 3 in relation to the other three expositional sermons.  
 The third expositional sermon came within a series titled, “Soul Survivor.”  The 
sermon was enhanced as the stage was set up completely as a jungle with tiki torches, 
trees and the like. The Biblical text of the day was Matthew 6:19-24 and the theme was 
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stewardship. The main thrust of the message came from the verse, “Do not store up fo
yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust destroy, and where thieves break in 
and steal. But store up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where moth and ru
destroy, and where thieves do not break in and steal. For where your treasure is, there 
your heart will be also.” 
 To discuss an issue like money to a new church, the preacher felt compelled to 
integrate into the message other passages of scripture. As such, an honest evaluation of 
the message acknowledges that this particular sermon was not so much an exposition
sermon on Matthew 6:19-24 but rather it was a topical message on money. Stylistically, 
don’t believe this sermon can be counted as an expositional sermon and there
r
st do not 
al
I
fore should 
not be 
ohn
considered in this research. If anything, one can look at the results of this 
particular sermon and the survey results and consider them in the topical section of the 
dissertation. On a scale from 1 to 4 with 1 being most expositional and 4 being least 
expositional, this particular sermon clearly ranks fourth. 
 The fourth expositional sermon came on the Sunday before Christmas. The 
congregation of newhope was in the middle of a message series titled, “Return of the 
King—The Journey Continues.”  The Biblical passage exposited in this sermon was J
1:1-5, 14. In this particular sermon, the preacher stayed true and grounded to the 
Johannine text. He never wandered into other scriptural lands but continued to bring the 
congregation back to John 1. Since it was the Sunday before Christmas, he talked 
relevantly about watershed events taking place such as the capture of Saddam Hussein, 
the 100th year anniversary of flight due to the Wright Brothers and the celebration that
took place at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina the week prior. This was intentional as he then
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juxtaposed these kinds of watershed events to the greatest event of all time, namely the 
birth of Jesus Christ.
 The sermon then expositionally leads the congregation through John1:1-5 and 
verse 14 by making the following points: 
? Jesus journeyed from Heaven to Earth (John 1:3); 
 in at 
? Jesus journeyed from eternity to time (John 1:1); 
? Jesus journeyed from Heaven to spirit and body (John 1:14); 
? Jesus journeyed to deity and humanity (John 1:1). 
The preacher takes a very straight forward approach in this particular sermon and 
used John chapter 1 to theologically understand the world changing significance of the 
incarnation. On a scale of 1 to 4, this sermon ranks high expositionally and come
number 2 among these four sermons. 
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APPENDIX H
Rankings of Expositional Sermons 
Expositional, Keyword—humility (August 10, 2003), Sermon # 001
Rank #2—The Return of the King, Part III—“Hoping for the Best!”—John 1:1-5, 14, 
Exposition hristmas sermon 
(December 21), Sermon # 010
Rank # 3—CSI—Christ’s Scenes Investigated, Part III—I’ve Never Been Good at 
Skipping S tones and 
Sexual Purity (September 21), Sermon # 004
Rank # 4—
Exposi
007
Rank #1—“Finding Joy in All the Wrong Places, Part II”—Philippians 2:1-8—   
al Style, Keyword—hope, future King, Baby Jesus—C
tones—John 8:1—11, Expositional Style, Keyword—Throwing S
Soul Survivor—“What’s in Your Treasure Chests?”—Matthew 6:19-24, 
tional Style, Keyword—Treasure, Possessions, Heaven—(November 9), Sermon # 
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APPENDIX I 
Summaries of Four Narrative Sermons 
he
ermon is grounded in Philippians 3:1-16 and is title, “Finding Joy in all the Wrong 
ulti-layered fashion, all the while narrating the Biblical truths behind Philippians 3:1-
und in Philippians 3. The apostle says, “I press on to take hold of that for which Christ 
one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I press on 
toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in Christ 
Jesus” (Phil. 3:12-14).
 The sermon moves in the same direction and invites the congregation to full 
surrender and commitment to Christ. At the end of the sermon, the Pastor has a tangible 
prop for each and every person to receive, should they decide to commit to Christ fully. 
The apostle Paul is writing this letter from a jail cell and as such, refers to himself as a 
slave or servant of Christ Jesus. At the end of the message, the Pastor of newhope passed 
hundreds of chain links that he literally scatters throughout the congregation throughout 
the invitation. The invitation is simple – commit to Christ and if one desires, get out of 
your seat and pick up a chain link. He points out that in order to pick up a chain link, one 
has to kneel down. The spirit of God moved as the Worship Arts Ministry led our 
congregation in a song, “I Surrender.”  The service concluded with hundreds of people on 
their knees, with a chain link in their hand, and singing, “I surrender all.”  It was a 
 The first narrative sermon takes us back to the joy series in August, 2003. T
s
Places.”  The sermon is narrative to its core as the preacher weaves stories together in a 
m
16. The sermon is rich on story and illustrations but they all move out from the message
fo
Jesus took hold of me. Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But 
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moving experience to say the least, an as narrative in style and well 
received among the con  most narrative and 4 
e
ps
e of the title enabled this sermon to be well received and 
eanin rmon 
ries
f
d the sermon w
gregation. On a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being
being least narrative, this sermon ranks number 2. 
 The second sermon in the narrative style, was the sermon titled, “The Marriag
Matrix, Part I.”  Like the one “throw-out” sermon from the expositional sermons above, 
this sermon would not be true to the style of narrative. In this first sermon in the series 
The Marriage Matrix, the preacher felt compelled to actually introduce marriage in a 
broad – stroke fashion and as such, the sermon feels much more topical than it does 
narrative. As such, the preacher uses the topic of marriage as a springboard from which 
he launches into a series of passages that speaks to the topic of marriage. There are six 
props and at least that many passages that speak to the mystery of marriage. The pro
and the culture relevanc
m gful for the church, but not narrative. On a scale of one to 4, therefore, this se
would rank 4 in the narrative category. 
 The third narrative sermon was delivered on Thanksgiving weekend and titled, 
“Thanksgiving.” The sermon derived itself from Psalm 30. The sermon beings in a 
storytelling fashion discussing Thanksgiving and the beauty of this holiday. The preacher 
said, “There is nothing like giving thanks for what we receive.” It is one of the most 
beautiful holidays of the year, in my opinion. There is nothing expected in return, just 
giving thanks. 
 The preacher then walks the congregation through Psalm 30 and weaves sto
throughout the teaching. A truly narrative sermon is interconnected with scripture and 
stories. Hopefully, it is done so seamlessly that the congregation is often unaware o
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where scripture begins and ends because they are so caught up in the story.
 After leading the congregation through the first ten verses of the passage, the 
sermon takes a turn and moves the people of God from a faithful understanding of 
).
on
 of this 
Jesus Christ. The sermon concludes, rather 
 their 
he Next Level!”  This was a series that used the hand as a teaching 
etaph
.”
suffering in the world to celebration as God turns our wailing into dancing (Ps. 30:11-12
The sermon concludes with a story about George Thomas, a pastor in a small New 
England town, who purchases a bird cage and three little birds that were shivering with 
cold and fright. For ten dollars the pastor saved the birds lives and sent the young lad 
his way. Narratively speaking, the sermon moves towards the imaginary day in which
Satan and Jesus were having a conversation. Just as the young lad wanted to trap and kill
the birds so has Satan demonstrated this willingness over the years. Jesus comes along 
and saves us just as the pastor saved the birds. It cost the pastor only ten dollars to save 
the birds, but it cost Jesus His very life to save humanity. The narrative sketching
sermon enabled the congregation to experience afresh and anew the grace of God poured 
out in the life, death and resurrection of 
inductively, with a question. “What are you thankful for,” the preacher asks. By this 
point, the answer is obvious and the preacher allows the congregation to answer it in
own spirit. Definitely narrative in style, this sermon ranks 1 among our narrative 
sermons. 
 The fourth narrative sermon in the dissertation rotation is in the series, “High 
Five-Going to t
m or for the series. Each finger represented a topic or point made in the message. 
This particular sermon was ground in John 4:5-42 and was subtitled, “Pointing the Way
The index finger was the finger of focus on this particular Sunday. 
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 This narrative sermon used John 4 as the story that moved the sermon along. This 
ch,
kes
at
e
ove in 
e connects the text to the vision of newhope, mainly reach, teach and release. 
n
is a story of Jesus and the Samaritan woman. It is a great and engaging story and as su
lends itself nicely to a narrative sermon. From the passage at hand, the preacher ma
the following points: 
? Jacob’s well was bare, and Jesus, tired as we was from the journey, s
down by the well (John 4:5), 
? Become a friend (John 4:7), 
? Be ready to share the good news (John 4:13-14), 
? Don’t let people get you off target (John 4:20), 
? Observe God’s power at work (John 4:39). 
All of these points derive from John 4:5-42. As such, the preacher narratively 
discusses each of these points from the story and inserts culturally relevant stories into 
the message and hopefully engage the congregation. At the end of the message, he uses 
the old familiar illustration using the hands to represent the church and the steeple. H
says, “Here is the church and here is the steeple, open the door and here are all the 
people.”  After a pause, he says, “No, I don’t think that is exactly right. Here is the 
church, here is the steeple, open the door and release all the people.”  This final m
the messag
Earlier in the message, the sermon had already spoken of the mission and vision of the
church. This wonderful passage of scripture and Jesus’ encounter with the Samarita
woman at the well, was and is a great opportunity to craft a narrative sermon that 
communicates to the church our need to cross cultural boundaries and build redemptive 
relationships with people who are far from God.  
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On a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 being most narrative and 4 being least narrative, this 
sermon ranks number 3. 
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APPENDIX J 
Rankings of Narrative Sermons 
Rank # 1—Thanksgiving Message—Psalm 30, Narrative Style, Keyword—
Thanksgiving (November 23), Sermon # 008 
Rank # 2—“Finding Joy in All the Wrong Places, Part IV”—Philippians 3:12-4:1— 
Narrative Style, Keywords “Pressing on towards the prize” (August 24), Sermon # 002 
Rank # 3—High Five, Part I—Going to the next level through Evangelism! John 4:5-15, 
Narrative Style, Keyword—first finger, evangelism, reaching out, pointing people to 
Jesus! (January 4, 2004). Sermon # 011
Rank # 4—The Marriage Matrix, Part I, Ephesians 5:31-32, Narrative Style, Keyword—
communication (October 5), Sermon # 005
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APPENDIX K 
Summaries of Four Topical Sermons 
on called, 
The Crowd, the Christ, and a Desperate Touch.”  This was one of the four scenes 
orrhaging for twelve years finds her way to 
through Jesus and heals this woman on the spot, even though she had spent all her money 
on local physicians never to be healed. The preacher extrapolates from this text the topic 
of desperate need of God/healing and faith needed in approaching Christ. Early on, the 
preacher says, “You know, the last thing we really expect is God to fully break out in our 
midst and start doing things that only God can do! It is a frightening thing to be in the 
presence of God. And yet, that is what we all want and that is what none of us really 
want.”
 The Worship Arts Team even prepared little pieces of garment and had the ushers 
hand them to each person as they walked into church this Sunday morning. The truth is, 
every single person on planet earth has areas in their lives for which they need the 
presence of God and his healing power. Jesus looked to the women and said, “Daughter, 
your faith has healed you” (Luke 8:48). From this particular passage, the preacher applied 
the message to our lives by saying,  
? Have faith in Jesus Christ 
? Practice puppet faith in Jesus Christ. 
The first topical sermon delivered for this research project was a serm
“
investigated in our culturally relevant series titled, “CSI” (Christ Scenes Investigated).  
The particular scene comes from Luke 8:40-48. Jesus is on the way to heal Jairus’ 
daughter and a woman who had been hem
Christ in the crowd and touches the hem of His garment. The power of God pulsates 
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The topic then drives the serm s 2:14-21 where the Bible says, 
“Show me your faith wit  by what I do.” This 
sermon
er of 
 tired 
ear
t in faith, often publicly, and receive the healing power and presence of the Lord. 
as
me time now and that is that marriage is hard work. 
I quoted Pastor Mike Breoux who said that, “Marriage is two imperfect people diligently 
pursuing in under the loving rule of God.”  
on towards Jame
hout deeds, and I will show you my faith
 happened to fall on the second anniversary weekend of 9/11. As such, the topic 
then drove the sermon towards Psalm 91:1 which says, “He who dwells in the shelt
the most high will abide in the shadow of the Almighty.” And then to Isaiah 40, “He 
gives strength to the weary and increases the power of the week. Even youths grow
and weary, and young men stumble and fall; but those who hope in the Lord will renew
their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not grow weary, 
they will walk and not be faint” (Isa. 40:28-31). 
  And then to James 5:14-16 where the Bible talks about elders in the church 
praying over the sick in the name of the Lord. This sermon is a perfect example of a 
particular topic driving the message toward various Biblical passages that speak to the 
topic at hand. In the end, the congregation was invited to receive Holy Communion and
leave with the piece of garment in their hand to always remind them to always draw n
to Chris
On a score of 1 to 4, with 1 being most topical and 4 being least topical, this sermon 
ranked 3. 
  The second topical sermon, sermon number 6 in the dissertation rotation, w
“The Marriage Matrix Part III—Probing Beneath the Surface.”  This topical sermon 
began with a poignant scene from the movie, The Matrix. From that scene, I reiterated a 
point that we had been making for so
timacy through a committed relationship 
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Under t
rturing affection, ultimate purpose, and 
ture
on.
ersonal vignette of his children who were so excited about Christmas and yet 
 the 
eful
ans
this major theme, this topical sermon then went at discussing how vastly differen
men are from women, which is one of the key causes of making marriage hard work. 
   From there, the preacher then bounced around within scripture, in classical, 
topical fashion, to discuss marriage. He first took the congregation to Genesis 127, “So 
God created man in His own image. In the image of God He created them. Male and 
female He created them.” God created male and female differently. We are different 
physically. We are different psychologically. We are different sexually. The topic then 
drove the sermon to discuss the differences between men and women when it comes to
verbal communication, emotional connection, nu
secure confidence. Under each of these headings, there were many passages of scrip
brought in to support this particular topic. There again, this was a classic topical serm
Within the topical rotation, this sermon would rank number 1. 
   The third topical sermon brought us to the end of the year and the Christmas The 
Return of the King series. The subtitle within this series was, “The Due Date is Way Over
Due.” And the grounding text was Isaiah 9:1-7. The topic as indicated by the title was the 
advent theme of waiting. The preacher begins the sermon by establishing the theme 
through a p
painfully dreading the wait. This sermon then turns to the Biblical text and talks about
way in which Israel kept waiting and waiting for the coming Messiah. They were hop
as Isaiah 9 points out but the wait was still difficult. The waiting theme continues as the 
Pastor then makes his moves towards our waiting, which is also an advent them that 
reminds as all that we continue to live in this precarious time between the times. To 
further illustrate this point, the preacher uses a Biblical illustration from I Thessaloni
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4:13-5:11 in which the apostle teaches the church about our waiting and His eventual 
return from which those who are asleep “have died” will be called to heaven followed
those who are still alive. 
   The topic forces the question, “What do you we do as we wait?”  The sermon 
concludes with looking at the way in which the way we wait while living in relationsh
with a God who is wonderful counselor, mighty God, Prince of Peace and everlasting
Father.
   To say God is wonderful counselor presupposes that we live in a world where 
people need counseling. To say God is mighty God presupposes that we live in a world 
where by we are not all that mighty. To say God is Prince of Peace presupposes that we 
live in a world where by we need peace because we are surrounded by nothing less than 
chaos. And to say God is everlasting Father presupposes that w
we need a God to grant us eternal life because we are surrounded by death. The topical 
sermon drives to a conclusion but not a lot of solution. That is, every sermon does not 
have to end with every problem solved. The truth is, this advent sermon reminds the 
church that one of our primary vocations, as we live in this time between the times, i
wait and wait faithfully. In fact the sermon ends rather inductively, “the due date was 
way overdue for the people of God—but God came and as a result we celebrate 
December 25th as Christmas. But don’t forget, God will come again. Until he comes, like 
Isaiah and the people of Israel, we do all we can to prepare others for his coming, and we
wait!” The sermon is topical through and through and as such ranks number 4 among
other topical sermons. 
   The final and fourth topical sermon in the dissertation rotation is from the series 
 by 
ip
e live in a world where by 
s to 
 the 
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High Five—Going to the Next Level! As you might recall, the metaphor for this entire
series was the hand. The particular finger for this message was the pinky finger, small but 
powerful. The creative us
preacher spoke about small groups, small but powerful. Tied again the message talked
about Dendrochronology which is the field of science that studies tree rings. I pointed out
how Dendrochronologists could tell you the life story of a tree by studying the rings on
tree. I th
about the rings of our lives.
? There is a ring that tells the story of a young woman who is afraid to tell 
her parents about her faith in Christ because they already said they would disown her if 
she became a Christian. 
? There is a ring that tells the story of an elderly man who has never quite 
been able to deal with singleness and living alone. 
? There is a ring that tells the story of a little boy who ran down the stairs 
open Christmas presents and instead found a lump of coal in his stocking for not bein
good enough. 
? There is another ring that tells the story of a tiny girl who weeps while h
mother is passed out with a bottle in her hand. 
? Etc., etc., etc. 
These were true stories from the lives of people in our church. From that, I moved 
the congregation towards Mark 2:1-12. This is a wonderful passage of a man being 
carried on a stretcher to
ma mall group of friends literally had to tear a hole in the roof and drop this man at 
e of this particular finger was a springboard from which the 
 a 
en go through a litany of speaking to the felt needs of the community by talking 
to
g
er
 a house where Jesus is teaching. The crowds are so big that the 
n’s s
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the feet of Jesus. As such, the man was healed and the passage stands as a great teaching
tool for small groups carrying people to the feet of Jesus. In typical topical style, the 
preacher then moves from that over arching topic to Acts 2 and the first century church
tendency to meet in the temple courts together and then broke bread in homes with glad
and sincere hearts, praising God and enjoying the favor of all the people (Acts 2:46-47). 
From there the sermon topic drives the preacher toward making several key 
points:
1. Biblical small grou
es
ps are committed to hearing the Word, 
Sm
ssage culminates with mentioning the innumerable small groups 
active i he li
ons, with 
1 being e mo
2. all group committed to experiencing forgiveness, 
3. Small group committed toward experiencing healing. 
Naturally, the me
n t fe of the community and inviting people to get involved in a small group. 
As such, this particular sermon ranks number 2 on the list of topical serm
 th st topical and 4 being most topical. 
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APPENDIX L
Rankings of Topical Sermons 
Rank # 1—The Marriage Matrix, Part II, Genesis 1:27, I Corinthians 7:3-4, Topical 
2:1-12, Topical Style, Keyword—ring finger for intimacy, small groups, community 
Style, Keyword—intimacy (October 19), Sermon # 006
Rank # 2—High Five, Part III—Going to the Next Level through Small Groups! Mark 
(January 18, 2004), Sermon # 012
Rank # 3—CSI—Christ’s Scenes Investigated, Part I—“The Crowd, the Christ and a 
te Touch.”—Luke 8:40-48, Topical Style, Keywords—healing a woman bleeding 
for 12 years, a piece of cloth (September 7), Sermon # 003
Rank # 4—The Return of the King, Part I—The Due Date is Way Over-Due!”—Isaiah 
9:1—7 ecember 7), Sermon # 
009
Despera
, Topical Style, Keyword—Christmas, baby Jesus, King (D
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APPENDIX M 
Homiletic C  Spurgeon 
f
purgeon. Before the age of twenty, New Park Street Church in London called him to be 
eralding the gospel message to audiences of ten thousand people. A disciplined reader 
any of his sermons are in print. 
in 1850, he was converted in a chapel of the Primitive Methodists. Nevertheless, within 
one year, due to his belief in baptism by immersion, Spurgeon became a Baptist and 
entered a lay preaching association. Within three short years, Spurgeon was baptized into 
the Baptist church and called to pastor the New Park Street Church in London.  
At the time of Spurgeon’s call, New Park Street Church, despite its long and 
notable history, was suffering turmoil and decline. On the first Sunday of his pastorate, 
only one hundred people gathered to hear the young preacher. In time, however, this bold 
young preacher of the Word experienced the power of God pouring out upon his efforts 
to large numbers of people. In time, the crowds reached such enormous proportions that a 
new building had to be constructed to accommodate the masses. In 1861, the 
Metropolitan Tabernacle was constructed with a seating capacity of six thousand persons. 
Spurgeon was the young age of twenty-seven years old at the end of this project. 
 In one word, Spurgeon’s preaching could be called “evangelistic.” Each year, 
hundreds of people were baptized in the Metropolitan Tabernacle and numerous others 
redentials of Charles Haddon
Very few ministerial success stories are greater or more fascinating than that o
S
their pastor. By the age of twenty-two, he was the most popular preacher of his day, 
h
with an uncanny memory, Spurgeon pastored the same church for over thirty years and 
m
 Spurgeon was born on 19 June 1834, in Kelbedon, Essex, England. Interestingly, 
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joined various churches where he sp ist. Spurgeon’s preaching displayed 
great stories of w hough he was a 
total ab
 preaching, journeyed with his wife to Mentome, 
red 
s also 
claimed e
r study 
al,
oke as an evangel
it and humor. He enjoyed good times and laughter, and t
stainer, he said that he smoked a big, black cigar to the glory of God. After 
receiving much criticism for this remark, Spurgeon wrote, “When I have found intense 
pain relieved, a weary brain soothed, and calm, refreshing sleep obtained by a cigar, I
have felt grateful to God and have blessed His name” (qtd. in Fant 4).  
 Hard work, heavy responsibility, and the strain of controversy took their toll by 
1881. Spurgeon, too ill to continue
France, to seek rest and healing. The rest and healing never came, and on 31 January 
1882, near midnight, he died. Numerous memorial services were held as the world 
mourned the loss of one of the greatest preachers of all times. As the casket was lowe
into the grave, those nearby could read the text placed upon it, “I have fought a good 
fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the faith” (2 Tim. 4:7). Eyewitnesse
 they could see the Bible resting on top of the casket and opened to the passag
that led Spurgeon to Christ: “Look unto me and be thee saved, all the ends of the earth; 
for I am God and there is no one else” (qtd. in Fant 7). He died one of the greatest 
expositors of Scripture ever to preach a sermon.     
Spurgeon believed that the sermon should contain the pure Word of God. As one 
author wrote, Spurgeon believed that “the sermon should contain solid food fo
rather than skimmed milk” (Fant 10). Spurgeon condemned those who neglected 
doctrinal preaching and a thorough study of Scripture. Simply put, he was a biblic
expositional preacher.
 In spite of Spurgeon’s radical emphasis upon the pure Word of God, critics 
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frequently complained of Spurgeon’s spiritualization of the text. Spurgeon would often 
defend himself by suggesting that many great texts of Scripture require straightforward 
interpretation, but he insisted that other unusual texts could and should be adapted t
lessons not specifically included in their context.  
 Clearly, one of Spurgeon’s strengths was his dedication to faithful study and 
prayer. Due to his tremendous memory and the audience’s tendency to d
o
isregard
anusc
ges
el
hout
t says, “Spurgeon’s oral style may 
he
 sweet thought that is for the working man. He often wipes the 
hot sweat from his face, and he wonders if there is a land where he shall 
 is not 
moistened with the sweat of his brow. (qtd. in Fant 35) 
m ripts and outlines, Spurgeon never wrote a manuscript of his sermon before he 
preached. In reading his sermons today, one notices the incomparable diction and precise 
prose with which Spurgeon preached the Word of God. He orally composed his messa
without ever drafting notes or a manuscript. Unquestionably, this herald of the gosp
was a genius in delivery. His mastery over the English language is magnificent to say the 
least. In the end, sixty-three volumes of Spurgeon’s sermons were stenographically 
recorded from his ministry, in addition to pamphlets and many other books.  
 One of the dominant strengths in Spurgeon’s homiletic was the great imagery 
employed by this preacher. In reading his sermons, in light of the context that they were
stenographically recorded, one can imagine the impact of such words delivered wit
the hindrance of notes or manuscript. As Clyde Fan
have been the finest ever produced by the Christian pulpit” (12). Like most great 
preachers, Spurgeon simply mastered the English language and the ability to paint 
panoramic word pictures for the hearers of the gospel. One example comes from t
beginning of a sermon in which Spurgeon painted such a picture:  
O what a
have to toil no longer. He scarcely ever eats a mouthful of bread that
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Throughout the sermon, one discerns an uncanny ability to use the English language to 
paint portraits of the gospel for the congregation. 
 In postmodern day of radical humanism, secularism, and pluralism, one could say 
that the West desperately needs bold preachers like Spurgeon. The beauty of Spurgeon’s 
preaching was his unapologetic proclamation of the whole of Scripture. Spurgeon refused 
to shrink back from difficult texts and, with great love and compassion, preached 
fearlessly the demands of the Word of God. This dichotomy is illustrated in a sermon 
pertaining to heaven and hell: 
The second part of my text is heartbreaking. I could preach with great 
there are gloomy words here. But as I have told you, what is written in the 
42)
From this point in the sermon forward, the prophetic preacher stands squarely in the 
pulpit to preach against playing religious games and wholeheartedly encourages the 
congregation to receive the gift of Jesus Christ and live authentic lives of faith. Spurgeon 
knew that people long for the pure Word of the Lord. One is incorrect to assume that 
people want the gospel watered down and easily applied in their lives. People 
instinctively know that nothing good in life comes easy. Salvation might be free for those 
who believe, but following in the steps of Jesus demands sacrifice and commitment. 
Spurgeon intuitively knew this cost and, as a result, preached the pure Word of God.  
delight from the first part; but here is a dreary task to my soul, because 
Bible must be preached, whether it be gloomy of cheerful. (qtd. in Fant 
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APPENDIX N 
Homiletic Credentials of George Campbell Morgan 
 A common assumption among many preachers and churches is that a church 
should not call an elderly man to serve the pulpit. While opinions differ on this issue, 
Morgan clearly demonstrated that the decision depends upon the preacher under 
consideration. Morgan was called to his last pastorate when he was seventy-two years 
old; he retired when he was eighty. Of course, as this synopsis demonstrates, Morgan was 
not a typical preacher. 
 Morgan was born 9 December 1863 in Glouchestershire, England. Raised by a 
father who wa
religious traini
interest in preaching early and preached his first sermon in his thirteenth year. Later in 
life Morgan wrote about this day:
In the year 1876, I preached my first sermon in public. I played at 
her dolls in a row and I conducted services regularly and preached to my 
t
preaching ever since. Preaching to me is the biggest fun in the world. I 
,
Interestingly, in that same year, 1888 Morgan was rejected as a Methodist preacher 
during the ordination process. The reason given for this rejection was, “He showed no 
promise for preaching” (qtd. in De Witt 293).  
 Rejected by the Methodists, Morgan became a Congregationalist, assuming the 
s a Baptist preacher with mystical tendencies, Morgan received strong 
ng in his home. As a result of God’s Holy Spirit upon his life, he showed
preaching long before that. My sister, four years older than I, used to put 
sister and her dolls. There is a philosophy in that. I have been playing a
would rather preach than do anything else. (qtd. in DeWitt 287)
Morgan’s love for the fun of preaching never waned. 
 After becoming Master in the Jewish collegiate school in Birmingham in 1883
Morgan preached as a mission preacher and married Annie Morgan in 1888. 
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pastorate of the Stone Church in St and. After becoming friends with 
Dwight L. Mood an returned to 
-
welve 
orked hard in the local church, he still found time to travel 
 in 
a, Pennsylvania (DeWitt 6). 
 After a still
vigorous and e
a second term 
active years, he retired in 1943 and died two years later in 1945.
 As Clyde Fant recently notes about the preacher Morgan, he excelled in many 
different areas:
Many phrases have been used to characterize Morgan-organizer, powerful 
ministers, student of holy scriptures, scholar. Perhaps it takes all of these 
He was a great man among great contemporaries such as Moody, Jowett,  
affordshire, Engl
y on Moody’s mission preaching tours to England, Morg
London and became pastor of Westminster Congregational Chapel at the age of forty
one. When asked about his success in building a strong congregation at Westminster, 
Morgan replied, “Work, hard work, and again work” (qtd. in DeWitt 299). After t
years of Morgan’s ministry, Westminster Chapel became one of England’s most active
churches.
 While Morgan w
abroad often to preach and teach in America. From time to time, he would settle briefly
one place. From 1927 to 1928, he served on the faculty of the Bible Institute of Los 
Angeles, and from 1930 to 1931, he was Bible Lecturer at Gordon College of Theology 
and Missions in Boston. Between 1929 and 1932, he served as pastor of the Tabernacle
Presbyterian Church in Philadelphi
 long and effective calling as a preacher of the gospel, Morgan was 
ffective at the age of seventy-two. Westminster Chapel invited Morgan to 
as pastor, and he accepted with enthusiasm just as before. After eight 
preacher, prince among evangelists, eminent teacher, leader among 
to describe him adequately; even then the description seems to fall short. 
and Spurgeon. (6) 
In addition to being all of these things and more, Morgan was also a prolific author who
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wrote at least sixty books and a dozen booklets. Morgan opened Scripture fundamenta
from an expositional perspective and, as a result, was seen as a conservative in theology 
and preaching. One could argue this was intentional warfare against the tumultuous tim
in which God called Morgan to preach the gospel. During his ministerial career, 
theological storms raged as the liberals and modernists conflicted. The rise of scientism 
and secularism brought dark clouds to the church horizon. In addition, deep scars were 
inflicted on
lly
es
 both the people and the churches by the two world wars and the devastating 
f
 losing himself in word 
s,
 philosophy of 
reachi of
e
. The text is everything. That is the point of authority. 
(qtd. in Fant 11-12) 
economic depression of the 1930s.  
 As I have mentioned above, Morgan was fundamentally an expository preacher 
whose voluminous work and excellent sermons have received much praise. Despite 
widespread respect and admiration for the preacher Morgan, some have criticized parts o
his biblical exposition. He has been accused of straining texts and bordering on allegory.
Still others have asserted that he neglected contemporary issues,
studies, background materials, and tedious expositions. After reading five of his sermon
particularly “The Vengeance of God,” I must confess that I agree with this tendency of 
Morgan.
 Aside from the criticism aimed at Morgan, I appreciate his
p ng the pure Word of God. Morgan commented frequently about his philosophy 
preaching:    
The supreme work of the Christian ministry is the work of preaching. 
Preaching is the declaration of the grace of God to human need on th
authority of the throne of God. This is the message. That is the one thing 
that is absolutely and timely authoritative. My sermon has no authority in 
it at all, except as an interpretation or exposition or illustration of the truth,
which is in the text
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Both as a child and later in life, Morgan appeared frail, stiff, and awkward. As 
many have suggested, his great success in the pulpit was not due to charisma but rather to
the authoritative way in which he preached the Word of God. His voice was deep and 
resonant, though not exceptionally loud. Hearers said his diction was excellent, a
articulation was precise. He grounded his preaching on the Word and, therefore, 
demonstrated dramatic power in almost all of his sermons.  
 Morgan also emphasized the need for the preacher to study the biblical text first, 
without outside assistance from com
nd his 
mentaries. He suggested that preachers first take a 
f,
til I 
e
person today would have enjoyed them as well. Due to his huge success, he 
 his 
is messages was well thought out and flowed naturally. Often employing 
long theologic al
skill.
Morga
strict expositional way in which he approached the task of preaching the Word of the 
personal firsthand approach to the text and then, only after examining the text for onesel
employ available scholarly aid. “I never take down a commentary,” said Morgan, “un
have done personal, first-hand work and have made my outline” (qtd. in Fant 10-11). As 
one who believes the Holy Spirit works first and foremost through the preacher preparing 
to preach, I admire this suggestion on the part of Morgan. 
 After reading Morgan’s sermons, I believe that he was a brilliant preacher with 
scholarly tendencies. I thoroughly enjoyed his sermons but walked away wondering if th
typical lay
obviously found a large hearing for such a scholarly approach to preaching. While
sermons might be considered deep and expositionally tedious at times, I found that the 
structure of h
al terms, Morgan demonstrated a wit for biblical exegesis and homiletic
n’s distinctive traits and dominant strengths are found, I believe, in the 
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Lord. M
the Holy 
spel for sixty-seven years. 
f
organ approached the task with great seriousness. His sermons leave little room
for “fluff” or illustrations that tend to draw the hearer away from the message found 
inherent in the biblical text. This straightforward approach to expositional preaching is
clear in his sermon, “The Vengeance of God,” which focuses on Nahum 1:2. 
 Due to his faithfulness to the text, his disciplined study, and the power of 
Spirit, Morgan served Christ and his calling to preach the go
During this great tenure as a preacher of the gospel, Morgan’s ministry was anointed by 
the Holy Spirit, which enabled him to grow strong and effective churches for the sake o
God’s kingdom. As a result, his life and ministry as a herald of the gospel will be studied 
by students of preaching for many years to come.  
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APPENDIX O 
Homiletic Credentials of Charles Swindoll 
 Swindoll is one of the most popular Christian authors and speakers of this 
century. Known especially for his skill in making Christian concepts workable in 
everyday life, Dr. Swindoll impacts millions of people through his many books and daily 
radio ministry, Insight for Living.
 On the Insight for Living Web site, Charles Swindoll describes his mission in life
and the mission of his ministry. “Commitment to excellence in communicating the truths 
of Scripture and the person of Jesus Christ in an accurate, clear, and practical manner so 
that people will come to understanding of God’s plan for their lives, as well as their 
significant role as authentic Christians.” 
 After graduating from Dallas Theological Seminary in the early 1950s, Swindoll 
began fifteen years of pastoral ministry. He recalls laughing at the suggestion from early 
parishioners that he launch a radio ministry. Eventually he relented, and in the summer of 
1977, his sermons from the First Evangelical Free Church in Fullerton, California, were 
broadcast on twenty-seven stations in the United States. The effectiveness was 
immediate, and apparent, that people were attracted to his down-to-earth messages. 
 In 1979, after two years of broadcasting expositional sermons throughout the 
United States, the radio ministry Insight for Living was born. It began with just a handful 
of stations but quickly grew and today more than nineteen hundred stations carry the 
program worldwide in thirteen languages. In 1995, the Insight for Living board of 
directors passed a resolution to expand an international outreach into as many as ten new 
languages, giving Insight for Living the opportunity to reach 60 percent of the world. 
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 Though the scale of Insight for Living’s ministry continues to expand to global 
proportions, the emph ll’s words, “We are asis of its ministry has not changed. In Swindo
still committed to excellence in communicating biblical truth and its application.” 
 Recently, Swindoll moved the Insight for Living U.S. headquarters from 
California to Dallas, Texas. This move makes good sense as Dr. Swindoll recently 
resigned as President of Dallas Theological Seminary and now serves as senior pastor of 
Stonebriar Community Church in North Dallas. 
 In Dr. Swindoll’s book Laugh Again, this expositional preacher delivers a 
collection of fourteen sermons on the book of Philippians. The sermons aptly represent 
what Swindoll does best, namely preach expositional sermons that are both true to th
text and indigenously applicable in the tw
e
enty-first century. 
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APPENDIX P 
Homiletic Credentials of David Walls 
 Dr. David Walls has served churches in Canada, Ohio, and Arizona. He is the
author of four books including Ordinary Heroes, Learning to Love When Love Isn’t
Easy, Finding God in the Dark, and Parenting by the Book.
 Dr. Walls received his Bachelor of Science from the University of Waterloo in 
1974. He went on to receive a Master of Divinity from Talbot Theological Seminary in 
 Seminary in Wilmore, 
Kentucky. In this role as Beeson Pastor in Residence at Asbury, Dr. Walls taught biblical 
preaching to twenty-four resident doctoral students from the United States, Canada, 
China and Brazil. Since I was one of those resident students, I can speak with certainty 
about Dr. Wall’s passion for pure expositional preaching. He is uncompromising in the 
Biblical preaching course he teaches and willing to demonstrate precisely how to preach 
an expositional sermon that is faithful to the biblical text. In a collection of sermons 
appropriately entitled Extreme Commitment
1977 and a Doctor of Ministry from Trinity Evangelical Divinity School in 1983.
 While pastoring the three thousand member Church of the Open Door in 2000, 
Dr. Walls also served as Beeson Pastor in Residence at the Beeson International Center
for Biblical Preaching and Leadership at Asbury Theological
, Dr. Walls exemplifies expositional 
preaching as he proclaims Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount as contained in Matthew 4:23-
5:6.
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APPENDIX Q 
H
r in 
 served pastorates in 
 at 
omiletic Credentials of Fred Cradock
Craddock is Bandy Distinguished Professor of Preaching and New Testament, 
Emeritus, in the Candler School of Theology, Emory University. An ordained ministe
the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Dr. Craddock has
Tennessee and Oklahoma. He has delivered the distinguished Lyman Beecher Lectures
Yale Divinity School, as well as many other lectureships around the world. He is a much
sought-after lecturer, even to this day, and he was named in Newsweek as one of 
A a’s top preachers. Dr. Craddock was reared in rural Tennessee and masterfully 
speaks the folk idiom with prophetic authenticity.  
 Dr. Craddock has written a number of books, including 
meric
As One without 
Authority, and Overhearing the Gospel. In addition, he has also published many 
commentaries and articles in various journals. When I last interviewed Dr. Craddock
1988, he was living in rural Georgia and planting a new church in a strip mall. 
 in 
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APPENDIX R 
Homiletic Credentials of Eugene Lowry 
Lowry is a passionate preacher who continues to lecture and deliver excellent 
narrative sermons. His most important contribution to the practice of narrative preaching 
was accomplished in 1980 when Dr. Lowry authored The Homiletical Plot.
 Dr. Lowry was the William K. McElvaney Professor of Preaching at Saint Paul 
School of Theology in Kansas City, Missouri. He has been a pastor and professor of 
preaching for more than thirty years. In addition, he is a popular lecturer who has 
several books and numerous articles on narrative preaching. 
 In February 2001, Dr. Lowry was a guest lec
written
turer at Asbury Theological 
emina for the 
s
S ry where he presented his critique of expositional preaching and support 
style of narrative. In many ways, Dr. Lowry has “caught the wave,” created by hi
colleague and mentor, Craddock. 
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APPENDIX S 
H
n
program of 
ampus l
.
 Emory 
t
urses in liturgics and homiletics and serving as 
Director of the Ministerial Course of Study at Duke and Presiding Minister in the 
Divinity School Chapel. When he returned to the parish ministry in 1980, he was Visiting 
Associate Professor of Liturgy and Worship at Duke for three years. He has been 
awarded honorary degrees from Westminster College, Wofford College, Lehigh 
University, Campbell University, Lafayette College, Colgate University, and Centre 
College. In 1992 he was named as the first Distinguished Alumnus of Yale Divinity 
School.
 His articles have appeared in many publications including The Christian Ministry
omiletic Credentials of William Willimon
Dr. William H. Willimon was the Dean of the Chapel and Professor of Christia
Ministry at Duke University, Durham, North Carolina from 1984-2004. He preached each
Sunday in the Duke Chapel at the center of Duke’s campus and directed the 
c  ministry there. He also served as a professor in the Duke Divinity School as wel
as teaching his popular “The Search for Meaning” course in Duke’s undergraduate 
curriculum. In 2004, he was elected to the Episcopacy of the United Methodist Church 
and now serves as Bishop of the Montgomery, Alabama area
 Dr. Willimon is a graduate of Wofford College, Yale Divinity School, and
University. He has served as pastor of churches in Georgia and South Carolina. For four
years, beginning in 1978, he served as Assistant Professor of Liturgy and Worship a
Duke Divinity School, teaching co
,
Quarterly Review, Liturgy, Worship, and Christianity Today. He is editor-at-large for 
The Christian Century. He has served as Editor for Abingdon’s International Lesson 
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Annual. He has written curriculum m o for youth, young adults, and 
adults. His “Pulpit Re nd pastors in the 
aterials and vide
source” is used each week by over eight thousa
USA, Canada, and Australia. 
He is the author of fifty books. His Worship as Pastoral Care was selected as one 
of the ten most useful books for pastors in 1979 by the Academy of Parish Clergy. Over 
million copies of his books have been sold. In 1996, an international survey conducted by 
Baylor University named him as one of the Twelve Most Effective Preachers in the 
English-speaking world. 
a
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APPENDIX T 
Homiletic Credentials of Ellsworth Kalas 
 A native of Sioux City, Iowa, Dr. J. Ellsworth Kalas received his bachelor’s 
degree
e
ry degrees. Most recently, he received an honorary doctorate 
from Kentucky Wesleyan College. 
 Dr. Kalas served thirty-eight years as a parish pastor; the first twenty-two years in 
Wisconsin, then sixteen years as senior minister at the Church of the Savior, Cleveland, 
Ohio. In July 1988, Dr. Kalas became the Associate in Evangelism with the World 
Methodist Council, with emphasis on spiritual renewal in local congregations and special 
programs for the clergy. For two years of this time, he also served as Minister-in-
Residence at Union College of Kentucky. 
 On 1 July 1993, he joined the faculty of Asbury Theological Seminary, to fill a 
post in the new Beeson International School of Biblical Preaching and Church 
Leadership. He served in this role until 1 July 2000, when he became Professor of 
Preaching in the Seminary’s School of Theology. Currently, Dr. Kalas is interim Dean of 
the Beeson Pastor Program.  
 Dr. Kalas has written thirteen adult study quarterlies for the United Methodist 
Publishing House. He is a video lecturer in the DISCIPLE Bible study program. He was 
one of the persons chosen for the original “Great Preachers” series produced by the 
 from the University of Wisconsin with a variety of honors and his Master of 
Divinity degree from Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary (1954) with distinction. 
He then pursued two additional years of graduate study at the University of Wisconsin 
and Harvard University. Lawrence University and Asbury Theological Seminary hav
awarded Dr. Kalas honora
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Circuit Rider magazine, and he gave n lectures at the National Congress 
on Evangelism. 
g
the 1984 Denma
 Most of his thirty published books are currently in print, including a continuin
favorite Parables from the Back Side. His devotional guide for reading through the B
in a year is now part of a complete study program for both personal and group use, under 
the name 
ible
The Grand Sweep. This includes audiotapes of the entire Bible and the daily 
devotional readings by Dr. Kalas. He is a contributor to eleven other volumes. Four of h
books have been translated into Korean, and one into Chinese. 
   
is
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APPENDIX U 
Homiletic Credentials of Clovis Chappell 
 both the South and the 
ed schools in Tennessee and was a student at Duke University from 
1902-1903 and Harvard University from 1904-1905. Honorary degrees were later 
conferred on this great pastor by Duke University, Centenary College, and Birmingham 
Southern College (Fant 211-12).
 Very few men in the history of the church have pastored more large downtown 
city churches and written more books than Chappell. Interestingly, despite his excellent 
education, Chappell had a gift for keeping the gospel and his preaching simple. Of his 
sermonic form he said, “It is therefore a matter of fundamental importance that the 
sermon have a simple, logical, and concise outline. It ought to start, travel, and arrive” 
(qtd. in Fant 214). 
 This simplicity carried over into the topics he chose for his sermons. Most often 
referred to as a biographical preacher, Chappell addressed the real needs of real people. 
Unlike many topical pastors today, Chappell was extremely textual. He never began 
preaching without first drawing the attention of the listeners to a governing biblical text. 
Moreover, he refused to leap from text to text, but stayed true to a particular text, so 
 On 8 January 1882, Clovis Gillham Chappell was born in Flatwood, Tennessee, 
where he grew up on a farm. This childhood experience on the farm greatly impacted his 
life, as he later became well-known for his down-to-earth “folksy” style of preaching. He 
frequently employed illustrations from the farm and always wore his upbringing with 
pride.
 Later in life, Chappell obtained an excellent education in
North. He attend
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much so that he often received critici too much time explaining the 
original context of the 
r
nd
 common language, addressing their needs, hurts, and wants so that the gospel 
essag
cal
sm for spending 
preached pericope. 
 After faithfully and thoroughly explaining the biblical text, Chappell was a maste
at pastorally preaching to the needs of the common folk, needs and topics that were 
faithfully drawn from the biblical passage under consideration. He exhibited an uncanny 
ability to remain faithful to the biblical text and also to meet people where they were a
through
m e could then be applied to everyday living. As a result, he continues to 
demonstrate, even to this day, the faithful and effective way in which to preach a topi
sermon. 
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APPENDIX V 
Homiletic Credentials of Bill Hybels 
h
sis of 
enting a Palantine movie theater (from which the name Willow Creek was 
taken), this team of youth leaders launched the church with great optimism on 12 October 
1975, only to be disappointed by the initial turnout of 125 people. Even worse, 
attendance sank the next week. Despite their disappointment, they persisted and people 
began to respond. In three years, attendance grew to two thousand people. Faced with 
standing-room-only crowds, the highly motivated congregation rallied in 1977 to buy 
ninety acres of farmland in South Barrington. The first service in the main auditorium 
was held in February 1981, and growth has continued ever since.
Over the years, nearly one hundred ministries have been launched to serve 
spiritual, physical, and relational needs. Later, the building was doubled in size and the 
property expanded to 155 acres. From the beginning, however, the founders’ goal was not 
to become a big church but to be the church to each other and the community. Even to 
this day, church leaders stress authentic relationships, with small groups offering 
opportunities for people to develop spiritually while building lifelong friendships. 
 Bill Hybels has basically had two positions of ministry in his life, youth pastor 
and senior pastor. In the late 1960s, Hybels led an exciting youth ministry in the sout
Barrington area of Chicago. Contemporary music, drama, and relevant Bible teaching 
characterized the youth ministry. The entire experience was innovative and contagious. 
As the youth leaders from this ministry graduated from college, they felt compelled to 
offer this innovative and creative style of ministry to adults, leading to the gene
Willow Creek Community Church.  
 R
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Through it all, God has changed thou d eternities, promoting Hybels to 
reflect recently, “I’ve com the local church is the 
sands of lives an
e to believe more deeply than ever that 
hope of the world” (Willowcreek Community Church).
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APPENDIX W 
Homiletic Credentials of Mike Breaux 
Mike Breaux recently transitioned his ministry from senior pastor of Southland 
Christian Church, located between Lexington and Wilmore, Kentucky, to teaching pastor 
at Willowcreek Community Church. Like his life in general, Breaux’s philosophy for 
ministry is simple, namely to love God and love people. Equally as simple are his 
passions for his family and for empty, lost people who need to connect with Jesus Christ.
Pastor Breaux’s primary ministry at Southland had been “to lead and feed,” 
meaning to lead the congregation and staff and feed everyone through the teaching and 
preaching of God’s Word. He has traveled extensively, speaking to teenagers and adults 
for over fifteen years.
Pastor Breaux was born and raised in Lexington, Kentucky. He graduated from 
Lincoln Christian College and Seminary. His ministries have consisted of youth ministry 
and pastoral ministry in Rochester, Illinois, Cincinnati, Ohio, Harrodsburg, Kentucky, 
Las Vegas, Nevada, and Lexington, Kentucky. 
 Southland Christian started in 1956 under the leadership of Reverend Wayne B. 
Smith in a small thirty foot by sixty foot building on a one-acre lot on Hillandale Road in 
Lexington, Kentucky. The building seated 125 people and was funded by Broadway 
Christian Church at a cost of $28,500. The original core group of people that started this 
church was made up of ninety-three members from the Broadway Christian Church. Rev. 
Smith, the founding pastor, gathered the core leadership of forty-eight people to decide 
who would take responsibility for different areas of ministry. They arranged for their 
Sunday school classes to meet in five different basements of private homes in the 
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Hillandale neighborhood. On their fi  1956, they had 152 people show 
up. Within two weeks, a  church has been 
growin
e
ore 
three se
s of property in Fayette County when they finally decided on 
twenty
ership of that remnant flock when 
rst Sunday, 8 July
ttendance went up to two hundred, and the
g to this day.
 When they reached an average attendance of five hundred people, they thought 
they would start a new church, but after three different votes of the congregation, no on
was willing to leave to start the new church. Instead, the church decided to adopt m
services on Sunday. They went from one service to dual services and then eventually to 
rvices of worship.
 The church grew to over one thousand in attendance in 1970 and in the early 
seventies the church realized a need to look at a larger piece of property. They looked at 
fourteen different piece
acres in Jessamine County. They bought the twenty acres for $90,000 in 1975. 
They began worshipping in a new building at that location in 1981. 
 A second church was planted at the original location in the Hillandale 
neighborhood. Pastor Wayne Holcomb took lead
Southland Christian Church moved out in 1981. Now known as Hillandale Christian 
Church, it is still growing today with an average attendance of over 1,050. 
 As the church grew in attendance, so did it grow in ministry. Since 1980, 
buildings costing seven million dollars have been added, which includes a 2,200  
seat-auditorium. A television and radio ministry was added in 1985. In 1991, an 
additional eighty-seven acres was purchased for 2.1 million dollars, which makes a total
of 107 acres of property belonging to Southland. In 1994, a new building plan, which 
called for a six thousand-seat auditorium, was approved. 
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 In the fall of 1995, the Reverend Smith called upon Breaux to preach for him one
Sunday, and the church has never been the same since. Reverend Smith received so m
calls from congregatio
any 
n members about the service that Sunday that he called Breaux to 
e building plans set forth in 1994. The building of a 
 for 
tell him that he was retiring and asked Mike to be the next pastor of Southland Christian
Church. Rev. Smith retired in the beginning of 1996, and Pastor Breaux took over 
making many new changes to the church.  
 The church grew to 7,500 in attendance under Pastor Breaux’s leadership. In 
2002, the church finished th
multipurpose facility makes way for a seven-day-a-week church. The building is used
worship on weekends and a variety of activities throughout the rest of the week. Through
the ministry and topical preaching of Breaux, who recently moved to Chicago and to 
serve at Willow Creek Community Church, the Lord is impacting thousands of lives.  
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APPENDIX X 
Homiletic Credentials of John Ed Mathison 
Dr. John Ed Mathison has been senior minister of Frazer Memorial United 
Methodist church in Montgomery, Alabama, one of the fastest growing United Methodist
churches in America, for the past twenty-eight years. Under his leadership, Frazer h
grown to more than seven thousand membe
as 
rs and has the largest Sunday school 
Alabama, and as minister at Trinity United Methodist Church in Phoenix City, Alabama, 
before coming to Frazer Memorial in 1972.  
 He is a nationally known and sought-after speaker. He has served as platform 
speaker for the National Conference of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and the 
Protestant Retreat at the Air Force Academy at Colorado Springs and as a seminar 
speaker at the Billy Graham Training Center at The Cove. 
 He has written three books: (1) Tried and True
attendance for United Methodist churches in America. 
 The son of a United Methodist minister, Dr. Mathison holds degrees from
Huntingdon College, Candler School of Theology, Princeton University, and a Doctor of 
Ministry Degree from Candler School of Theology.  
 He served as associate minister at Capital Heights Methodist Church in 
Montgomery, Alabama, as minister at South Brookley Methodist Church in Mobile, 
 lists eleven church-growth 
principles utilized by Frazer for designing and implementing its ministry; (2) Every
Member in Ministry shares Frazer’s experiences with involving laypeople in meaningful 
ministry and avoiding inactive members; and, (3) Fishing for Birds is a collection of 122 
bulletin-front messages from Dr. Mathison to the Frazer congregation. 
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 Under Dr. Mathison’s leaders mitted to involving laypeople in 
ministry. More than 9 in a specific area of 
inistr f the 
ch
ce of 
 down-to-earth style of topical 
reachi
hip, Frazer is com
0 percent of the resident members are involved 
m y. Frazer also has a strong commitment to missions. More than 35 percent o
church budget is allocated to missions.  
 In 1986 the Church Leadership Institute cited Frazer as the fastest growing chur
of any denomination in Alabama. Frazer has an average Sunday worship attendan
more than 4,500 persons. Like Chappell, Mathison has a
p ng. He is clearly one of the most effective pastors of United Methodism in 
America (Biographical Sketch 1-2). 
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